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INTRODUCTION 
Agricultural econoniists, laymen, and politicians have 
oi'ten expresaecL a need for research to help define the inter­
relationships between agriculture and the rest of the economy. 
The need for such research is implied by the persistent idea 
in the minds of farmers and farm leaders that prooporit.y in 
the remainder of the economy depends heavily upon prosperity 
in agriculture. This idea is currently 0:(presKed in the 
notion that a decline in fern! incomes may brin^ sbout a gen­
eral depression. However, a "common sense" appr-ainal of farm 
and industrial sectors in terras of the vslue of the products 
of each suggests the opposite hypothesis. In 195-5, according 
to Coiamerce Department data, agriculture and forestry produced 
otily 5.5 per cent of the national income, sugpestinp thr;t 
Industry in the aggregate, at least, is not hepvily dependent 
upon agriculture (58). Anticipated volue of tbia study lay 
not only in estimating effects of agricultural production upon 
tiie rest of the economy, but alao in lielping to define empir­
ically the dependence of agriculture upon the i^ent of the 
economy. 
The recent ^^rowth of government participation in economic 
activity has stimulated interest in studies of inte3?dependence 
of economic sectors. Policy frools, such as full employment 
or stable fiirm incomes, involve complex prof^rams. If these 
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programs are to be chosen intelligently and administered 
effectively, prior knowledge of the structure of the economy 
and of interrelationships araonp; sectors of the economy is 
essential. Historically, the source of such knowledge has 
been research which considered only small segments of the 
economy, taking the balance as given. 
Economists have long been impressed v;ith the possibil­
ities in analysis if a workable general model v;ere developed. 
Since the time of Quesnay and his Tableau Oeconbmique (35), 
tiie ideal of general interdependence has been widely recog­
nized and discussed. Recently, Wassily Leontief constructed 
models of the economy of the United States, embodying the 
principle of general interdependence of economic sectors (27). 
The Leontief technique, called input-output analysis, has been 
widely used in recent years. Also, it has received consider­
able criticism, partly because of its theoretical assumptions 
and partly because of the data problems it introduces. Numer­
ous input-output models, and several major criticisms of the 
models, are discussed in subsequent sections. 
Agricultural economists have viev;ed the Leontief system 
as a potential tool for general analysis of the relationships 
between the agricultural and industrial economies. Bachman 
(3) and V.'augh (62) have suggested the use of the input-output 
technique for analysis of the effects of price end income 
policies in agriculture. Fox and Norcross (12) discussed the 
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adaptation of data to interindustry studies. They suggested 
that it ivould be desirable to develop data by broad regions 
and u'lajor farming types within regions, in order to apply the 
interindustry technique to regional analysis. Peterson (33) 
constructed five-sector models of United States economy for 
1949, 1939, and 19£9, stressing agriculture. Vftille his were 
not regional moaels, he suggested the input-output technique 
as appropriate to regional studies, but cautioned that the 
data probleia may be difficult. 
I sard (£1) developed a regional input-output model simi­
lar to the earlier Interindustry model of Leontief. The model 
involved aggregation (a) spatially into geographic regions 
and (b) industrially -within each region. A system of commod­
ity flows was established between industries in a region, 
between industries in different regions, and between each 
regional industry and the final demand sector (households) 
in each region. The model was evaluated tentatively by Isard 
in a later puDllcation (22). Moses (30) used a model similar 
to that of Isard in constructing a 3-region, ll-industry model 
of the United States economy. It is discussed later in con­
nection with some theoretical assumptions and data problems 
of the input-output method. 
The most comprehensive use of input-output analysis was 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics study of the United States 
economy in 1947. In an early stage, the national economy was 
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divided into 450 sectors for data accumulation. The pub­
lished transactions table (61) is in approximately SOO-sector 
detail, including ten final demand sectors. The procedures 
and certain of the data of the 194? study v;ere useful in this 
study, and are discussed throughout. Other studies of the 
input-output type include models of the economies of Maryland 
(6), Utah (28), and the Eighth Federal Reserve District (10), 
each considered v^ith a high level of industrial aggregation, 
and each stressing the balance of trade of the state or region. 
Objectives of the Study 
The general objective is to investigate problems asso­
ciated v;ith construction of an input-output model. Specific 
objectives are; 
1. To formulate a structural model of the economy, 
adaptable to the mathematical technique of the 
Leontief system, and stressing regional agricultural 
production. 
2. To investigate problems inherent in collecting data 
for such a model, and to suggest procedures v.'hich 
might result in more useful data. 
o. To ijrovide empirical estimates of static input-output 
models for one or more time periods, including esti­
mates of interdependence betv/een agricultural regions, 
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and between agricultural and non-agricultural sec­
tors of the economy. 
4. To study the validity of the assumptions of the 
model. 
5. To Indicate the usefulness of the Leontief system 
compared vith other less general analytical devices 
using similar data-
6 
THE LEONTIEF OR IMPUT-OUTPUT SYnTEM 
In the Introduction to his book describing input-output 
analysis, VJassily Leontief suggests that study of the inter­
relations among parts of the economy needs no special justi­
fication. "Laymen and professional economist alike, . . . all 
are equally av/are of the existence of some kind of intercon­
nection betv/een even the remotest parts of a national ec'inomy." 
Leontief (27, p. 33) defends his system as follows: 
The principal merit of the general equilibrium 
theory ic "that it enables us to take account of the 
hi(^;hly complex network of interrelationships which 
transmits the impulses of any local primary change 
into the remotest corners of the economic system. 
V/hile in the case of partial analysis, which oper­
ates simultaneously with only two or three vari­
ables, the interrelationships among these few ele­
ments can be perceived directly, such intuitive 
inference becomes practically impossible as soon 
as the number of variables increases up to four or 
five, not to say ten or tvjenty. 
The input-output system is often presented as a single, 
unified analytical technique. However, it can also be consid­
ered in two distinct phases. The first phase is descriptive, 
and includes equations (1.1) to (3.n) in the mathematical 
model which follows. Equations (2.1) to (2.n) and (-5.1) to 
(o.n) are usually presented empirically as a table or matrix 
describing transactions between economic sectors- Equation 
(4.1) introduces a simple analytical framework, but is still 
essentially descriptive of the production relationships in 
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the economy. 
The second phase of the input-output procedure involves 
use of the descriptive data to make estimates of future 
changes in the economy. This is done by use of algebraic 
substitution and matrix inversion, as described in the follow­
ing section. Equations (5.1) to (5.n) and (6.1) to (6.n) are 
basic to the predictive model. 
The usefulness of the descriptive phase of the construc­
tion of £Ui input-output table need not be questioned. Accord­
ing to Carl Christ, "Any dispute about the table is only 
vjhether it is worth its cost, not vjhether it is worth having 
at all." (31, p. 170) Plowever, use of the data from the trans­
actions table to make predictions about the effects upon eco­
nomic sectors of changes in the final demand structure has 
many limitations. Criticisms of this aspect of input-output 
analysis are summarized in a recent report of the ^ 3ational 
Bureau of Economic Research (31)• 
One limitation is that errors in the transactions table 
are inevitable, and in general, immeasurable. The mathemat­
ical model which follo\\?s shows how these errors are carried 
forward as errors in production coefficients, and in turn 
influence the predicting equations. Errors in the estimates 
of inter-sector transactions are not likely to seriously alter 
the t";eneral picture of the economy which the transactions 
matrix is intended to provide. But the introduction of pro-
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auction coefficients (equation 4.1) and the subseo.uent use of 
mathematical techniques to predict changes in net outputs, may 
imply to many readers a precision which the metbod does not 
possess. 
Tne second limitation to use of input-output analysis as 
a predictive device is that prospective changes in final 
demand caumot be known very accurately. Thus, the wronp-
changes may be assumed. This last limitation of the use of 
the method is not a shortcoming of the method itself, but is 
associated v;ith the use of input-output analysis and other 
analytical devices for predicting the effects of future demand 
changes upon production. 
The Mathematical Model 
The Leontief system is basically an open system of linear 
equations describing the flows of commodities between sectors 
of the economy. These sectors are of two types. The first 
type, called intermediate sectors, includes those v;hose demand 
for the commodities of other sectors arises directly from 
their own decisions to produce goods. The second type of 
sector is the final demand or autonomous sector. The final 
demand for a coraii:odity is that part of the total output which 
is treated as an Independent variable. Tlie term "final bill 
of goods" refers to the flow of goods to the autonomous sec­
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tor. Household consun^jtlon of goods and services is the most 
obvious and most important component of the final demand sec­
tor. Other parts of the final demand sector include capital 
formation, government, and foreign trade. However, the desig­
nation as autonomous or intermediate in some cases is arbi­
trary • 
For an economy divided into n intermediate sectors, the 
flow of goods between intermediate sectors is represented by 
1^2» 1^3> 1^4» • • • I^nl -^ 21' 2^3» 2^4» * * * ^2n> • ' ' 
^nl» ^n2» ^no' " * * ^nn-l» where is the ajQount of the net 
output of sector i consumed by sector j in its productive 
activity during a given period of time. The net outputs of 
the sectors are represented by X]_, Xg, X3, ... X^, and are 
defined as: 
Xi is the net output of the i-th sector, Xj_j is the quan­
tity of the net output of the i-th sector consumed by the J-th 
sector in its productive activity, and y^ Is the portion of 
the net output of the i-th sector included in the final bill 
of goods. The conditions of equation (1.1) dispense v/ith con­
sideration of the flows of goods v;ithin a sector, defining 
net outputs to include only inter-sector flows of goods and 
services. 
The physical flows of products in the economy are 
J^ l 
i J (i = 1,2,3, . . . n) (1.1) 
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described in the following set of equations, v;hlch are an 
expanded form of equation (1.1). The abfDence of the terms 
'•'ll* ^o3» • • • ^nn follovjp from the definition of net 
output. 
X . , +  
I'd 13 
*21 ^23 
^31 + ^32 + 
X In yi = X-, 
•1- X 2n 
+ X on 
^2 = ^2 
+ y3 = ^3 
n^l 4^I2 n^3 "*• 
These equations may be vjrltten as; 
X 1 - ^ 12 - ^ '13 -
-Xgi -I- Xg - Xgg -
-^^31 ~ ^ 32 ^3 -
^nn-1 i'n = ^^n 
- ^ in = yi 
- *2n = y2 








""^nl ~ ^ n2 ~ ~ ^n ~ ^ n (3.n) 
The next step in the development of the matheraatical 
Hiodel rests upon the basic assumption of the Leontief model, 
that of fixed technical coefficients of production in all pro­
ducing sectors of the economy. The technical coefficients of 
production are denoted by a^^g, a]^3, a]^4, - . . a^^^J ®-21» ^23» 
^24» * • • ^2n» • • • > ^nl* ^n2» %3> • • * %n-l* 
aijd ^  l,j = 1,2,3, . . . n) shows the quantity of the 
physical net output of the 1-th sector used by the j-th sector 
per unit of net output of the j-th sector. Thus, shows 
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the quantity of the output of sector 1 used per unit of net 
output of Gcctor 2- llie coefficient d.]_2 computed by divid­
ing, the quantity (value) of tiie flow from sector 1 to sector 
2 (>^12) output (value) of sector 2 (Xg). The tech­
nical coefficients of production are expressed as: 
^ij ~ = 1,2,0, . . -n) (4«1) 
Equation (4.1) may be rewritten as: 
^ij = ^ij^j ^ J' • • • n) (4.2) 
Substituting for Xj^^j in equations (3.1) to (3.n), the basic 
system of linear equations describing the economy may be 
written: 
Xi - ai2i^ 2 - ^ 13^ 3 - • • • ~ = Yi (5-1) 
-a2iXi + X2 - ^ 23X3 - ... - agnXn = y2 (5.2) 
-^31% - ^32^3 + X3 - . . . - a.^n^n =73 (5-3) 
-%l"^ l - %2^ '2 - Sn3^ -3 - • • • + >^ n = yn 
The elements (yi) on the right side of the equations and 
the input coefficients (a^j) are constant when the economic 
model is evaluated empirically. Accordinfr to Aitken (1, p. 
55) this sytem of equations can have a j^eneral solution if 
the matrix of coefficients of the left hand member is non-
singular. If one wishes to predict net outputs for stated 
values of the final bill of goods, (aj_j)''^ may be computed 
from the Lnovm a^j• The matrix of coefficients of the system 
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of linear equations (5.1 to 5.n) is; 
1 -ai2 -ai.3 • • • -ain 
-a2i 1 -&23 ' ' • -a2n 
A = -asi -a32 1 . . . -asn 
-anl -an2 "^^3 • • • 1 
The Inverse of the matrix A is; 
1^1 ^12 1^3 . . . Ain 
2^1 2^2 2^3 • • • Agn 
= A31 A32 A33 . . . A3n 
^nl ^ii2 ^n3 A nn 
The coefficients of the Inverse matrix are used, to form 
a new syc-tera of equations, expressing the net outputs (X^) as 
a function of the n parts of the final bill of goods. These 
equations are: 
l^iyy + ^ 2^ 2 + Ai3y3 + 
2^1^ 1 A22y2 + 2^373 + 
^31^1 •*' ^.52^2 ^35^3 
Hn'^n = ^1 
+ A2nyn = ^2 
+ A3nyn = ^3 




(6.n) ^niyi + An2y2 ' 
Each element of the inverse matrix is referred to in 
interindustry terminology as an interdependence coefficient. 
An interdependence coefficient shows the amount by which the 
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net output of Industry i would Increase, given an increase of 
one unit in the amount of commodity J entering the final bill 
of goods. 
Various raethodo of computing the inverse matrix are open 
to the investigator. Peterson (33) used the Doolittle method 
as given by Anderson and Bancroft (g, p. 192-197), and per­
formed the computations for a five equation model on a desk 
calculator. Larger models require other methods, since the 
computational load Increases sharply as the number of sectors 
increases. V^augh (63) proposed use of pov;er series to obtain 
a general solution to systems of equations of the order of 100 
to 200, using high speed computers. The inverse matrices for 
this study were computed by a comraercial firm using the Gaus­
sian elimination method. Tlieir computation v;as relatively 
Inexpensive compared with the cost of preparing the transac­
tions matrix (Table 6). 
The Economic Model 
The structural model of the economy to be considered can 
be formulated only within the framework of the objectives of 
the study. These objectives include an intention to study the 
interrelationships betiveen agricultural sectors of the economy 
of the United States, and to make estimates of the interde­
pendence between agriculture and the rest of the economy. 
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These and other objectives, luhich could be restated as hypoth­
eses, guided the formulation of the economic mooel. At the 
same tiiue, they restricted the model to thone forms most suit­
able to attainment of the objectives. An additional con­
straint upon the economic model of this study was the avail­
ability of dr;,ta in usable form from which to make empirical 
estimates of economic relationships. 
Early tasks in initiating an input-output study are to 
determine the period to be studied, and the composition of 
tl;ie sectors of the economy. The economy to be studied was 
largely given by the objectives of this study, but this is 
not necessarily the case. Nor was the choice of year diffi­
cult in this study. Selection of 1949 as the period to be 
studied vjas based upon existence of data on the agricultural 
economy x-jhich vere more complete for 1949 than for any other 
recent year. These data included the 1949 Census of Agricul­
ture (42), and government publications as detailed in the 
Appendix. 
In a study in which transactions are the elements to be 
studied, each transaction is of some interest to the investi­
gator. Aggregation at that level would involve consideration 
of firms or individuals as sectors, an alternative not feasi­
ble in a study of a national economy. Clearly, such a consid­
eration v;as impossible in this study. The choice was not 
simply betvjeen aggregation and non-aggregation, but among an 
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almost infinite number of agf'-regation systems. Principles 
exist to guide the investigator in the process, but no rigid, 
universal system is possible. Aggregation is essentially 
pragmatic. It must be directed by the ends toward vjUich it 
is one oi" several means. 
The principle of substitution furnishes one of the 
simplest bases for aggregation. As formulated by Hicks {17, 
p. 313), . . if the prices of a group of goods change in 
the Game proportion, that group of goods behaves Just as if 
it v;ere a single commodity." Another rule applicable to inter­
industry analysis, is to define sectors in such a vjay that 
inter-sec tor transactions are i.iinimized. This procedure re­
duces tlie volume of data required, since intra-sector trans­
actions are not explicitly considered in input-output analysis. 
A further restriction upon input-output aggregation is 
thau the highest possible degree of similarity of input struc­
tures should be maintained among the products of any sector. 
Products which have either identical or proportional input 
structures may be aggregated \\/ith little loss of detail. In 
practice, this principle permits aggregation of products with 
similar production functions. A change in demand for any one 
of several such products would affect the factor providing 
sectors of the economy similarly. 
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Choice of ref'.lonal boundaries 
Given the objective of observinfj; interdependence amonp 
agricultural regions, an early task ivas the choice of regional 
boundaries. It is admitted that the choice vas partly ;rbi-
trary, despite existence of {.eneral aggregation principles 
outlined above. However, following one of these principles, 
Isard (21) has suggested that it is desirable to mark off 
regions v^'hich exhibit self-sufficiency in a maximum number of 
products. This procedure reduces the volume of trade, and 
thus reduces the eatimating load. Also, since states are the 
usual unit of statistical summary, it v;as decided that states 
would not be divided if division could be avoided. 
The regional boundaries established conform closely to 
the type of farming areas of the United States as defined by 
the United States Department of Agriculture (51). General 
farming states were added to the most suitable region, using 
product sources of farm Income as the choice criterion. Since 
each state, and therefore, each region produces some quantity 
of nearly every agricultural product, no precision in product 
aggregation v/as possible. Hov/ever, as the term "type of farm­
ing area" Implies, there is some commodity uniqueness in each 
region. Regional composition appears in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Composition of afiricultural regions by states 
Region 1 Region 3 Region 5 
Maine Virginia Montana 
Mev; Hamp shire V/est Virginia Idaho 
Vermont North Carolina VJyo niing 
rlassachusetts South Cprolina Colorado 
m-iode Island Georgia Nev; Mexico 
Connecticut Florida Utah 
Wev; Yorli Tennessee Nevada 




Repcion 2 Region 4 Region 6 
Ohio North Dakota Arizona 
Indiana South D allot a V.'ashlngton 
Illinois Nebraska Oregon 






Product aKKrefjation v/lthin agricultural regions 
Af^gregation principles discussed above, and the objectives 
of the study, suggest a further division of ap;ricultural pro­
duction along commodity lines. The most elementary grouping 
of agricultural commodities is in terms of the production 
process involved. Peterson (33) used this criterion in defin­
ing primary and secondary agriculture sectors. Treating pro­
cesses as sectors resembles the "technical schematization" of 
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the economy outlined by Leontief and associates as a basis 
lor proauct aggregation (26, Ch. 9). In the present context, 
cropping activities constitute extractive, or primary agri­
culture, while livestoclt production is a procesDing, or 
secundary activity. 
Choice of tvjo levels of production in agriculture permits 
greater precision in estimates of the structure of the economy. 
Thus, greater precision may be achieved in estimating the 
effects of given changes in net outputs, or in the final 
deraaxid for certain commodities. Lower levels of aggregation 
permit a viider range of hypothetical questions to be consid­
ered using either the elements of the input coefficient matrix 
or the interdependence coefficient matrix. Selection of tv/o 
production levels in each agricultural repjion provided the 
economic model with 12 agricultural sectors. The six primary 
agriculture sectors were numbered from one to six for the re­
spective regions. Secondary agriculture sectors of regions 
1 to 6 were denoted as sectors 7 to 12. 
Non-agricultural sectors 
Leontiefs earliest input-output model considered all 
agriculture as one sector and the industrial economy as sev­
eral sectors (27). Aggregation of agriculture at a high level 
is reasonable in viev/ of the relative size of the agricultural 
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and industrial econoinias. However, a study stressing ?p:rl-
culture raight also consider industrial sectors in less detail 
than ai'-riculture sectors. Peterson ( 3o) considered tv;o apri-
culture sectors but only one industrial sector. Industry 
aggregation r^t such a high level ignores all transactions be­
tween different industries. 
Kany industries are uniquely as socio-ted with n f^tri culture . 
Their output ^ -pes primarily to a|':riculture, or their inputs 
coue primarily from a[-:rioulture • These may be classified as 
(a) industries processing farm products for food use, or for 
further use as factors, and (b) industries concerned chiefly 
with supplying xactors to agriculture- Such an industry aggre­
gation method does not confoi'in closely to any of the previous­
ly stated principles of aggregation, especially when aggrega­
tion is still at a very high level. However, the method 
utilizes certain similarities in production function and 
stage of processing. For example, in sector 13 of this study, 
flour milling, corn products refining, and animal feed prep­
aration are combined in a single industry sector. On the 
factor supplying side in this model, aggregation principles 
were followed roughly in aggregating farm tractor and machin­
ery production, motor vehicle production, and motor vehicle 
repair into one Industry sector-
In a regional model in which agricultural production is 
subdivided by products within regions, the problems involved 
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in a similar method of handling industry vsectors must also be 
exaiiiined. The regional model developed by I sard included 
industrial product detail within regions, lie cautioned, hovj-
ever, that for such a model "... appropriate data pre not 
currently available" (21, p. o26) . Moses (oO) v/as eble to 
develop a similar model empirically, however. Detailed in­
formation on the methods employed in data processing v;ere not 
available to this study. Briefly, the procedure used by Moses 
was to estimate national input-output coefficients from data 
of the 1947 Bureau of Labor JjtatlBtlcs study (61), and to sub­
divide the national coefficients by use of data on regional 
trade patterns. 
Given the difficult data problems as they appeared to 
other investigators, and the objectives of this study, to 
stress agricultural production, it appeared less important to 
consider industries regionally even at a high level of aggre­
gation, than to consider them functionally at a lower level 
of aggregation. Hence, the tentative decision vjas reached 
early In the study to concentrate upon aggregation of nctlonal 
industries in a manner appropriate to the ends of "Che study, 
rather than to consider industrial production both by regions 
and by products or processes. 
The result mb.b the general classification of national 
industries by process as shovm below, and as given in detail 
in a later section. 
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Sector 15. Industry processinp; the products of primary 
agriculture, chiefly for food use, but in­
cluding livestock feeds. 
Sector 14. Industry processing the products of primary 
agriculture, chiefly for non-food use. 
Sector 15. Industry processing the prodxicts of second­
ary agriculture. 
Sector 16. Industry providing machinery and machine 
services, fuel and oil to all sectors of the 
economy. 
Sector 17. Industry furnishing fertlll?,ers, seeds, and 
other supplies to agriculture, as x-;ell as 
many products to other sectors. 
Sector 18. All other industry, including most services. 
Final deraand or autonomous sectors 
Final uei/.and sectors are made up of those sctivities 
v;hich are of the nature of independent variables. The inputs 
absorbed by final demand sectors are not necessarily explain­
able in terms of output in a. current period, and may be the 
result of ohance or of political capriciousness, in the case 
of government. Coriiniodities going to final demand sectors are 
relatively identifiable from the stage of processing of the 
goods involved, but this is not a sure criterion. For exampl 
fuel oil purchoses by auto repair shops may come from the same 
tank as purch<i,Bes by a fsjiilly for heating a home. Yet in 
interindustry analysis, the former is an input to an inter-
liiedltte sector, while tiie latter is a part of the final bill 
of goods. 
Households re the most important component of the final 
demand sector. Peterson (o3) made them the only component of 
final demand. Other types of activity, both economic and 
political, meeting the criteria for autonomous or final demand 
sectors are foreign trade, government, private cavjital forma­
tion, and inventory change. In the lerp;e input-output model 
constructed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for t'ne United 
States economy of 1947 (61), there \-iere 10 components of the 
final demand sector, representing various aspects of the five 
main classes mentioned above. 
Choice of final demand sectors for this study centered 
around the treatment of foreign trade and government phases 
of the economy. Peterson, in the study mentioned above, con­
sidered both as intermediate sectors, but noted that interpre­
tation of the resulting coefficients v;as difficult, especially 
for the foreign trade sector. There appears to be no theo­
retical basis in input-output literature for treating foreign 
trade other than as a final demand entry. The inputs ab­
sorbed by a valid intermediate sector are physically instru-
iiiental in the production of the net output of the sector. 
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No such relatlonGhip exists in the concepts of foreip:n trade 
in input-outjjut analysis. 
In the usual formulation of an input-output model, Inputs 
absorbed by the foreign trade sector are dv^raestic exports of 
the economy under consideration- The outputs of the sector 
are the domestic imports of the economy. The inputs to trade 
(exports) are not physically Instrumental in producing the out­
put of the trade sector (imports). In fact, the inputs and 
outputs may have no economic relationship at all- Rather, each 
may depend upon a series of political relationships, and upon 
the economic and technological structure of domestic and 
foreign economies. In some csense, a country may be able to 
export (have trade inputs) only because it is v/illin[r to 
import (absorb trade output), but the relationship is not 
analogous to that between inputs and outputs in intermediate 
sectors. 
Government may be closer to the usual theoretical concept 
of intermediate sectors. In the input-output scheme, inputs 
to government (the government column), are purchases made by 
gover-nment from other sectors. Output is services rendered 
by government, measured by the amount of taxes paid by the 
sectors of the economy. Each dollar of tax payments by a 
sector in the economic model is assumed to buy a dollar's 
worth of government services. Since a government's ability 
to perform the services required of it (provide the outputs 
of the government rov) depends largely upon the combination 
of Inputs it absorbs, the sector resembles the usual interme­
diate sectors in its input-output relationship. At least, It 
appears more valid to consider p:overnment as an intermediate 
sector than to so consider foreip-n trade. 
There are other aspects of government activity, however, 
which more closely resemble activities of households, at least 
in their independence or capriciousness. For example, the 
national government recently considered buying? live animals 
to support livestock prices. A current decision to do this 
would represent a change in the quantity of live animals 
demanded by government, from zero at any price, to some posi­
tive amount at a given i:irlce, and is analogous in its results 
upon the livestock economy to a shift in consumer demand. 
Foreign trade and government were tentatively called sectors 
19 and 20, respectively, and were treated alternately as 
intermediate and autonomous sectors. 
No conceptual problems of importance appear to be unique 
to households, or final demand by persons. Certain alterna­
tives exist with respect to the stage of processinff at which 
goods are consigned to final demand rather than to another 
intermediate sector, but these are discussed as they arise 
in sector explanations. Inventory chanp-e is not considered 
in the present study. 
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Economic Theory in the Input-Output Model 
The theoretical roundations of the input-output method 
are given in detail elsev;here (27, Part II). They sre also 
implied very briefly in the mathematical model presented 
earlier. The theory involves the concept of the flov; of goods 
and services from any producing sector of the economy r s a 
function of the final demand for the products of thrt sector 
and the derived demand of other sectors for products of the 
first sector. These final and derived demand structures, 
considered in the framev/ork of a technological structure and 
a price system, determine the flov? of products between sec­
tors, or alternatively, the value of such a flow. 
The relationship assumed to exist between sectors of the 
input-output model is basic to the syste:r,. IT-iese relation­
ships are expressed as production coefficients, or the aj_j 
previously mentioned. They relate output of the J-th industry 
to the flow of products from the i-th industry to industry j-
Each a^L j, as shown in equation (4.1), shovjs the amount of 
the product of the i-th industry required per unit of net 
output of the j-th industry. In the empirical system, the 
product flows (xj_j) and net outputs (Xj) are single-valued. 
Since aj j equals Xj_j/Xj (equation 4.1), the production coeffi­
cients (a^j) are also fixed, implying unchanging input pat­
terns for each productive sector in the system. 
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This is a crucial asaumption of the syntern and the only 
one exaniined heru • Cameron has stated that . . it is the 
fixed coefficient postulate i.-hich must he regarded as the 
esBential characteristic of the Leontief model" (7, p. 62). 
It is Dssically a technological consideration, although not 
exclusively so, since inter-sector flov;s are expressed in 
terms of a price system. 
Rigidly Interpreted, the fi.>:ed production coefficients 
imply strict complementarity between Inputs to sny sector, 
and a marginal productivity of any sinf;-le input ecau^l to zero. 
The output of a sector v.'ould not increase unless the inputs 
from all oources were supplied according to their respective 
input coefficients (26, p. 38). VJhether the technolof-ical 
aspect of fixed coefficients is a severe limitation or not 
has been studied by observation of actual production pro­
cesses. Cameron took such an approach, and for 178 Austra­
lian industry sub-classes, concluded tentatively that fixed 
production coefficients may be a reasonable approximation of 
the true relationship. "Evidence of price substitution is 
surprisingly meager, and at least in the short period, very 
many materials coefficients tend to be constant" (7, p. 66). 
A description of production functions estimated from 
engineering uata, and an estimate of their usefulness in 
checking the more grossly estimated functions derived by the 
input-output method, is also discussed by Leontief and asso-
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elates (26, Ch. 8 end 10). 
A slightly different aspect of the assumption of fixed 
technical coefficients of production is introduced by the use 
of a regional model- Consideration of space as v.'ell as prod­
ucts, raises the possibility that the product of an inter­
industry sector may be a perfect physical substitute for the 
product of another interindustry sector. Yet, the tv;o v;ill be 
perfect economic substitutes only under specific production 
cost and transportation cost situations. 
Regional input-output analysis assumes fi>;ity of regional 
trading patterns, the spstial counterpart of fixed technical 
coefficients of production. If the regional production coef­
ficients of a static single year model are to be accurate 
representations of coefficients in other ye.-irs, relative 
stability must prevail in these interregional trading 
terms. In the present model, only agriculture is considered 
regionally. Thus, the strictly regional trading patterns in­
clude only transactions between agricultural sectors. These 
are minimized, as described later, by lack, of available data. 
Sales by regional agricultural sectors to national industries 
also have spatial implications. 
Fixed coefficients betvjeen agricultural regions, or be­
tween agricultural regions and national industries, require 
the assumption of fixed transportation costs. Whether or not 
this is a reasonable assumption is not investigated here. 
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Woses (-30) concluded tentatively that excesr. capacity in the 
rsilroBd industry may tend to keep transi^ortotion costs stable 
even with an increased volume of trade. Also, the degree of 
i30Vernment regulation of transportation rates tends in the 
same direction. 
Another theoretical problem in input-output pnalysis is 
the relationship betvjeen total inputs and total outnuts of any 
intermediate sector of the economy. Input-output deta repre­
sent a type of production function, which may be expressed in 
general form as; 
= f(xij) (1 i J; i,j = 1,2,3, . . . n) (7.1) 
Equation (7.1) states that the net output of any sector 
j is a function of the inputs provided sector j by all other 
sectors. A necessary condition for lonp run equilibrium in 
any producing sector is that the value of output be at lenst 
equal to the cost of all Inputs, including payments to indi­
viduals. This condition of equilibrium need not hold for the 
short period of time usually included in input-output models. 
In agriculture especially, equilibrium is not likely to pre­
vail in either commodity or geographic sectors because of the 
relative variability of crop f^rowing conditions. 
Yet, the use of static input-output models for projection 
implies that they are representative of lonp-run, or equili­
brium conditions. Thus, It is implied by the present model 
that the conditions of production in 1949 are at least sug-
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fj,esi;ive of the conditlone of production in the years close to 
1949. On this basis, it vk?.s decided to odopt the convention 
used in the 1947 study (61) and to require tha.t total inputs 
equal total outputs for esch intermediate sector. The recon­
ciliation processes involved are explained in the Appendix. 
The iiousehold rovj of the input-output transactions matrix 
(Table 6) was the most flexible of rdl entries estimated. 
Hence, most adjustments to equate inputs and outputs v;ere made 
there. The input-output equality \-IB.S not required for auton­
omous sectors. 
Conceptual Problems 
In the usual formulation, the flows betvjeen intermediate 
sectors consist of goods whiic.h are still to undergo some stape 
of processing, while only goods ready for final consumption 
enter final demand sectors. 'Ilius, input-output analysis en­
gages in double counting to the extent made possible by the 
aggregation system- Lov.er levels of aggregation involve more 
transactions between intermediate sectors and i.iore double 
counting. 
In practice, certain products aj-pear to qualify equally 
well as flows to intermediate or final demand sectors. Many 
farm produced food commodities might be consigned either to 
a processing or a conBuraing sector. Certain agricultural 
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products, vegetables and fruits especially, have a relatively 
direct route to I'lnal consumption by perRona. The 200-sector 
table of the Bureau of Labor Statirtios 1947 study, for exam­
ple, Includes not only primary af-riculture products like fruits 
and vegetables, but also secondary af';riculture products, such 
as inlliv and eggs, in the direct flows from af-riculture to 
households (61). At another extreme, Peterson (-33) treated 
home used products as tiie only entry in the final bill of 
goods of af;:ricultural sectors. 
Choice of t?ie direction of flow for each product must be 
guided partly by the objectives of the study, but equally by 
the availability of data for one systeia or the other. The 
Inltisl decision in this study v.'a.s to preserve v.'hatever detail 
existed with respect to procecsing of 8!';ricultural products, 
including directing ail ccmmodities to a processinf- sector If 
data permitted. The direct contribution of agriculture to 
the final demand sectors was thus liiiilted to farm consumed 
commodltieG, as in the Peterson model. This procedure reduced 
the eEtimatlng load, since estimates of the proportioHvS of 
various coriimoditles sold to individuals as fresh products, 
and to Industry for processing, v.'ere no longer needed. 
Valuation of production 
A serious conceptual and data problem exists regarding 
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the method oT evaluating- flov.'S betv;een sectors of an input-
output model- This is a practical requirement imposed by the 
need to aggregate unlike products. There is no conceptual bar 
to the construction of an input-output table in physical terms. 
But aggregation requires common units, and monetary units are 
the logical choice. Some common denominator is implied in 
the mathematical model also, since entries are added to 
obtain net outputs (Xi). 
The need to express the relationships betv.'een economic 
sectors in monetary units suggests a modification of the con­
cept of the technical coefficients of production, or 
(equation 4.1). Klein suggests that the aj_j may be looked 
upon as the technological implications of a set of constant 
ratios of factor payments to values of output, rather than as 
pure technological parameters (25, p. 206). This revision in 
concept adds some flexibility to the production function in 
the Leontief model. Whether or not the flexibility is needed 
is an empirical problem which v;as discussed earlier in connec­
tion with the work of Cameron (7). 
In most cases, transactions betvieen economic sectors in­
volve marketing and transportation charges. One problem in 
evaluating inter-sector flov/s involves the procedure for 
handling marketing costs. All product flows could be valued 
F.Q.B. the shipper, a producer's vplue concept. This pro­
cedure has been used in most input-output studies. Each 
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specitic marketing chorge ia asaipned as a cost to the sector 
consuminf?: the commodity with which the marketinp chnrge is 
associr.ted. A sector of the model, sector 18 in this ntudy, 
is defined to include the output of marketing services, 
chiefly wholesaling, retailing, and tronsportinfr. The sector 
consuming the commodity, consumes products of the trade and 
services sector implicit in the commodity. The trade and 
services sector could take possession of all consumption p;oods 
in the economy.' This ;vould eliminate all flows from other 
sectors to final demand, and Is an alternative without prec­
edent in input-output studies. 
A second possibility for evaluating flows of goods be-
tvjeen sectors is in terras of purchaser's value. Marketing 
costs are counted twice under this system, once when they 
enter tiie input pattern of a commodity producing industry, 
and again in the value of commodities distributed by this 
industry. The purchaser's value concept involves greater 
dfcta problems, and was not used in this study. Choice of 
the producer's value method of valuation did not eliminate 
consideration of the other method as data were assembled. 
Many data, particularly farm costs, were found in purchaser's 
value. The materials cost and mo.rketing cost had to be sep­
arated before the data vjere usable. Specific valuation prob­
lems are discussed in connection with sector explanations in 
the Appendix. 
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The conceot of a region as an economic unit 
The fact that the world is s space economy looses diffi­
cult conceptual problems. The problems of spatial aggregation 
in input-output studies are similar to those treated In con­
ventional location theory (8, 18). One special assumption 
about the nature of a region is required for a regional input-
output model. This concerns the concept of the region aa an 
integrated producing entity, but made up of both space and 
process. In the real world, market areas do not correspond 
to political boundaries. This is true especially in the 
United States, v.'here barriers to trade betxveen states or 
regions are at a minimum. Thus, one pert of region A may 
Import certain of its Inputs, say feed grains fi-om region B, 
while at the same time, another part of A is exporting feed 
grains of the same class to region C. Such a situation does 
not conform to usual production logic, nor is it suitable for 
empirical estimation of regional trade. 
A convenient simplification consists of treating the 
region as a point, thus assuming thct intra-regional trans­
portation costs are zero. This procedure permits abstraction 
from border trading resulting from the fact that part of a 
region is closer in space to some port of another region than 
to its ovm distant parts. When the region Is considered as 
a point, regional supplies of each commodity are available to 
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all producers vjithin the region at the nrnne cost. Producers 
in a region will import then, only when tlie quantity of 8 
good produced in the region is leso than that demanded by 
processors within the region. 
The need to estimate interregional trsde patterns re­
quires also an assumption of equilibrium smonp; regions, so 
that producers of e commodity potentially sn input to a pro­
duction process in one region could not profit by sellinp: the 
commodity to a processor in another region before the intra-
regional demand had been filled. I^or example, corn producers 
in region 2, could not realize higher returns by sellinp to 
California feeders than to loi/a feeders. The pi'ice differ­
ences between regions are assumed to include handling and 
transpiortfc.tion charges only. 
Ef3TIMATING PH0CEDU.R1::3 IN BRIEF 
Agricultural Sectors 
As noted earlier, the ai^.riculturs.l economy of the United 
St:.oes v;as divided into six geographic ref';lons:-. Each region 
was further sub-divided, with sectoPR 1 to 6 includinp; crop 
production iti regions 1 to 6, respectively, and sectors 7 to 
12 including secondary agriculture production in the respec­
tive regions. Thus, sectors 1 and 7, g and 8, . . . f?.nd 6 and 
12 viere uniquely related, being different processes in the 
same region. Most of the trade between apTiculturrsl f^ectors 
occuri'ed vjithin geographic regions. 
Primary agriculture 
Detailed descriptions of output estimr^tes for primary 
agriculture sectors appear in the Appendix. An early step 
vjas to find, for all primary products, the regions in ivhich 
production of each crop occurred. For each commodity, a 
physical production schedule for 194-9 v;as drawn up, giving 
total pi''oduction by regions (from state data) and the total 
economy. The next step involved distribution of the regional 
output of each primary product to other sectors as inputs. 
Diatribution of primary products involved both conceptual 
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aiid dcta problems. Seeds, for example, offered the possibil­
ity of inter-primary flovjs. However, only the seed output 
structure of primary sectors arid the total seed requirements 
of each prlinrry sector could be approximated from seed pro­
duction and use data. No flovj pattern could be established. 
Thus, a choice vjas made to assign all seeds sold by farmers 
to an industry sector, which in turn supplied seed bought by 
farmers- This eliminated the only possible transactions be­
tween primary agriculture sectors, and added to the scope of 
Industry sector 17. 
i-iany products of primary agriculture have multiple end 
uses. For example, corn produced in sector 2 (Corn Belt) may 
be fed to livestock in region 2 or in another region, it may 
go to sector 13 to be processed for human food, to sector 14 
to be processed for alcohol, to the Commodity Credit Corpora­
tion as unredeemed loan collateral, or to other uses. Ilae 
degree of diversity of primary product use varies greatly, 
while mung beans grown in Oklalaoma (sector 4) go exclusively 
to sector 15, wheat grovm in the same region has a complex 
distribution pattern-
It was necessary to simplify these distribution patterns, 
as described in detail in the Appendix- For grains, on-farm 
feed requirements were filled from Intra-regional sources 
before Imports \;ere considered in deficit regions, and before 
sales to industry were estimated in surplus regions- Grains 
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not fed on the farm '.vere available for other UGCS. The sums 
of the rep;ional surpluses of each [;^rain made up the national 
supply available for ol'f-farm uses. Estimates v;ere made of 
the national allocation (amount and percent) of each f-rain in 
194G to vcrious uses. Each regional surplus v.'ag allocrted to 
the proper national industry usinf;^ the national proportions 
explained above. For example, if 40 percent of all t.-heat not 
fed on farms as grain was used for food, and 60 percent was 
delivered to the Commodity Credit Corporation, the sane pro­
portions of the surplus wheat of each producing nsctor were 
conGii^ned to sector 1.3 end government, respectively. 
To the extent that the coiiimodities so treated are non-
hornogeneous, the use of national coefficients to estimate 
ret^lonal commodity distributions is an erratic procedure. 
For example, if a certain region produces wheat VI'hich is 
relatively desirable for milling, its proportion of sales to 
sector 13 would tend to be higher and its deliveries to the 
Commodity Credit Corporation lov;er than the national figures. 
Isolation of such situations v;as beyond the scope of this 
study. 
Intra-retrional inter-sector flows of primary products. 
It was known that much of the output of each primary agricul­
ture sector consisted of products which ivere inputs to second­
ary agriculture sectors. These flows of feed grains, hay, 
and pasture crops were estimated partly from the standpoint 
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of the input structure of the associated secondary sector, 
and partly from output data. Methods of estimation are de­
scribed in the Appendix. Actually, these are synthetic trans­
actions, since most feeds never enter the market. Also, in 
many ceises, there is no established market for them. Evalu­
ation of farm products consumed in vertically integrated, dual 
sector firms is discussed in the Appendix 
Interregional flovjs of products from primary to secondary 
ai^rlculture sectors. Data limitations required adoption of a 
conceptual framework vjhich limited consideration of flows from 
primary to secondary agriculture sectorn in different regions, 
to rail? animal feeds fed on ftsrras v.'ith minor processing. A 
national industry was established to provide agriculture sec­
tors with processed animal feeds. Thus, regional detail was 
not required for a major portion of secondary agriculture's 
feed inputs. Estimates were required of sales of raw feed 
ingredients by primary agriculture sectors to industry, and 
of sales of processed feeds to secondary agriculture sectors. 
But interregional trade pattern estimates for all animal 
feeds were not required. A more difficult alternative v/ould 
have been to consider the output of the feed industry as only 
the value added by manufacture, and to estimate regional 
primary sector origins and secondery sector destinations of 
all processed feed ingredients. 
Three regions were found to have fed more corn on farms 
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than \mB produced in the region in 1949. TVJO regions required 
oats imports. The deficits x-.ere raaoe up by consignment of the 
feed directly from a primary to the secondary agriculture sec­
tor, as described in the Appendix- The only forap;e entering 
into interregional trade was hay. Data problems explained in 
the Appendix make the hay trade pattern a very tentative one. 
Secondary agriculture 
Products of this sector are chiefly meat animals and 
animal in-'ociucts. It was known that important shipments of 
feeder cattle and shee}:) ere made betv/een regions of the United 
States. These feeder cattle make up a larpe part of the input 
structure of secondary agriculture in at least one region, 
the Corn Belt (sector 8). It was intended Initially to make 
estimates of these flow patterns. However, data permitting 
estimation of the feeder cattle and sheep trade pattern were 
available for California only (57). Other data available on 
feeder cattle movements included that in Agricultural Statis­
tics (46), giving feeder cattle movements into eight Corn Belt 
states, but with no information as to source. Shipment data 
of the Interstate Commerce Commission (20) listed cpttle ship­
ments under "products of agriculture," where they were in­
discernible from many other products. 
These limitations forced a revision in concept which 
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reduced the detail and the value of the .study considerably. 
Value of production of cattle and sheep, both feeder and 
slaughter stock, v.'as channelled directly to sector 15, vjhich 
processed secondary products. The fact that the cattle or 
sheep may have left New Mexico (sector 11) in January, v;lnter-
ed in Kansas (sector 10), and spent the summer in Iov;a (sector 
8) before reaching; sector 15 in the same year, T,'jas necessarily 
Ignored. The data used accounted for the transient nature of 
the beef and sheep production process and included only the 
value added by feeding in each secondary npriculture sector. 
An alternative considered but not used, v.'as to set up 
a fictitious national industry to receive the feeder cattle 
shipments of surplus regions and allocate it to deficit 
regions. Data permitted such a procedure in rough form. 
However, the method xvas not used, since Interregional ship­
ment detail vjas not available from it. 
Secondary products such as milic, eggs, and poultry 
offered minor conceptual and data problems. Vplue of sales 
of each product by each secondary sector, VJSS consigned to 
sector 15, which processed secondary agriculture products. 
Industry Sectors 
The decision to aggregate industry into several sectors 
v;as made after a partial study of data sourcen. Cliief poten­
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tial sources of primary data were the Census of Manufacturers, 
1947 (44), and the Census of Business, 1948 (43). Further 
Investl! c.tion revealed., ho\;evcr, the t even the v;ealtli of out­
put i,iid cost d' ta in these publicctions, vjith county, city, 
stii'ce, nf.tional, end cominoditji detail, v/as insufficient for 
the level of induntr'ial aggregation proposed in an earlier 
section. Aggregate data, such as coot of "inaterialB and 
supplies, " or "new plajnt and equipment" for a given industry, 
v.'ere found to fee useful for the input-output inodel only if 
they could be combined with detailed data on the makeup of 
the u.auorial;.:, or the source of the equipment. Obscure cost 
itei.iS, such as packaging, flavoring, and ;:iany others i;ere not 
available from the census data-
This finding v:as confirmed by Evans and Hoffenberg report 
on the methods used in the Bureau of Labor L'tatistics Inter­
industry Relations Study for 1947 (9, p. 115). "Hiat study 
made use of confidential sources, such &£ industry records 
and the Bureau of Internal Revenue, in order to fill t?ie gaps 
in data available for public use. Similar methods v.'ere im­
possible in the present study. The alternatives were either 
to aggregate the industrial economy at. the highest level, 
thus abstracting from all flows within the manufacturing, 
processing, trade complex, or to use other methods to make 
the estimates of inter-sector flovjs. 
A precedent for the system adopted, that of reliance 
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upon the Bureau of Labor Statistics 1947 study, v/aa found in 
Moses' regional study (30), as v;ell an in several studies 
involving the economies of separate r.tates. Moi.ire and Peter­
sen, in constructin^j an interindustry model of Utah 
found it necessary to rely to a p:reat extent upon rclrtion-
ships betv;een national industries as e:cpressed in the 1947 
study of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In a 'lorlel of 1':,-dry­
land (6) the sarne procedures were used by the Bureau of Busi­
ness and Economic Research, University of Maryland. Coeffi­
cients expressinfj' relationships between nr-tiond induntrics 
were applied to the state economies. In both studies, v;hero 
primary .lata, preconoej.itions of the investigator, or any 
other factor showed evidence of ^ 'IdR error in the coeffi­
cients estimated from the earlier study, exhaustive study of 
sector processes in the state model vera usually sufficient 
to confirm or to alter the national coefficient. 
Use of 1947 data xvas complicated by the earlier choice 
of 1949 for this study. Hov/ever, since the original plans 
v;ere to use data from 1947 sources basic to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics study, no nev; intertemporal problems v/ere 
introduced by the decision to use industry data from the 1947 
study. An important assumption involved in the choice of 
1947 data to estimate 1949 relationshii)8 was one basic to the 
interindustry approach itself, fixed technical coefficients 
of production over time. This assumption is implicit in the 
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use of input-output models for projection. 
Sector 13 
Tiie industries or products of sector 13 o,re those which 
made up sectors 'd'd, 24, 25, 26, and 27 of the Buree.u of Labor 
Statistics 1947 study (59). They are canning, preserving, 
and freezing, grain mill products including; animal feeds, 
baiiery products, miscellaneous food products, and supar. 
A detailed description is given in Table 2. 
Sector 14 
This sector is composed of a group of industries proc­
essing products of primary agriculture, mostly for non-food 
uses in the 1947 study. These products were chiefly cotton, 
tobacco, and oil crops. VJool and mohair from secondary agri­
culture sectors were also inputs to sector 14. Table 3 shows 
the composition of sector 14 in terms of sectors from the 
1947 study. 
Sector 15 
Sector 15 includes only two sectors from the 1947 Bureau 
of Labor Statistics 192-sector classification. They are meat 
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Table 2. Detailed composition of sector 13 as derived 
from tile Bureau of Labor (itatistlcs 192-cector 
classification i;lfch 450 sector detail 
Products or processes 























Liquid frozen and 
dried eg^s 
Vinegar and cider 
Manufactured ice 
flaX'J cane sugar 
Cane sugar refining 
Dehydrated fruits 
and vegetables 
Pickles and sauces 
Frozen foods 
Rice processinp; 











a.e .c • 
Beet sugar 
packing and wholesale poultry, and processed dairy products. 
Differences in concept betxi;een the level of processing con­
sidered by the present and the earlier study are explained 
in the Appendix- These differences involved secondary 
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Table 3. Detcilccl composition ol' nector 1-^ as derivecl 
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics 192-
sector classification vjith 450 rector detail 





Bureau of Labor 
Lltatintics sector 
28 
30 Woolen and worsted 
manufactures 
Cotton and rayon 
textilen 
Cottonseed oil mills 
Linseed oil mills 




Tobacco stemrainp and 
redryin<y 
3oybe^n oil mills 
Vegetables oil 
mills n.e.c. 
products, mainly poultry and eggs, which undergo only minor 
processing. 
Sector 16 
Sector 16 is an important factor furnishing sector from 
the staiKlpoint of agriculture sectors. Separation of the 
parts of the economy comprisin,'.; this sector from the total 
industry sector permits estimation of the extent to which 
different agricultural regions, and production processes 
v;ithin regions, ar'e dependenu upon Gector 1C3 industrieB. 
Also, estimates can be made of the impact of chmi^ec in the 
final demand Tor affricultural products upon the machinery 
and i'uelB industry. iiov;ever, 1'actor purchases by af^riculture 
inaii-e up only a small part oi' the to oal oaleB by the industries 
or sector IG in any year (Table 4). 
Table 4. Detailed composition of sector 16 ar> derived 
froiii the Bureau of Labor otatiaticB ID^ :-
sector clnssificntion '.vith 450 sector detail 
Bureau of Labor 
Statistics sector Products or processes 
62 Petroleum refining 
65 Tirea and inner tubes 
112 Tractors and industrial trucks 
113 Farm machinery 
145 kotor vehicles 
Motor vehicle replacement parts 
188 Auto repair services 
189 Electrical repair sriops 
Watch, clock and jev;elry repair 
Armature rev/indin^r 
HiscellaneouB repair services 
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oector 17 
Bector 1? is the leesl: horaogeneous of the five farm related 
industry sectors. It was formed by observiriE in the 194 7 
table (61), vjhich industries besides those included in sector 
IG, furnished large quantities of inputs to a.f^riculture. Be­
sides the Industries noted in Table 5 from the Bureau of 
Labor Btatistics data, sector 17 wrs defined to include seed 
processing: and distribution, and the production and distribu­
tion of bulbs, trees and plants- Sector 17 also provided 
larj_'e quantities of products to other industry sectors. 
Table 5. Detailed composition of sector 17 as derived 
from the Bureau of Labor C5tntir!tics 192-
sector classification with 450 sector detail 
Bureau of Labor 







Industrial inorganic chemicals 
Industrial organic chemicals 
Dru[^s and medicines 
Fertilisers 
Miscellaneous chemical industries 
Fabricated wire products 
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Sector 18 
LJector 18 is made up of all producers of poocis and serv­
ices not included in other intermediate nectors. Beside'- the 
bulk of all manufacturing and non-food processinfr operations, 
sector IB includes the production of services, such as v/hole-
sale and retail trade, and transportation. Only minor flows 
of farm products to sector 18 vjere found for 1949, vjhile 
flovjs to farm sectors from sector 18 made up a large part of 
total fari;i inputs. Details are in the Appendix, alonf v/ith 
the methods used to estimate the relationships betv;een sector 
18 and other industry and final der.iand sectors in 1949. 
Autonomous Sectors 
As noted earlier, the most important autonomous sectors 
in previous models have been foreign trade, government, and 
households. Precedent exists for treating foreign trade and 
government either as Intermediate or autonomous sectors. In 
the analysis vjhich follov;8, foreign trade and government are 
treated first as intermediate, then as autonomous sectors. 
Comparisons are made of alternative answers to hypothetical 
questions posed in the tv;o situations. It is emphasized, hov;-
ever, that the handling of these sectors as intermediate or 
autonomous, does not Involve any change in the concept of the 
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flows into the sector, or in the produoos of the eector. The 
trade coluiAn entries are rnsde up of the contribution of other 
sectors to domestic exports, aaid the trade rov.' entries con­
sists of domestic imports in each case. The government column 
entries in each instance, consists of government purchases of 
goods and services, while government row entries consist of 
taxes paid by intermediate and final demand. 
Human effort is the most important single inout in most 
sectoi'iv of the economy. Its cost appears in the household 
row, each entry being located in the input column of the sec­
tor purchasing the labor services. Tlie household column, the 
most important part of the autonomous sector, contains entries 
showing tne value of final goods moving from each sector to 
human consumption. The household sector is partially anal­
ogous in terms of relationship between column and row, to the 
intermediate sectors. Human labor can be performed only if 
some minimum material input is met. Hovjever, the analogy 
holds only briefly, since a large part of human consun^tion 
cannot be justified on the grounds that it is necessary to 
the performance of a given amount and quality of labor-
The VGlue of labor inputs furnished to ap;riculture 
offered a difficult problem, since most farm work is done 
by self-employed farmers. Less than one-fourth of the com­
pensation received by farm workers in recent years was paid 
to hired labor. The balance appeared in farmer's net income 
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statements. These statements also included allov/ances for 
interest and profit. But net fprrn income v/as available only 
as a national total, vjith no regional or sector detail. The 
method used initially to estimate household inputs to agri­
cultural sectors v.'as to treat all frrm labor services c.s if 
they had been hired at the market rate. Estimates obtained 
in this manner were then compared v;ith dnta on net returns 
to farmers and farm laborers. Adjustments in value of house­
hold inputs, to permit total inputs to equal net outputs, are 
described in the Appendix. Data on labor Inputs to industry 
and government sectors were available in national income 
statistics (58) and the 194? interindustry study (61). 
Estimates of labor Inputs v/ere not intended to be used to 
compute input coefficients of the t:,pe described in equation 
(4.1), for further use in computation of interdependence 
coefficients. Interdependence coefficients v?ere computed 
only for intermediate sectorv'3 as described in a later section. 
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
The inter-sector flov;s estimr^ted for 1949 are shovjn in 
Table 6, which is also referred to as the transactions mntrix. 
Entries in Table 6 are the values of goods and services which 
uioved betx'/een Intermediate sectors, and betv;een the inter­
mediate sectors and the final demand sectors of the economy 
in 1949. Data in Table 6 are the empirical counterparts of 
equations (£-1) to (2.n) presented abovo. As stated earlier, 
Table 6 data are descriptive, 'ihe entries apuear to be exact 
and final, but a more ui.ieful interpretrtion of data in Table 
6 is that they represent approximations of the inter-sector 
transactions in 1949, rather than the true value of the trans­
actions . 
Table 7, the input coefficient matrix, presents in empir­
ical form the technical coefficients of production described 
in equation (4.1). Each element in Table 7 is the fraction 
of a dollar's worth of product (input) vjhich must be provided 
by the sector named at the left, to the sector named at the 
top to allov; the latter sector to produce a dollar's worth 
of its product. The input coefficients in Table 7 were com­
puted from data in Table 6 by dividing each xj_j entry in 
column J, Table 6, by the net output of sector j. For 
example, a]_7 (row 1, column 7, Table 7) was computed as: 
;),644.9/!;i:E, 231.5 = 0.288999. The sum of the entries in each 
Table 6. Distribution of the value of inputs and outputs of the United States economjr. 
Sector 1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
number Primary agriculture sectors Secondary agriculture sectoi 
Region Region Region Region Region Region Region Region Region Region Regie 
1 2 3 h 5 6 1 2 3 k 5 
1 m 6itl+.9 2.6 
2 > • - - - mm - 26.7 2,007.6 3.6 .2 2. 
3 - - m - - - - - 925.0 - -








7 9^ .3 m mm mm m 
8 - II25.2 - mm - - - - - - -
9 - 151.8 -m m - - - -
10 M m m mm mm - tm - • 
11 - m - - 8U.7 - - - - > -
12 -
-
- - - 70.0 - - - - -
13 2.7 1.7 12.8 .2 .3 530.7 3 2 3 . h  372.8 214-0.2 
ll^  
*1 c 
.6 1.9 7.2 l.lf .1 .U 3.3 5.8 2.3 1.6 
15 
16 159.5 739.9 1^ 9.9 it73.1 155.7 267.7 63.2 206.3 62.9 79.1+ 2 k .  
17 16U.2 398.5 397.8 1I+3.3 39.3 1I+2.I 6.2 22.1 8.0 9.9 3 
18 
CO <M 











19** a «• •• - » •• mm « » 
20** 86.8 351.1^  139.6 19^ .2 6l^ .9 128.U 32.I; 96.9 23.5 Uo.l 13 
21 503.2 2.352.5 2,195.3 2,11^ 6,9 1I-50.2 1,006.2 562.2 2,707.9 557.iJ- 81+2.6 302 
Total 
inputs l,2SQ..o 5/653.^  i^ ,33l.9 1+,124,3 1,075-5 2,083.8 2,231.5 7,37^ -3 2,288.4 2,973-7 9^ 6 
* Each row shows the distribution of the output of the industry named at the left. Ea 
of dollars. Dashes denote zero or near zero entries. 
** The foreign trade and gcvenunent sectors are considered alternately in the text as ( 

5 and outputs of the United States economy, 19^ 4-9 •* 
} 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 11+ 15 16 17 
Secondary agriculture sectors Industry sectors 
Crop Non-food Live- Machin- Miscel-
5ion Region Region Region Region Region Region food crop stock ery laneoxis 
1 2 3 . k 5 6 products products products and fuel supplies 
6lt)+.9 2.6 3i+6.1+ 60.2 - 1+3.7 
26.7 2,607.6 3.6 .2 2.9 7.7 96U.9 703.9 m mm 93.6 
- - 925.0 - - - 781.2 1,266.9 mm m 31.1 
- 1.6 .1+ 1,377.5 11.1 13.1 8!+6.9 537.5 mm m 56.7 
- .2 419.5 .1 339.5 i+3.8 - 29.1+ 
- - - - .1 359.0 l,lS6.6 203.7 - 3'+.7 
m a. p. 1.1+ 1,986.7 
- - - - 17.6 6,1+32.8 
p. - • - 2.1+ 1,1+88.1 -
- - - i+1.1 2,339.5 
- -
•i. .. - 37.3 76I+.9 -
fO.O - - - - - - - 11.9 1,01+6.8 -
.3 530.7 525.U 372.8 2UO.2 51+.0 218.1 235.2 267.8 1+8.2 
3.3 5.8 2.3 1.6 .5 l.i+ 1,027.0 > 30.0 1+52.0 73.0 
m - m m 728.0 1+28.0 «• 1+3.3 
S7.7 63.2 206.3 62,9 T9'k 21+.8 33.3 159.5 5I+.2 70.3 113.9 
+2.1 6.2 22.1 8.0 9.9 3.0 3.3 153.8 150.6 38.7 1+1+8.1 -
58.6 361.9 1,000.6 330.1 382.0 115.2 177.0 3,33^ .^2 2,271.1+ 1,057.7 13,395.8 2,615.0 
Mi •• « 1,677.^  588.9 157.0 lOl+.O 100.1 
id.k 32.U 96.9 23.5 Uo.i 13.1 16.0 76!+. 9 997.9 229.3 1,1+51.8 1+52.5 
36.2 562.2 2,707.9 557.^  8Ji2.6 302.6 368.1 7,176.1+ 5,1+87.3 1+,358.2 9,955.8 2,887.6 
33.8 2,231.5 7,37^ .3 2,288.1+ 2,973.7 9k6,7 1,197.1 19,U66.7 13,196.2 20,317.7 25,807.5 6,622.8 
put of the industry named at the left. Each colujnn shows the input distribution for purchasing indui 
ies. 
re considered alternately in the text as (a) intermediate, and (b) final demand sectors. 

3 l4 15 16 17 18 19** 20** 21 
Industry sectors 
op Non-food Live­ Machin­ Miscel- All 
od crop stock ery laneoxxs other Foreign Govern­ House­ Net 
ucts products products and fuel supplies products trade ment holds output 
1^ .1^  60.2 m 1^ 3.7 19.1 16.6 61+.9 92.6 1,291.0 
.^9 708.9 m - 93.6 283.7 190.5 3'+5.3 218.0 5,653.1  ^
81.2 1,266.9 - - 31.1 93.0 533.8 331.8 3^ 9^.1 i^ ,311.9 
h 6 , 9  5S7.5 - M 56.7 136.8 292.1+ 722.2 78.0 l+,12l+.3 
39.5 k 3 . Q  - * 29.1+ 6.6 23.8 198.11. ll+.l 1,075.5 
66.6 203.7 - - 3'+.7 20.7 91.7 179.8 27.lt- 2,083.8 
l.U 1,986.7 Mi m li+9.1 2,231.5 
17.6 6,1+32.8 * - - - U98.8 7,37i^ .3 
2 , h  1,1+38.1 - - - - 61+6.1 2,288.1+ 
Ui.i 2,339.5 - - - - 308.5 2,973.7 
37.3 76i+.9 mm - - - - 59.8 91+6.7 
11.9 1,01+6.8 - mm - - - 68.1+ 1,197.1 
235.2 267.8 1+8.2 2,252.0 373.9 1+92.1+ 13,835.0 19,1+66.7 
27.0 30.0 1+52.0 73.0 6,823.0 701.9 21+0.2 3,822.7 13,196.2 
28.0 1+28.0 - M 1+3.3 2,328.9 266.0 818.5 15,705.0 20,317.7 
59.5 5J+.2 70.3 113.9 7,807.7 2,168.3 918.1 11,800.0 25,807.5 
53.8 150.6 38.7 1+1+8.1 - 2,663.2 606.1+ 11+1.5 1,082.5 6,622.8 
£,271.i<- 1,057.7 15,395.8 2,615.0 •• 6,670.8 18,357.3 129,1+27.8 183,792.8 
588.9 157.0 lOl+.O 100.1 3,961+.2 3,81+3.0 10,1+31+.6 
' 6 k . 9  997.9 229.3 1,11-51.8 1+52.5 27,59^ -^5 381.6 - 23,39^ .^0 56,1+53.0 
^ 6 . k  5,^ 37.3 1^ ,358.2 9,955.8 2,887.6 129,799.3 - 33,268.5 2,1+15.0 209,3^ .^^  
66.7 13A96.2 20,317.7 25,807-5 6,622.8 183,792.8 12,317.1 59,922.0 203,992.0 
e input distritution for purchasing industry named at the top. .All figures are in millions 
nd (b) final demand sectors. 
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Table 7« Direct purchases per dollar of output by ecouomic sectors, 19^ 9•* 
Sector 1 2 3 h 5 6 7 8 9 1( 
number Primary agriculture sectors Secondary agriciilti 
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region Region 5 Region 6 Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Regi 
1 M m .288999 .001127 
2 - .. - - - .011952 .380730 .001551 .00( 
3 - > - - •• - .1+01+213 . 
1+ - - m - .000216 .000181 .1+6: 
5 
6 m 
- : I - - - - .00( 
7 ,073031 •• 
8 - .075203 - - " M' - - - • 
9 • - .035198 > - >- - - «• . 
10 - .056875 - - - - M • 
11 . m m .078756 - - H • 
12 - M - - - .033615 - - - ' 
13 .002077 .000307 .002963 .000829 .OOOIU6 .000152 .237838 .07121+9 .162885 .o8( 
lU 
T tZ 




.123509 .130876 .101^ 339 .111^ 712 .lUU78l^  .12814-59 .028318 .027970 .0271+67 ,021 
17 .127197 .0701^93 .092266 '03^ 151 .036510 .068192 .002792 .003001 .0031+99 .00: 
18 .216726 .2M»-507 .2220lt-3 .2211-850 .260815 .221+889 .162162 .135689 .11+I+21+8 .12i 
19** - . 
20** ,067205 ,062152 .032378 .0lv709»4  ^ .060319 .061603 .011+516 .01311+1 .01021+7 .01: 
* Each entry shows direct purchases from the industry named at left "by the industry nai 
«•* The foreign trade and government sectors are considered alternately in the text as { 

put by economic sectors, 19^ 9•* 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 II+ 15 
Secondary agriculture sectors Industry b 
Crop Non-food 
food crop Livestock 
5 Region 5 Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region U Region 5 Region 6 products products products 
M 
.288999 .001127 m m .017793 .001+560 •• 
- .011952 .380730 .001551 .000068 .003031 .0061+21 .01+9567 .053719 -
- m .l+oi+213. - - .01+0132 .096003 -
- m .000216 .000181 .l+6323lt .011757 .010955 .OI+350I+ .01+1+517 -
_ m m 
.000057 .1+1+3102 .000111 .0171+^ +2 .003317 
- -
-
- - .000096 .299898 .059926 .0151+39 ma 
m M tm .000106 .097781+ 
M mm tm .001331+ .316610 
m • .000185 .07321+0 
mm M .003116 .117605 
> •• - tm «• - - - - .002827 .03761+8 
.033615 - - - - - - - .000901 .051519 
i .000152 .237838 .07121+9 .162885 .080762 .057031 .182181+ .017825 .013180 
' .000200 .0011+96 .000791 .000986 .000529 .000502 .OOlll+O .052756 - .0011+77 
•• •• mm - -
.037397 .0321+31+ -
• .1281^ 59 .028318 .027970 .0271+67 .026686 .026226 .027813 .008193 .001+107 .0031+60 
) .068192 .002792 .003001 .0031+99 .0033^ +^  .003196 .002788 .007901 .0111+12 .001905 
; .22U889 .162162 .135689 .11+1+21+8 .1281+62 .121655 .II+78I+8 .171277 .172125 .052058 
mm .086168 .01+1+627 .007727 
1 .061603 .011+516 .01311+1 .01021+7 .013^91 .013791 .013326 .039293 .075620 .011286 
industry named at left by the industry named at the top per dollar of output by the latter. 
:e considered alternately in the text as (a) intermediate, and.(b) filial demand sectors. 

12 13 II+ 15 16 17 18 19** 20** 
Industry sectors 
Crop Non-food Miscel­ All 
egion 6 
food crop Livestock Machinery laneous other Foreign Govern­
products products products and fuel supplies products trade ment 
M 
.017793 .001+560 .006595 .000101+ .001590 .001150 
0061<-21 ,01^ 9567 .053719 •• - .011+132 .00151+3 .018252 .006116 
- .01+0132 .096003 - - .001+697 .000506 .051155 .005878 
010955 .01+3501+ .01+1+517 •• - .008565 .00071+1+ .028026 .012792 
oooin .0171+42 .003317 m .OOl+l+i+0 .000036 .002278 .003515 
299898 .059926 .0151+39 M - .005239 .000113 .008790 .003185 
«• TM .000106 .097781+ p. 
• -
.001331+ .316610 - - - - -
Mi 
.000185 .07321+0 - - M - -
- - .003116 .117605 - - - - -
- - .002827 .03761+8 - - - - -
- .000901 .051519 - - - - -
18218U M .017825 .013180 .007278 .012253 .035833 .008722 
OOlllfO .052756 .0011+77 .017511+ .011023 .037123 .067266 .001+255 
.037397 .0321+31+ - - .006538 .012671 .0251+89 .011+1+99 
027813 .008193 .001+107 .0031+60 - .017198 .01+21+81 .207798 .016263 
002788 .007901 .0111+12 .001905 .017363 - .OII+I+9O .058111+ .002507 
llt-781^ 8 .171277 .172125 .052058 .519065 .39^ 851 - .639298 .325178 
«• ,086168 .01+1+627 .007727 .001+030 .015115 .021569 .068071+ 
013326 .039293 .075620 .011286 .056255 .068325 .150139 .036513 
er dollar of output by the latter. 
and (b) filial demand sectors. 
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Table 8, Interdependence coefficients between the final bill of goods and net outpu 
Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
number Primary agriculture sectors Secondoary agricu 
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 Region 5 Region 6 Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 R 
1 1.023861 .001577 .001672 .001153 .001317 .001486 .301339 .002455 .005632 
2 .009919 1.036lf9i)- .006766 .005508 .006685 .006776 ,033644 .ilOl429 ,017405 
3 .007595 .006287 1.020214 .005123 .006034 .005851 ,018427 .008508 .423902 
k .00791^ 1^  .006411 .005800 1.032139 .006987 .006364 ,018366 .008648 ,013901 
5 .OO22J+5 .001635 .001563 .001246 1.037606 .001546 .006051 .002494 ,oo44u 
6 .001^ 085 .002770 .002758 .002199 .002512 1.012812 .017618 ,006422 .012515 
7 .075950 .001171 .001051 .000957 .001135 .001084 1.023984 ,001301 .001985 
8 .001+583 .081391 .003539 .003261 .003894 .003690 .008968 1.033846 .006435 
9 .001152 .001015 .036608 .000836 .000994 .000939 .002133 .001142 1.016102 
10 .001947 .001709 .001517 .059815 .001722 .001603 .003537 .001915 .002780 3 
11 .000704 .000605 .000546 .000493 .082189 ,000561 .001345 .000697 ,001044 
12 .000780 .000670 .000602 .000551 .000653 .034579 .001666 .000828 ,001277 
13 .030941 .016065 .017824 .013983 .014869 .015757 .255744 .082290 .176987 
ll+ .026669 .024866 .023305 .020958 .024762 .022774 .038640 .024543 .032509 
15 .012055 .010771 .009474 .008903 .010606 .009948 .020171 .011447 ,016054 
16 .163995 .169563 .135685 .146337 .184472 .l6o84o .112736 .110i^ 22 ,109427 
17 .144751 .086557 .105630 .047496 .052139 .081741 .061457 ,043683 ,058421 
18 .467400 .465850 .407558 .399068 ,476812 .424325 .462397 ,392768 .431029 
19** .028135 .025195 .021341 .0206118 ,024769 ,023406 .044473 ,025635 -035153 
20** .165339 .155386 .113965 .124671 .154023 .145709 .135134 ,114327 ,113210 
* The Interdependence coefficients in each column show the amomt that the net outpi 
the column sector. 
** Foreign trade and government are considered as intermediate sectors in this model. 

in the final bill of goods and net outputs for 19^ +9* Coni)uted from 20th order input coefficient matr 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 ll+ 15 
SecondoaTT agriculture sectors Industry sector 
Crop Non-food 
food crop Livestock Mac 
5 Region 6 Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 1+ Region 5 Region 6 products products products auc 
-7 .OOII486 .301339 .0021+55 .005632 .002576 .002130 .OOI+6B7 .021101+ .00731+1+ .031761 .C 
.006776 .0336hk .1+011+29 .0171+05 .009976 .01181+5 .023181+ .0671+52 .068122 .136578 .C 
.005851 .018U27 .008508 .lt-23902 .008936 .007861+ .011+568 .058065 .107559 .039898 .C 
57 .006364 .018366 .0086it8 .013901 .1+81+582 .020265 .025830 ,058208 .057298 .066^ 3 .C 
)6 .0015U6 .006051 .0021+91+ .ooi+i+n .002691 .1+61335 .001+796 .020707 .007203 .02011+5 .C 
L2 1.012812 .017618 .0061+22 .012515 .006979 .005621+ .3161+70 ,06551+7 .0201+33 .023321+ .C 
35 .001081)- 1.02398I+ .001301 .001985 .00131+1+ .00121+7 .001959 ,006601 .OOI+95I+ .100283 .( 
.003690 .008968 1.033811-6 .0061+35 .001+518 .001+1+1+9 .007009 .021535 .0201+1+1 .330725 .C 
.000939 .002133 .00111+2 1.016102 .001185 .001097 .001727 .OO58I+2 .007203 .075530 .( 
22 .001603 .003537 .001915 .002780 1.029025 .002538 .003509 .009638 .001633 .122890 .( 
39 .000561 .00131+5 .000^ 7 .00101+1+ .000726 1.036822 .001090 .003801+ .005122 .039761 .( 
53 .031^ 579 .001666 .000828 .001277 .000856 .000785 1.011517 .001+938 .003880 .05291+6 .( 
59 .015757 .2557UI+ .O8229S .176987 .092196 .068183 .191+516 1.0191+61 .031+199 .102821+ .( 
52 .02277U .03861+0 .02i+5'+3 .032509 .021+893 .021+176 .032221 .080971+ 1.021+333 .026073 .( 
D6 .0099W .020171 .0111+1+7 .016051+ .011796 .011137 .0161+95 .051656 ,oi+i+o66 1.012031 .( 
72 .1608U0 .112736 .1101+22 .1091+27 .112717 .125803 .107590 .091372 .072513 .089050 l.( 
39 .o8i7in .0611+57 .01+3683 ,0581+21 .03327 .033823 .01+1315 .01+1+256 .01+3119 .036381 .( 
L2 .i^ 2l^ 325 .1+62397 .392768 .1+31029 .395568 .1+09302 .1+1381+5 .141+871+9 .1+05566 .367731 .1 
69 .0231+06 .01+1+1+73 .025635 .035153 .026331+ .025129 .0361+1+7 .112282 .069792 .031+076 .< 
23 .11+5709 .13513I+ .111+327 .113210 .113095 .121081+ .119515 .11+2608 .163061 .108590 
olumn show the amount that the net output of the sector at the left would change, given a change of ' 
d as intermediate sectors in this model. 

ted from 20th order input coefficient matrix.* 
12 13 li^  15 17 18 19** 20»H<-
Industry sectors 
Crop Non-food Miscel- All 
food crop Livestock Machinery laneous other Foreign. Govem-
gion 6 products products products and fuel supplies products trade ment 
OO1+68T .021101+ .00731+1+ .031761 .001388 .008267 .001788 .005869 .002921 
023l8lt .0671+52 .068122 .136578 .oo8ii+9 .023008 .010611 .01+0379 .01575!+ 
011+568 .058065 .107559 .039898 .008660 .013316 .010291+ ,072601 .016156 
025830 .058208 .057298 ,066623 .0071+68 .0161+96 .009228 .01+6253 .021360 
00U796 .020707 .007203 .02011+5 .00151+7 .006269 .001906 ,006363 .005287 
3l6iv70 .06551+7 .0201+33 .023321+ .002817 .0081+55 .003596 .017106 .006698 
001959 ,006601 .00iv95lv .101283 .OOlUl+2 .0021+61+ .002187 .005329 .002771 
007009 .021535 .0201+1+1 .330725 .005000 .007792 .007506 .019020 .0091+97 
001727 .0058U2 .007203 .075530 .001311+ .001866 .001908 .006238 .0021+88 
003509 .009638 .001633 .122890 .002176 .003287 .00311+5 .008881 .00l^ 381+ 
001090 .003801+ .005122 .039761 .000767 .001311+ .001079 .002720 .0011+88 
011517 .001+938 .003880 .05291+6 .00081+0 .001296 .0012lt6 .003258 ,001599 
191+516 I.019U61 .031+199 .10282lt .01311+0 .020056 .020611 .061152 ,022177 
032221 .08097I+ 1.021+333 .026073 .01+631+9 .03T21+6 .01+9182 .119377 .031157 
0161+95 .051656 .0I+I+066 1.012031 .013662 .018989 .020979 .01+9980 .026l2lt 
107590 .091372 .072513 .089050 1.01+1931 .062310 .06681I+ .291915 .066152 
0I+1315 .01+1+256 .oi+3119 .036381 .032580 1.017807 .021+233 .096971+ .021028 
1+138I+5 .I+U87U9 .1+05566 .367731 .61+8118 .51+5670 1.1561+68 1,022160 .1+821+35 
0361V1V7 .112282 .069792 ,031+076 .033222 .01+2151 .0I+2I+7I+ 1,051763 .088563 
119515 .11+2608 .163061 .108590 .165186 .l6if66i .1871+70 .236373 1.088071+ 
the left would change, given a change of one dollar in the final demand for products of 

Table 9» Interdependence coefficients betvreen the final bill of goods and net outputs fo] 
Sector 12314-56789 10 
number Primary agriculture sectors Secondaoy agricultu: 
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region Region 5 Region 6 Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Regioi 
1 1.023314-3 .001096 .001305 ,000765 ,00081+1 .001037 .300806 ,002065 ,005197 .002 
2 .007000 1.033795 .001+681+ ,003328 .001+253 .0301+89 .399189 .399189 ,011+838 .007 
3 .001+158 .00311+0 1.01771I4 ,002572 .002929 .002915 ,011+181 ,005718 ,1+201+85 .006 
U .00I4-107 .002955 .003075 1.029270 .0031+70 .003038 .011+365 ,0057^5 .010633 ,1+81 
5 .001368 .000817 .00091+8 ,000587 1,036796 ,000780 .005225 ,001856 .003729 .002 
6 .00281+5 .001623 .001871+ .001273 .001379 1,01171+0 .016278 ,0051+70 .0111+25 .006 
7 .0751+62 .000718 ,000705 ,000592 .000688 ,000660 1,0231+86 .000935 ,001578 .000 
8 .002898 .079829 .00231+6 .002001 .00231+9 ,002228 .007239 1.032580 ,005021 .003 
9 .000693 .000590 .036281 .0001+93 .000571+ ,00051+2 .001639 .000791 1.015700 .000 
10 .001168 .000986 .000965 .059233 .001007 .000927 .002736 .001329 .002125 1.028 
11 .000l+l(-l+ .003630 ,003620 .000209 .081950 ,000335 .001083 ,000503 ,000829 .000 
12 .0001+95 .0001+07 .OOQl+OO .000339 .000392 ,031+332 .001373 ,000611+ .001038 .000 
13 .026771 .01PP13 ,0llt81+3 .010871 ,011062 .012158 .251163 ,079077 .173261+ .088 
ii^ - .020331  ^ .01901+8 ,018-^ 6 ,01621+7 ,019017 ,0173^3 .031120 ,0191+88 .0261+39 .019 
15 .0071+06 .006502 .006220 ,0051+61 .006383 .00595  ^ .0151+90 ,008002 .012223 .006 
16 .11+9998 .15671+3 .12553-3 ,1359^+1+ .171820 .11+8878 .095522 ,099082 .095572 .101 
17 .1I+02I+2 .0821+32 .10231^8 .oit-i+150 .01+8068 .077892 .055850 ,01+0012 .053912 .029 
18 .381051 .385806 ,^ 6309 ,33i+i+95 .397653 .3l+9 t^6l ,37271+1 .327569 .357788 .33c 
The interdependence coefficients in each column she;/ the amount that the net output of 
of the column sector. Foreign trade and government are considered as autononomous sectors in 

or 19^ 9• Computed from l8th order Input coefficient matrix.^ *-
11 12 13 11+ 15 16 17 18 
ure sectors Industry sectors 
Crop Non-food Miscel­ All 
food crop Livestock Machinery laneous other 
on 4 Region 5 Region 6 products products products and fuel supplies products 
2186 .001727 .001+231 .020211 .006620 .031342 .000845 .007679 .001147 
7725 .0095^6 .0201+98 .061781+ .063738 .131+103 .005050 .019595 .006922 
6111 .0050iUi- .011006 .01+9211 . .101356 .036597 .004883 .008947 .005689 
1671 .017273 .0221+07 .051352 .051819 .063I+7I+ .003428 .012105 .004451 
2055 .1^60670 .001+081 .019505 .006125 .0191+90 .000645 .005324 .000858 
602I1 .ooli6U7 .315330 .06311+3 .018572 .022273 .001500 .007005 .002030 
097O .000869 .0015^  .005777 .001+280 .100891 .000931 .001913 .001585 
3250 .00311^ 2 .005527 .018637 .018090 .329363 .003234 .005883 .005422 
0830 .007360 .001306 .001+960 .006518 .0751I+3 .000827 .001331 .001329 
8438 .001933 .002823 .008290 .01051+2 .122259 .001358 .002403 .002181 
0532 1.036620 .000861+ .003376 .001+768 .0395511- .000495 .001022 .000759 
0650 .00056it- 1.011266 .001+1+1+1+ .0031+81 .052716 .000542 .000973 .000894 
8956 .061^882 .190623 .011061 .027791 .099234 .008694 .015131 .015305 
9786 .01901^ 3 .025885 ,065911 I.OI3I+99 .020211 .039463 .029396 .o4o846 
63H6 .007575 .0121+79 .01+3912 .037726 1.008341 .008847 .013802 .015310 
11236 .111+336 .09311+2 .05561+0 .0I+7I+O7 .075664 1.026572 .044571 .048101 
9559 .030116 .036611+ .0321+90 .031+909 .032024 .027617 1.012052 .018175 
;0205 .31+204.5 .337115 .296073 .283052 .297161 .557307 .447120 1.049167 
' the sector at the left would change, given a change of one dollar in the final demand for products 
L this model. 
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column of Table 7 is the fraction of a dollar's worth of non-
labor inputs required by the respective column sector per 
dollar of its net output. 
The ratios of Table 7 form the matrix of coefficients of 
tiie equations describing the economy, the empirical counter­
parts of equations (5.1) to (5.n) presented earlier. They 
express the final demand (yj_) for the products of any inter­
mediate sector, as a function of the floi^js of goods between 
intermediate sectors, and the net outputs of intermedirte 
sectors. 
Since the foreign trade and government sectors in the 
iiiodel are considered alternatively as (a) intermediate and 
(h) autonomous sectors, two systems of equations are neces­
sary. Coefficients for both systems of equations appear in 
Table 7. The coefficients of the 18 equation system, in which 
foreign trade, government, and households a.re considered as 
autonomous sectors, e.re identical with the first 18 coeffi­
cients of the first 18 equations of the 20 equation system. 
In the 20 equation system, the y^ entries are those in column 
21, Table 6. In the 18 equation model, the yj, entries are 
the sum of columns 19, 20, and 21 in each row (1 to 18), Table 
6. Neither system of equations is reproduced here due to 
their length, but both fit the general form of equations 
(5.1) to (5.n). 
Considerable information on the structure of the economy 
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is contained in the transactions matrix and in the input co-
erricientG of Table 7. A later section includes examples of 
important direct relationships betvjeen sectors vjhich are 
implicit in Table 7. 
The inverse matrices computed from the input coefficient 
matrices of the tijo systems of equations are shown in Tables 
8 and 9, the 20 equation and 18 equation models, respectively 
The elments of er;:ch inverse matrix are the coefficients of 
a new system of equations expressing net outputs of each 
sector as a function of the elements of the inverse 
matrix, and the amounts of each commodity enterinr-'; the final 
bill of goods. Each system of equations is an empirical 
counterpart of equations (6.1) to (6.n) in an earlier section 
The coefficients of the inverse matrix are called inter­
dependence coefficients in the terminology of interindustry 
studies. Each interdependence coefficient expresses a rela­
tionship between a portion of the final bill of goods and the 
net output of a sectoi^. For example, assume a chanp-e of one 
dollar in the portion of the final bill of goods from that 
shown in Table G (household consumption). The coefficients 
1^1> 2^1* column 1, Table 8, indicate the 
change vjhlch would be necessary in the respective net outputs 
to provide all the product flows required to enable sector 1 
to supply the larger final bill of goods. 
The coefficients of Tables 8 and 9 are a function of 
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the coefficients (aij) of the original system of equt?.tions 
describing the economy. Thus, the coefficients of Tobies 8 
and 9 depend also upon the drta of Table 6. As a result, 
It is seen that relatively large interdependence coefficients 
are asi^sociated with relatively large transactions betv;een 
sectors. This may be seen by studying Table 6 in conjunction 
v;ith Tables 8 and 9 • 
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USES OF DATA COEFFICIENTG 
l'::cononilfits and lilstorians have in common the fact that 
both look backward as part oT their desire to see ivhpt lies 
al'iead- Interindustry analysis is peculiarly historical in 
that it attoiipts to ascertain the relationships ar.ionjt^^ sectors 
of the economy in some past period of time as an aid in esti­
mating v;hat the effects of future changes might be- The uses 
of the data of Tables G, 7, 6, and 9 to describe econcraic 
relationships, and to estimate the effects of oconoraic changes, 
are described in subsequent sections. The usefulness of 
input-output data and methods for projection, is linitca (a) 
by data accuracy, which is unknovm, and (b) by the difficulty 
of laiowing v;hat demand changes are in prospect. 
Uses of the Input Coefficient Matrix 
Simple estimates of direct but partial effects upon cer­
tain sectors of the economy as a result of stated changes in 
net output of another sector may be made using the input 
coefficients of Table 7. This procedure is especially useful 
for agriculture sectors- This is true because the concept 
of final demand in agriculture sectors of this model was 
restricted to include only home-used farm commodities. These 
commodities are a negligible part of the net output of any 
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agriculture sector, so projections brsed upon changes in final 
demand for a[-riculturGl products would hove little value. 
As an alternative, direct estimates of Ghan(;'es in the net 
output of vsrious sectors per dollar of cht?n|:':e in net output 
of a;;;;riculture sectors v.'ere made usinf^ the coefficients of 
Table 7. 3uch change in agricultural output mipht occur as 
a result of population increases. For example, a one dollar 
increase in net output by each primary agriculture sector 
(sectors 1 to 6) would require only nof';ligible increases in 
the net output of sector 13. Increases in sector 13 output 
ranf^e from .01 cents in columns 5 and 6, to .3 cents in colunin 
3 (line 13, rows 1 to 6, Table 7). Small as these coeffi­
cients are, they reflect a difference in the crop production 
functions of [|;eographical regions. I'lie coefficients in row 
13, columns 1 to 6, Table 7, are functions of the quantity of 
manufactured feeds consumed by horses in each region, and the 
net outputs of respective regions (see sector 13 explanations 
in the Appendix) . ITiey reflect the continued use of horse­
power in cotton production in the South. 
Similar estimates of changes required in sector 13 net 
output per dollar change in the net output of each secondary 
agriculture sector are possible from Table 7 coefficients. 
The entries in row 13, columns 7 to 12, Table 7, reflect 
wide differences in dependence by secondary agriculture sec­
tors upon the feed industry. The two major grain deficit 
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regions, the liortheant and the Far ' est (sectors 7 snd 12, re­
spectively) are seen to require relatively large quantities 
of sector 13 products per dollar of outjjut of livestock, 
products. Data of this study are too highly aggregated to 
perrait refined estimates of the main reasons for the differ­
ences. Sector explanations in the Appendix allow partial 
estimates, however, of the factors associated v;ith the x;ide 
inter-sector production function differences. These include 
the fact that secondary agriculture products of both sectors 
7 and 12 are largely milk and poultry, iv'hich require relative­
ly large c^uantities of concentrate feeds. 
Products of sector 14 going to agriculture sectors vere 
negligible in all cases. Hov.'ever, sector 16 provided large 
quantities of machine and fuel inputs to agriculture, especi­
ally to sectors 1 to 6. Data of Table 7 indicate that each 
one dollar change in net output by sectors 1 to 6 would re­
quire changes in the output of sector 16 of 12, 13, 10, 11, 
14, and 13 cents, respectively. Again, these estimates are 
quantitative examples of differences in production methods 
between geographic regions. For example, sector 3 had rela­
tively high purchases of horse and mule concentrate feeds 
from sector 13. The same sector purchased relatively small 
amounts of machinery and fuel inputs per dollar of its net 
output. Coefficients in row 16, columns 7 to 12, Table 7 
indicate also the relatively minor importance of direct 
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machine inputs in liveBtock production, and the inter-Bector 
similarity in the machine input aspect of the livertaci: pro­
duction functions. 
Another relationship of interest because of obnerved 
diffsrences in p-eopraphicr 1 rs{>;ions is .seen in the coeffi­
cients in rov; 18, columns 7 to IS, Tr-ble ?• Tiiese coeffi­
cients express the relationship of a diverse f-jroup of c.octor 
18 products, to output of necondary af^riculture r/cctorG. 
Transportation and trade nargins rre the :.;o?t important sector 
18 products used by agriculture sectors. Bince sectors 7 and 
12 i;i!,.ort larn:e quantities of concentrate feeds, both directly 
and throu[;h sector lo of this riodel, they also absorb r-ela-
tively lar(-;e amounts of trade and transportation coGts 
attached to the feeds. The importance of these mar-lLoting 
charfces in sectors 7 and 12, compared v.'ith sector 8, for 
example, is implicit in the size of the input coefficients in 
row 18, columns 7 and 12, and column 8. 
Little Importance is attached to the coefficients in 
Table 7 expressing the relationships between net output of 
each secondary agriculture sector, and the inputs received 
by the secondary sector from primary agriculture sector in 
the same region. The size of the coefficients (0.288, 0.301, 
0.404, 0.463, 0.443, and 0.300) reflects the value of crop 
output required per dollar's worth of secondary agriculture 
net output v/ithin the respective regions. Hov;evor, the flov/s 
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froiii primary to secondary agriculture sectors were valued an 
a residual. Value of i'eeds consumed within each rep;ion is 
represented in T.>.ble 6 aa the difference between the value 
of the net output of each secoadriry sector, and the tetrl cost 
of other inpuus to seeondnry ajtriculture • A meaninr-:ful anal­
ysis would require specification of the quantities of "rain, 
harvested for; ^ e, and p.;sture crops required per doll-?r of 
net output of each secondary agriculture sector. This nay be 
done by Gtudyint.; Table G in conjunction './ith Table 17 in the 
Api)endlx. One valid observation may be made from the coeffi­
cients ev-pressiup- primary-secondary relationships i-zithin 
agricultural regions. The coefficients in row 1, colun)n 7, 
and in rov; G, column 12, correctly show relatively small 
flov;s of feeds lAiithin refaons 1 and 6, which \iere the largest 
grain importers. 
Numerous other estimates of the direct effects of increas­
ed output may be made from Table 7. 'ITne sums of the industry 
coefiicients in the agriculture columns, reflecting the direct 
flo'.vs of goodr, or se.i"/icea from industry sectors to agricul­
tural sectors per dollar of output of the latter, are of r:'en-
eral Interest. These sums help to quantify a widely reco^r-
ni2,ed situation in current agricultural production, the 
dependence of aj;iriculture upon non-agricultural industries 
for its inputs. 
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Interdependence between agricultural regions 
One of the objectives of the study, to estimate inter­
dependence coefficients between agricultural regions, had to 
be abandoned almost completely in construction of the model 
because of data shortages. Neither inter-priraary nor inter-
secondary flows, and only minor interregional primary to 
secondary transactions vjere recorded. It is seen in Table 7 
that the largest direct interregional effect of Increased 
secondary production upon a primary sector is that upon sector 
2 (Corn Belt), induced by output of sector 7 (Northeast). 
This coefficient (0.012) is deceptively small, however, be­
cause the model accounted only for the interregional feed 
flows required to make up the deficit of prain to be fed on 
farms with minor processing. A further indication of the 
dependence of the secondary sector in the Northeast (sector 
7) upon grain surplus regions, is given by observation of two 
input coefficients in Table 7. 'iTie coefficient in rovj 2, 
column 13, Table 7 (0.050), reflects in part, important feed 
grain flows to sector 15 from sector 2. The coefficient in 
roi-i 13, column 7, Table 7 (0-238), shov;s the relative impor­
tance of the feed industry component of sector 13 to produc­
tion in the Northeast. Thus, sector 7 is related to sector 
2, through sector 13. Similar joint comparisons are possible 
for other sectors. 
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Projections Using t,be P.Oth Order Inverse Matrix 
Efitirastes In this section are limited to representative 
examples of hypothetical questions about the economy which can 
be answered usiiif^' a system of ecuatlons describlnp; the econ­
omy. In the absence of importsnt interregional flows betv/een 
agricultural sectors, tlie most realistic situations to be 
considered appear to be changes in final demand for tlie prod­
ucts of certain industry sectors, especially those processing 
the products of primary a^'rlculture sectors. 
Chanptes in final demand 
for products of sector 15 
Products of sector 1-5 entering the final bill of goods 
include food products in all stages of processing, from fresh 
fruits v;hlch have undergone only packaging, refrigeration, 
and shipment, to bakery products whose form has been altered 
many times. Simple projections of the type made belov/ assume 
that the change in the final bill of goods applies propor­
tionally to all components of the sector 13 entry. Ideally, 
the sector 13 entry v/ould be a homogeneous commodity, canned 
peaches, for example. Such a level of product detail is out 
of the range of this study. Table 10 gives the effect upon 
the net outputs of certain agriculture and industry sectors, 
of a 10 per cent change in household consumption of sector 13 
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Table 10. Absolute and percentage changes (plus or 
minus) in net outputs of primary agriculture 
and industry sectors as a result of a 10 
























1 029,197 2.2 14 0112,028 .8 
2 fj;93,320 1.7 15 fi:71,466 .4 
3 080,333 1.9 16 0126,413 .4 
4 000,531 2.0 17 061,228 .9 
5 028,648 2.7 18 0620,844 .3 
6 i90,684 4.4 
•^Estimated using the coefficients of Table 8, and the 
household final demand and net outputs of Table 6. 
products. Entries in Table 10 v;ere derived using the coeffi­
cients of the 20 equation model of the economy (Table 8). 
It is seen in Table 10 that either increases or decreases 
in the demand for processed primary food products would have a 
smaller absolute effect but a larger relative effect upon most 
primary agriculture sectors than upon each Industry sector. 
It is also seen that the absolute change required in the prod­
ucts of sector 18 would be greater than the total change re­
quired in the products of all primary agriculture sectors 
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combined. This points up in numerdcal terms the current 
situation v/ith respect to the farmer's share of the consumer's 
dollar. The sum of the coefficient of lines one to sir., 
column 13, Table 8 (0.891), Indicates that each dollgr in­
crease in household consumption of sector 13 products would 
require only a 29 cent Increase in output of primary afi-ricul-
ture sectors. The entry in line IS, column 13, Table 8 
(0.449), indicates that each dollar increase in household con­
sumption of sector 13 products would require a 45 cent in­
crease in the net output of sector 13, whose products are 
mostly transportation and merchandising services. 
At besC, the informcJtion in Table 10 represents the 
real world only vaguely. Any increase in demand for food 
products is not likely to be solely from an increase in popu­
lation, leaving each part of the country a slightly enlarged 
model of today with respect to tastes and Income, as is 
implied by the assumption of proportional demand changes for 
all products. The practical need to aggregate products whose 
demand structures may change differentially, requires that 
tae input-output model be Interpreted in the context of Its 
limitations. Table 10 alone can give no indication of effects 
upon primary agriculture sectors of mii'jed changes in demand 
for various sector 13 products. Use of Table 10 in conjunc­
tion with Table 19 in the Appendix permits minor refinement 
vjith respect to relaxation of the assumption of proportional 
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Increases in demand for nil products. Table 19 shov;s he.?vy 
reliance by sector 13, and thus by the flf^al demand sector, 
upon sectors 3 and 6 for truck and fruit crops. It hsG been 
observed thct past increases in real incomes have resulted in 
diet changes which have incrons-.d the demand for fresli fruits 
axid vegetables. Such changes suggest pressure upon the spec­
ialized fruit and vegetable producing sectors for r;;ore inten­
sive production. Also, product substitu'cion in other areas 
may result if relative price changes betv.'een fruits and vege­
tables and other crops are great enough. 
Chcaipes in final deinand for 
products of other sectors 
The coefficients of Table 8 provide basis also for esti­
mating the effects upon the net output of all agriculture and 
industry sectors of a change in the final demand for products 
of sector 1^, \vhich are chiefly meats, milk, egp-s, and poultry. 
These effects are shown in Table 11, as estimated using the 
coefficients of the 20 sector model, in v;hlch the final demand 
entry is household consumption only. It is seen in Table 11 
that a 10 percent change in consura].>tion of the products of 
food processing sector 15 would require relatively large 
chaiiges in agricultux-al net outputs. In absolute terms, the 
changes induced in net outputs of other Industry sectors by 
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Table 11. Absolute and pci-centc^e changes (plus or 
minus) in net outputs of agriculture and 
industry sectors as a result of a 10 percent 

























1 |;49,881 3.9 7 $159 , 0 6 5 7.1 
2 $214,496 3.7 8 :> 519,404 7.0 
3 ;i, 62, 660 1.5 9 ^:110,620 5.2 
4 104, 631 2.5 10 C192,999 6.4 
5 v31,638 2.9 11 '?62,445 6.6 





13 .:.161,485 .8 • 17 057,136 .9 
14 ,40,948 .3 18 ::;:577,522 .3 
16 .;;i39,853 .5 
•"•Estimated using the coefficients of Table 8, and the 
houseliold final demand and net outputs of Table 6. 
increased consuiiiption of sector 15 products are sizable, but 
are not so important as in the case of increases in consump­
tion of sector 13 products. Also, the coefficient indicating 
the change in sector IB products required per dollar change 
in sector 15 final demand is relatively small (0.368) compared 
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with the Bum oi' the coeffloient.s of the neconclary r.ectorn 
(0.724). The latter sum indlcstes the af;gre/;^'ate chanpe in 
net output required in secondary agriculture nectorB for eech 
dollar increase in final demand for processed r-econdDry rpri-
culture products from sector 15. 
Changes in final demand for the prodvxcts of sector 16 
imply chan[-es in the demand for motor vebicler. and fuel for 
personal une. In recent yerrs lar(2;e increr.Hes in consumption 
of these products have tal<:en place* The elements of column 
16, Table 8, indicate the dollar ch£n|:';e required in the net 
outputs of the various sectors for er.ch one dollar increase 
in final demand for sector 16 products. The size of the 
coefficients confirms an obvious hyjjothesis, that increased 
use of motor vehicles and fuel bj; houaeholas, v/ould have a 
negli^^ible effect upon the net outputs of ajTricultural sec­
tors . 
Similar conditions liold for chsnp;es in the consumption 
of final demand goods pr'oduced by sector 18. These are the 
most likely to occur of all the chanties assumed in the exam­
ples presented, ^3ector 18 products appear to be the most 
vulnerable, either to incre??sed use in a boom, or to decreased 
use in a depression. This is true because they include the 
personal services implicit in many other consumption p:oods, 
as well as the v;hole ran^-e of household durable commodities. 
Column 18, Table 8, indicates neglij^ible changes in agricul­
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tural net outputs for erch one dollar Increase in the sector 
18 final demand entry. No attempt is made at interi^retation 
of the interdependence coefficients in columns 19 and 20, 
Table 0. Sectors 19 mid 20 ere considcrijd es. autonomous, 
r; ther than Intermediate sectors in the following section. 
I^rojections Using the 18th Order Inverse Matrix 
Added flexibility In projectinp; the effects of chr.npes 
in find demeJid may be had by considering foreipii trfxle and 
government as autonomous sectors. Changes in final demand 
need not to limited to changes in personal consumption i;hen 
the tvjo sectors are considered as autonomous, but may include 
changes in foreign demand, and government policy or progrom 
changes. For exaiuple, estimates similar to those of Table 
11, but made v-'ith the 18 equation n;odel, are equally valid 
for a 10 percent change in the demajid by householO.s, trrde, 
or government, or any combination of changes in tlie three 
totalling 10 percent. Implicit in each situation, hov.ever, 
is tne assumption that demand changes include the i.-hole prod­
uct mix included in a sector's output. 
It is seen by comparison of Tables 11 siid IC; that tlie 
absolute ynd relative estimates using the 20th order rar:trix 
and ulie 18th order luatrix are similar. Tiie estimates in 
Table 12 have greater generality, ho'/.'ever, because of the 
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Table 12. Absolute and percentage changes (plus or 
minus) in net outputs of ngriculture and 
industry soctorn as a result of a 10 
percent chan^'e in the sector 15 final 

























1 t52,6£2 4.1 7 Cl69,390 7.6 
O :,;225,152 4.0 8 552,983 7.5 
o (,61,444 1.4 o ::126,151 5.5 
4 vlOG,569 2.6 10 : 205,£06 6.9 
5 i-52,725 3.0 11 ',','66,409 7.0 





15 vl66,609 .9 17 V53,767 .8 
14 v5o,933 • 3 18 (:^498,917 .3 
16 ;,.127,0o6 . 5 
^••Estimated using the coefficients of Tpble 9, the com-
XJOSlte final demand, and the nbt output figures of Table 6. 
concept of fineil demand implied by the 18 equation model. 
Since the coefficients of Tablec 8 and 9 are similar for 
each sector, nothing is to be gained by presentation of exam­
ples using the IS. equation model, similar to those of the 
preceding section, which v;ere computed from the 20 equation 
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model. The two sy;terns of equations represent the same econ­
omy, but involve different systems of aggref-;;ation. No effort 
is made to shovj that one syrtem represents the economy more 
accurately thrJi the other. In the absence of observed con­
firmation of one mouel or the other, their relative vjorth is 
a matter for speculation. 
Effects upon Industry Sectors of Increased 
Agricultural Outputs 
The coefficients in the agriculture columns of the in­
dustry rov-'s of Table 7 indicate relatively heavy dependence 
by a;;jriculture upon industry for productive factors. Exam­
ples vjere cited in a previous section. The interdependence 
coefficients in the agriculture columns of industry rows in 
Tables 8 and 9 indicate the changes in industry net outputs 
associated ;jith changes in the final bill of goods of apri-
culture sectors. The interdependence coefficients are used 
In this section to estimate the effect upon industry net out­
puts of given changes in final demand for agricultural prod­
ucts. The 18 equation model (Table 9) is used in order to 
give greater generality to the assumed final demand changes. 
A change in final demand for primary agriculture prod­
ucts, by trade, government, or household sectors, sufficient 
to cause a 10 percent change in the net output of each primary 
agriculture sector from the 1949 level (Table 6), would call 
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for a s''79a million chBn[;:e in the output of sector IG, and a 
•,.2,U12 million chan^-e in sector 18 output. The relative net 
output chanp;os, however, v/ould be only 3.1 pnd 1.1 percent, 
respectively, for the two industry sectors. Similrrly, a 100 
percent change in the final demand entry for orinisry products 
would call for changes in net outputs of 4.1 and 1.4 percent 
for the industry sectors 16 and 10, respectively. 
Secondary a(;:riculture output chanf^es v.'ould have smaller 
relative effects upon industry output, since the ciiief non-
labor input in livestock production is farm f/Tovm f-rain and 
hay, instead of purchased machinery and fuel. If final demand 
for the products of each secondary ap:riGulture sector vere 
to change by an amount equal to 10 percent of esch secondary 
net output in 1949 (Table 6), sector 16 net outjjut would 
change by s+338 million or 1.3 percent. Sector 18 not output 
vjuuld change by ^,'1,173 million, or only 0.6 percent. '£he 10 
percent changes in the net output of r-Ocondcry sectors are 
equivalent to 100 percent changes in the value of secondary 
products used directly by households. 
These relatively minor itnpacts upon industry help to 
shovj the degree of non-dependence of certain industry sectors 
upon agriculture. Both the machinery and fuels industry 
(sector 16), and the various components of sector 18, are 
heavily consumer based rather than farmer based. Relative 
size of the national farm and non-farm population indicates 
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also that this consumer base is not apriculturally constituted 
to ai:i important degree. Thus, cliancen in frrm income alone 
liould have relatively minor effects upon the consumer demand 
for the products of national industries such as sector 16. 
It sliould not be concluded from ther.e estimates that 
serious local problems may not occur as a result of a fall in 
demand for form products, or a drop in farm incomes. Regional 
industries closely associated vjith apriculture, either in 
providing; inputs, or dependent upon rural consumers, may be 
seriously affected by such changos, but the present model is 
not capable of measuring the effects. A truly rep:ional model 
such as that of Isard (21) or ;'.oses (30), takinp; account of 
the location of consumers of the products of regional agri­
culture and regional Industry sectors, could isolate local 
impacts if data were available for accurate model building. 
Also, models of smaller economies could stress local agricul­
ture-industry relationships. 
Labor in the Model 
Data in Table 6 permit computation of input coefficients 
showing the fraction of a dollar's vjorth of labor services 
which 'ivere required in 1949, per dollar's worth of net output 
of each intermediate sector. However, for agriculture sec­
tors, the value of such coefficients is limited especially by 
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the fact of large dlfferencen in market; v/age rates between 
regions. Hence, coefficients combining physical and iaonetary 
terms (hours of labor and dollars of nc3t output) are also of 
interest in interregional comp;,.risons of a; ricultural produc­
tion functions (input columns). 
The adjustment of the entries in row 21, columns 1 to 6, 
Table 6, to make the input/output ratios for primary agricul­
ture sectors equal one, also detracts from the usefulness of 
the household row entries in Table 6. The labor value coeffi­
cients in Table lo v;ere computed from entries in the house­
hold row of Table 6. Some of these Table 6 entries ere above 
Table 13. Value of Isbor and hours of labor required 
per dollar's worth of^^net output of agri­
culture sectors, 1949' 
Primary agriculture s ectors 
1 8 3 4 5 6 
Value of labor per 
dollar net output j^O.39 0O.42 $0.51 :;:0.52 !;-0.42 £0.48 
Hours of labor per 
dollar net output 0.56 0.46 1.03 0.45 0.52 0.67 
Secondary agriculture sectors 
8 9 10 11 12 
Value of labor per 
dollar net output $0,2d JoO.37 ftO.24 fJO. 28 tJO. 32 ':0.31 
Hours of labor per 
dollar net output 0.31 0.44 0.53 0.37 0.37 0. 3o 
""•Includes direct and maintenance labor, and time spent 
in business and management v;ork on farms. 
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and some are belovj the market v;af;e level for 1949 (see Appen­
dix, Table 32) . Secondary a;-;riculture entries in rovj 21, 
Table 6, ivliich vjere also used to compute ratios in Table 13 
are at market levels. liybrid rrtios in Table 13 (total 
houx'S labor used in a sector divided by total value of output 
of the sector) were computed usinf': T;.ble 6 and Appendix Table 
17. Value of labor figures in Table 13 are coefficients 
analogous to those in Table 7. 
A question of interpret:tion arises, especially with 
respect to agricultural labor in the model- As described 
earlier, one of the assumptions of the model is that the v/hole 
array of inputs to any sector must be provided in the time 
Ijeriod under study if the sector is to produce a given net 
output. This may be accurate with respect to the labor time 
coefficients in Table 13, which say, for example, that 0.56 
hours of labor vjill be used to produce each dollar's vjorth 
of sector 1 output. 
However, since the labor input values in row 21, columns 
1 to 12, Table 6, are made up predominantly of farm operator 
net incomes, the interpretotion must be somev;h; t less rigid 
than in the case of hours of I'bor. Fsrmers may have a low 
reservation price for their Inbor in the short run. That is, 
decreases in net income not associated vjith decreases in net 
output of agricultural sectors, may not cause farmers to pro­
vide fev/er hours of labor in order to maintain the monetary 
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injout coerricients of Tp.ble lo. Rather, over a purlod of 
several years, farmers may take shsrply reduced returns per 
doi:i.ar of net output before they will be encouragod to stop 
providing labor to a(;::rlculture. Thus, the dollar coefficients 
of Taole 13 may fluctuate v;idely, while hourly coefficients 
remain relatively stable. 
The most useful of the agTiculture labor coefficients 
appears to be the rrtio of total hours spent to total value 
of net output of a sector. Table 13 coefficients expressing 
the value of labor used in each sector, per dollar of net 
output [i'ive no Indication of physical quantities of labor 
unless v;a[^:e r'te information is B.vailable. TVie ratios, 
hours l i  bor/net outputs, give some indication of the extent 
of labor use in various sectors, and vjhen used in combination 
with the input ratios of Table 7, give rough estimates of 
relative labor-capital combinations. Hovjever, here as for 
other inputs, use of coefficients for a single year rules out 
substitution of one factor of production for another. 
Widely recognized differences in production functions are 
given numerical foi'm in Table 13. The relatively heavy use 
of labor in cotton, and in fruit and vegetable production 
shows up in the large labor input coefficients in sectors 3 
and 6. Reference to Table 7 recalls the relatively small 
coefficient expressing machine and fuel inputs in sector 3. 
Together, the large labor and small machine coefficient 
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express a certain factor combination used in profluction 
sector 3. 
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COI'U^ APJ301-5 OF 1949 VJI'ffl 1929 
Initially, It vjas intended that an input-output table 
sliuilar to the one for 1949 (Table 6) Kould be constructed for 
another year, permitting inter-temporal comparisons of rela­
tive outputs, in-.;ut-output coefficients, and interdependence 
coefficients. Hoxvever, data problems encountered in conntruc-
tlon of the 1949 table, as related in tlie vrriouo sector ex­
planations, forced abandonment of tr,ls ph?se of the study. 
Certain estimates in the 1949 tpble hod to be made quite 
arbitrarily. Yet, data on feed, fertili?,er, fuel and sup-
plles, sxiid government inputs to agriculture sectors v.-ere rela­
tively detailed compared v;ith the data for 1929 (56). Also, 
the 1949 inputs could be based upon 1947 data and coeffi­
cients with some confidence. Neither raxv data, nor a detailed 
parent study v;ere available for 1929. The five-sector model 
by Peterson (33) Included estimates for 1929, but unpublished 
notes upon which the msjiuscript v;as based, indicated the rela­
tive inadequacy of the 1929 data, even with the high level of 
aggregation used. Output data for 1929 was found to be fairly 
adequate for agriculture sectors, and are the basis for the 
sliuple comparisons made belov;. 
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Primary Agriculture Commodities 
An alternative to inter-ycar comparisons of input-output 
and interdependence coefficients v;as to use agriculture data 
of the 1949 transactions table, and sirailnr' uata which r.iif-ht 
have gone into a 1929 trmis act ions to.hle, to make inter-year 
and inter-sector comparisons. Parts of the followinf;; table 
are aggregated much less highly than the 1949 transactions 
table. Yet, as explained later, even at this level of aggre­
gation, considerable detail is lost, and the results may give 
erroneous impressions. 
Information is not available for ests-blishing confidence 
limits on the data of Table 14, or on general input-output 
d: ta of Table 6* However, tentative conclusions may be dra;m 
v.'here large inter-temporal differences appear in Table 14. 
Feed grain production, for example, was relatively more im­
portant in sector 2 in 1949 than in 1929. However, specifica­
tion of the reasons for the chejipe must be classed as specula­
tion. At least two important possibilities exist. The first 
is that the development of hybrid corn had differential ef­
fects on regions of the United States. The second is that 
either, or both years are not representative of the secular 
trend in regional primary production; hence, comparison of 
the two gives misleading estimates of inter-temporal changes. 
This important limitation of the input-output method was 
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Table 14. Relative value of production of major 
commodities by primary af^riculture sectors 
and relative reflate primary af^riculture 
production, 1949 and 1929 
Primary agriculture aoctors 
Comiaodity Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(percent of total production) 
Food 1949 •3.5 IS.5 5.4 48.7 14.6 9.5 
grains 1929 6.0 21.5 6.4 45.3 10.4 10.4 
Feed 1949 3.5 63 .0 12.0 17.7 1.9 1.9 
grains 1929 4.4 52.6 15.8 23.0 £.2 2.0 
Oil 1949 .4 45.7 28.0 20.4 . 5 4.2 
crops 1929 .4 26.7 39.5 30.6 2.8 — 
Cotton 1949 __ ^ 3.1 53.3 32.1 1 .7 9.8 
1929 
— 
1.5 61.2 33.3 .7 3 .3 
Tobacco 1949 8.0 24.0 68.0 
1929 11.1 oO. 3 58.6 - - — 
All 1949 6.7 33.7 22.6 21.0 5.2 10.8 
crops"-- 1929 10.0 30 .0 25.0 20.6 5.0 9.4 
•"•Value of pasture is not included. 
discussed by Johnson (31, p. 8-75), in connection v;lth " the 
1947 study, and is applicable here. He noted that output of 
a single commodity may vary 30 to 50 percent between years, 
X7ith only minor input variations. Total agricultural output 
may vary 10 to 20 percent at the same time. Johnson calls 
1947 an atypical year v;ith respect to output, since aggregate 
physical s£,rlcultural production v/as relatively lov; in 1947. 
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Yet, in the context of the present study, 1947 may have "been 
atypical for a different reason in some ref^ions, since it was 
a record year for ^ .'heat production. 
Another apparent shift in production is seen in cotton 
(Table 14), but arrain the reasons are obscure. Hox;ever, the 
increasing importance of cotton in the West appears to be 
associated with nevj varieties, and demands for different kinds 
of fibers. Basis for misconstruction of reasons for a sliift 
in a class of crops appears also in the oil crop rov; of Table 
14. Tliere, a strong shift is shown in production of oil crops 
from sector 3 to sector £. Data not exhibited hern indicate 
that this resulted jointly from the increased i.'nportajice of 
soybeans in the ^jhole economy, and the consequent relative, 
but not absolute decline of peaaiut production in sector 3. 
Implicit also in these oil crop figures of Table 14 are numer­
ous aspects of technological change, nev; varieties, and per­
sonal tastes. 
Finally, the regional differences in the value of all 
crops in the years 1949 end 1929, may result (a) from shifts 
in physical production, (b) from shifts in relative regional 
prices, or (c) from any combination of (a) and (b). 
Secondary Agriculture Commodities 
Compcjpisona like those in Table 14 are shown for live­
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stock and livestock products in Table 15. An;ain, av)pai'ent 
differences exist, subject to the limitations of choice of 
years. This is less likely to be important for secondary 
products, since they are not so subject to climatic variations 
Table 15. Relative production of major commodities 
by secondary agriculture sectors, and 
relative aggregate secondary agriculture 
production, 1949 and 19 29 
Secondary agriculture sectors 
Commodity Year 7 a  O 10 11 12 
































































as are primary products. A notable difference is shown in 
the summary line, sector 9, Table 15, Indicating the recent 
and current shift to livestock in the South. Wae only other 
relatively large inter-year difference shows sector 10, the 
Great Plaixis, • with a sharp decline in hog production. This 
decline may have been associated with the advantages of feed 
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grain pi-oduction in other regions as a result of hybrid corn 
development. 
Mo atteiipt wan made to compare a-riculturc.l input pat­
terns Tor the tv;o years. Lack of data for 1929 would hpve 
required assumptions specifyinf!; the very relationships vjliich 
input-output analysis attempts to estimate, a shortcominp; not 
entirely absent from the 1949 study. 
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SUMl'iARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Inxjut-output analysis hr?.s tx-.'o distinct aspects. It is 
both a method of deccribing trade relationships oinonj" sectors 
of an economy, and a means of projecting; past relationships 
to future situations. Input-output analysis is thus both a 
descriptive and an analytical teclmlque. Some of its merits 
and limitations for er.ch use were discussed in earlier sec­
tions and appear also in the Appendix. The input-output tech­
nique vjas used as the basis for construction of a model of 
the United States economy for 1949. Objectives vjere to esti­
mate relationships between agricultural regions, and between 
agricultural repjions and the rest of the economy. Since 
agriculture v;as of primary interest, aggregation of the agri­
cultural economy, and of industrial processes closely related 
to agriculture, was at a lov/er level than aggregation of other 
industrial processes. Also, agricultural production vjas 
divided regionally, based on type-of-farming areas. 
Estimates of trade patterns in agricviltural products be­
tween regions of the United States, and between agricultural 
producers in different regions and national industries x;ere 
made. Lack of data caused many revisions in concept, and re­
quired rough estimates of sector relationships in many cases. 
Data problems and suggestions for improvements in dcta for 
use in input-output studies are described in the Appendix. 
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Trade i^atterns ai.cng produclnf;; sectors, ejid betv-'een pro-
ducln;^; r.nd consuminf^ sectors of the national economy were 
estimated and shown In iiionetr.ry terms in a transactions matrix. 
Input coefficients, describing In rctio form the relationship 
betv.'een the net output of a produclnf;; sector j and the frac­
tion of the output of sector 1 v;hlch v.'as consigned to sector 
J, v;ere computed from transactions data- These ratios are 
the coefficients of a system of equations describing the 
final demand for tlie products of any sector as a function of 
the net outputs of all producing sectors and the flovjs of 
products betvjeen producln[5 sectors of the economy. 
Estimation of the transactions data and computation of 
the input coefiiclents constitute an intermediate stage in 
the study. Preceding sections describe inferences which can 
be dra.x-jn using these data. The transactions matrix gives a 
perspective of the trade patterns of the entire economy. 
The input coefficients facilitate estimates of direct effects 
of Increased net output of a sector upon other sectors supply­
ing its inputs. All agricultural sectors v;ere seen to have 
depended heavily upon industry sectors for their Inputs in 
1949. Industry sectors were less dependent upon agriculture 
for their inputs. Also, Interregional differences existed 
In the agriculture-industry interrelationships. 
The inverse of the input coefficient matrix was used 
to describe the net outputs of each sector as a function of 
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the ports of the final bill of ppods. Models of the economy 
v;ere constructed in v/hich foreign trade and government v/ere 
considered (a) as intermediate sectors, and (b) as final 
demand sectors. Interdependence coefficients computed vere 
similar under the tv;o procedures. Also, estimates of changes 
in net outputs, given changes in final demand v/ere similar 
for situations (a) and (b), above. Little importance is 
attached to the interdependence coefficients in tiiis study. 
Changes in agricultural final demand entries hrve negligible 
effects upon the net outputs of the other sectors of the econ-
o liiy • 
Hypothetical changes in final demand for the products 
of food processing industries appear to have a realistic basis. 
Even there, differential changes in the demand for various 
kinds of foods are beyond the scope of the input-output model. 
Yet, these are the kinds of demand changes currently observed 
and predicted for the future. 
The volume of data required for the input-output or 
transactions matrix is prohibitive if considerable disaggre­
gation of the economy is desired. Gince so many floxi? esti­
mates are required, the investigator must constantly com­
promise his desire to make accurate estimates, v.'ith the need 
to make a great volume of estimates in a given time. It vias 
seen early in tiiis study that there is implicit in each esti­
mate of an inter-sector transaction, one or :nore research 
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projects of the "partia.1" type dlBparaged by tlie enthusiasts 
for input-output analysis. 
Some of the estim;!tes in the transactions m8tri:< ;vere 
made fairly directly. Others, such as the product flov's 
from the macliinery industr-y to s; rlcultural sectors, vjere 
made from a complex set of dpta from different sources. 
These drta had to be reduced to comparable form, and assigned 
to a{';ricultural regions or to commodity producing sectors of 
a[;:rlcultiAral regions. Other estimates, like feeder cattle 
shipments, could not be made at all v;ith the resources of 
this study. Considerable effort was spent in preliminary re­
search, in order to discover the drta shortaf';es. Revisions 
in concept i;ere made where data problems were insurmountable. 
The experience in tills study confirmed the experience 
or the preconceptions of many of the critics of input-output 
analysis. As a descriptive teclmique, it has value in pro­
viding insights into the vjorkings of a complex economy. Its 
descriptive content is converted to very crude analytical use 
by computation of the technical coefficients of production. 
But use of these production coefficients to compute inter­
dependence coefficients for further use in projection appears 
to be worthwhile in models similar to this one only if the 
inverse matrix can be ooraputed relatively cheaply, as v;as the 
case here. 
Use of funds for construction of models of the economy 
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and corapuoatlon of Interdependence coefficients, can be Justl-
flcxi only by expectations of results more valuable than those 
likely from other analytical techniques. Despite the appeal 
of the {_.:ener£ility of the input-output syaten, its hip;h cost 
v;ill continue to be a barrier to use by many research vjorkers. 
Even heavier drains u^jon research funds would be inevitable 
if complex experiments "were undert?Jven to check the accuracy 
of the production functions iraplicit in input-output tables. 
It appears that research workers with modest budf-^ets aay well 
limit the scope of the economy to be studied, in order to 
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Anyone who acquaints himself v;it?i the liter.- ture on the 
Leontief, or input-output syfitesn, vjill discover thot the data 
problems entailed in empirical analysis are extremely com­
plex. These data problems are dir.cussed in most of the books 
and journal articles in the attached bicliopraphy• niey are 
a^-Bo the subject of this Appendix- It is important to recofr-
nize in formulating a model for empirical ajialysis, that the 
number of separate entries in a transactions matrix (Table 6) 
increases approximately as n^. Each sector added to an e:'ist-
inp; ij.odel may have output flox;s to all or most other sectors-
Each sector may also require inputs from all or most of the 
other sectors. In Table 6, for example, there are 400, or 
(20)^ individual Xj_j entries for 20 intermediate sectors. 
Some of these entries are zero, reducing the estiraatinp; re­
quirements somewhat. 
The very volume of entries in the transactions matrix 
is thus imposing. Also, in a model in v;l).ich industries are 
aggregated at a high level, each entry in the transactions 
matrix is itself a summary of estim&tes of the outputs of 
industry components of an input-output sector. This fact 
becomes apparent in sector explanations v;hich follow. The 
entries in the transaction matrix (Table 6) of this model 
are presented as reasonable approximptions of the relation­
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ships betiveen defined economic sectors of the United Str-tes 
in 1949. No further claim is m<?ide for the drta. Subsequent 
developments in dota collection should help to refine the 
estimates made here. In particulnr, improved drta should 
permit modification of the economic model used here, to permit 
estimation of economic relationships v;hich could not be esti­
mated for 1949. 
Data for 1949, aa for 1947, v;ere of very uneven quality, 
vjith af'jriculture data generally more accessible than industry 
data- Even in agriculture, data shortages required either 
conceptual changes as discussed earlier, or estimates v;lth lov; 
reliability. As in the 1947 study, "Judgment, informed guess­
es, and just plain hunches v/ere required at laany points to 
make the required detailed allocations" (31, p. 8-74). Nearly 
all agricultural data vjere available in their earliest form 
in Agricultural Statistics (46), with scattered revision in 
later publications. Industry, trade, and government dpta 
came from many sources. The transactions table of the 1947 
interindustry study (61) vjas the basic industry reference, 
being used both as a primary source, and as a check upon 
other data. 
The entries in a transactions toble such as Table 6, 
giving the value of product flov;s, between sectors of the 
economy, may be estimated either as outputs of row sectors, 
or inputs of column sectors. Both methods of estimation 
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\-jere used in this study. In some cases they were used 
separately, but v;hen possible, they v/ere used jointly as a 
means of checking the accuracy of the estimrtes. Output data 
v;ere available in more cases than Input data. Ihus, sector 
e:':plan;.tions vjhich follov; are mostly in terms of sector out­
puts. Rov; entries of Table 6 are explained approximately in 
the order of their appearance there. Since each rov; (output) 
entry is also a column (input) entry, input explanations pre 
implicit in output explanations. 
The decision to require that inputs equal outputs for 
each sector was discussed in the text. Reconciliation of 
total Inputs and total outputs is described in followinf^ sec­
tions in the context of the roxv entries involved, rather than 
in a separate section of the Appendix. 
Estimating the Distribution of the Output 
of primary Agriculture Sectors 
Nearly every sector in the model of the economy received 
inputs directly from primary aj/:riculture sectors. The first 
step in estimating the variables of primary agriculture was 
to determine the quantity of each crop produced in 1949, for 
regions and for the United States. Next, the amounts of each 
region's production of each crop used by the primary sector 
Itself (seed), and the amounts used by farm households, 
.were subtracted from regional and national totals. This 
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left a quaiitity of each crop in each sector to be distributed 
to other primary a^^riculturr,' sectors, to secondary agricul­
ture sectors, and to industry and final demand sectors. Sub­
sequent sections of the Appendix explain this distribution 
process. Table 16 shov/s the relative importance of regions 
of this study in the production of major primary af|:riculture 
products in 1949. Regional percentages in Table 16 were com­
puted with all primary af^riculture commodities vnlued at 
market prices. Deviations from tliis method of valuation are 
Table 16. Relative sector shares of total production 
of major primary a{?riculture commodities, 
1949 
Primary sectors'"-
Product 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(percent of total production) 
B'ood grains and 
feed crops 6.5 40.0 14.3 23.8 8.3 7.1 
Cotton 
— 
3.1 53.3 32.1 1.7 9.8 
To bacco 8.0 24.0 68.0 
Oil crops .4 45.7 28.8 20.4 .5 4.2 
Vegetables 
and fruit 15.8 12.7 20.9 5.6 6.6 38.4 
•''•Values from vwich percentapes v/ere computed v.'ere de­
rived from totals which included market values imputed to 
feed crops. These T;ere later revised dovmward but continue 
to be the basis for allocation of some minor agricultural 
inputs. 
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discussed in a later section dealinp- with primary ap;riculture 
product pricing in general• 
Inter-primary riovjs of agricultural products 
Lack of data prohibited estimation of transactions be-
tv;een primary agriculture sectors. Crop seeds vjere known to 
move between regions, but they could not be traced in the 
detail needed for this study. Seeds were concigned to indus­
try sector 17, v;hich returned them to primary apriculture as 
inputs. Details appear in later sections. 
Coiiimodity flows from primary to 
secondary agriculture sectors vjithin regions 
Grain and forage crops v;hlch could be used as livestock 
feed were inportant products in each primary sector. Grains 
presented a complex distribution problem, since they have 
many alternative uses. Most forages had only one potential 
destination, the livestock producing sector in the same geo­
graphical region in v;hich the forage was grown. For grains, 
trie procedure adopted vjas to consider only grains fed on farms 
with ainor processing as direct flows from primary agriculture 
to secondary agricu!].ture. Grains fed after Intensive process­
ing were treated first as direct flows from primary agrlcul-
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ture sectors to sector 13, then P.B sector 13 sales to second­
ary agriculture sectors. The quantities of all grsins fed 
on farms with liutle or no processing v.'ere available for states 
and regions (£o), for the year following October 1, 1949. A 
minor adjustment v;as made in the consumption data be^cause of 
changes in the number of rrain consuming livestock units be­
tween 1949 and 1950 (52). 
The quantities of v;heat, barley, rye, buckv;heat, and i^rain 
sorghum available in each region (after intra-primary and house­
hold requirements vjere met), were greater than the consumption 
of each of these grains on farms in each region in 1949. It 
xijas assumed, therefore, that no interregional trade occurred 
in the grains noted above. Sectors 7, 11, and 12 (secondary 
agriculture sectors in regions 1, 5, and 6, respectively) were 
each found to have fed more corn as grain than v;as available 
from the primary agriculture sector in the region. Also, 
secondary agriculture sectors 7 and 9 fed it,ore opts than was 
available from their respective regional primary sectors. In 
these grain deficit regions, the total supply (after seed and 
household uses) ii'as allocated from the primary to the second­
ary agriculture sector in the same region. Grain purchases 
by the secondary agriculture sectors requiring imports from 
primary sectors in another region are explained in a later 
section. 
A second major group of products moving chiefly from 
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primary to oecondary agriculture sectors v;itiiin each region 
v;a3 hay of all Itlndr.. Hay available for all uses by each 
regional secondary agriculture sector was estlniated as produc­
tion by the primary agriculture sector in the region (48). A 
minor adjustment was made for hay inventory change on farms, 
to transform each regional production ostimate into a I'-ough 
estims.te of hay disappearance from, the region. Hay consump­
tion in tons of feed units, each feed unit being equivalent 
to one pound of corn, was also available for epch region from 
(t:.4) for the year follo^'.'lng October 1, 1949. The consumption 
data vjere applicable to 1949, since the number of forr-pe con­
suming livestock units vjas estimated at G7.2 million for both 
1949 and 1950 (52). Iloi ever, consumption estimates in tons, 
derived from feed unit data, ivere from 10 to 30 percent belovj 
the estimates of hay disappearance from each region. Shipment 
data (20) also indicated hay imports by several sectors. The 
weakest link in the estimating procedures for hay production 
and consuiiiptlon appeared to be the linear trcnsforraatlon of 
the consumption estimates from feed units to tons hay (24). 
As a result, regional disappearance as computed from produc­
tion and inventory data, was taken as the basic consumption 
estimate for each secondary sector. Adjustments were made 
in regional disappearance figures vjhere hay v;aG exported. 
These adjustments are described in a later section. The 
residual after subtraction of ey.ports was considered to be 
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the flow of hay from primary to secondary sf-riculture sectors 
in each region. 
The third major component of primary to secondary ap:ri-
culture flows, consisted of forages other than hay produced 
and consumed v;ithin the region. These forages ^.-ere prsture, 
silage, and corn and sorghum fodder. The most important i;as 
pasture, made up of three sub-classes, v.'oodland, cropland, and 
permanent pasture. Acrea^ie devoted to each sub-class was 
obtfiined from census data (42) . Hay equivalent yield per 
acre of cropland posture v;as estimated for each region using 
clover-timothy hay yield date. (46). Tons hay equivalent pro­
duced by the other pasture classes was estimated using linear 
transformation coefficients relating permanent and woodland 
pasture yields to cropland pasture yields, by states (£4). 
Regional totals in tons of hay equivalent were obtained for 
all pasture. For silage and fodders, tonnages were computed 
by regions (46) and converted to hay equivalent using linear 
transformation coefficients (24). 
Other minor intra-regional floivs of livestock feeds from 
primary to secondary agriculture sectors included soybeans, 
peanuts, cottonseed, and others. Estimates were made from 
appropriate commodity data, usually Agricultural Statistics 
(46). Table IV shows physical quantities of primcry agri­
culture products consigned to secondary apiriculture sectors 
intra-rcgionally. Physical quantities are given because of 
Table 17. Physical quantities of primary agriculture products groyn and 
fed to livestock vjithin regions, i-.'ith. minor processing, 1949 





1 2 3 4 5 6 
Corn (bu.) 9^,434 1,468, 294 390,369 345,537 12,257 1,960 
Oats (bu.) 55, 259 758, 271 55, 552 155,709 25,407 15,203 
Barley (bu.) 11,157 12, 041 4,707 19,499 2o,o'll 23,915 
Grain sorghum (bu.) — 481 998 33,979 3,749 1, 548 
Vvheat (bu.) 10,256 35, £66 6, 5 53 15,367 10,600 6,100 
Ptye (bu.) 300 1. 367 200 733 167 33 
Buckwheat (bu.) 2,107 798 224 64 — 
dice (cwt.) — •- 179 97 93 
Potatoes (bu.) 9,571 4. 
" J 494 2, 617 2,538 4,352 4,722 
Soybeans (bu.) 372 1, 538 525 71 — — 
Covjpeas (bu.) 20 194 331 — 
Field peas ( CV.'t.) — 1 — 1 10 13 
Peanuts (lbs.) — — 10,103 13,437 215 — 
Cottonseed (tons) — 17 416 301 o 79 
Hay (all) ( tons) 13,961 •-^54, 515 10,952 16,335 10,043 9,861 
Corn silage-^ (tons) 363 3, 536 3,382 3,2o1 1,031 121 
Sorghua forage"'^ (tons) — 587 624 9,102 786 84 
Pas ture^'^ (tons) 3,195 49, 124 38,302 44,489 21,438 18,254 
•^'•Quantities sre in tons hay equivalent based upon conversion factors 
described in the text. 
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imputation problems involved in valviinp; unmarketed products. 
Details of their valuation are given in another section. 
Commodity flov;s from primary to 
secondary ap-riculture sectors betv;een rep:ions 
As mentioned in the precedinp: section, only corn and oats 
entered into inter-regional, priinary to secondary agriculture 
feed grain transactions. All rep;lons i:)roduced enough of other 
feed {grains to fill the frarm deraand in the respective reirion. 
Hoi;ever, gs e:<plained earlier, only prc-ins fed on fnrrnn vjith 
minor processinp: v:ere considered here. Thus, the feed frrain 
flow pattern is a simpler one than that estimr^ted by Fox in a 
spatial equilibrium model of the feed-livestock economy. 
There, the requirements of different regions for all concen­
trate feeds was considered (11). 
Corn fed to livestock exceeded corn available from pro­
duction in the region in sectors 7, 11, and 12 (regions 1, 5, 
and 6, respectively). Deficits vjere filled by shipments from 
other primary sectors, as estimated using shipment data (20) 
and simple location principles. Both shipment d-^ta and loca­
tion theory indiCctt;d that sector 2 (primary agriculture in 
the Corn Belt) supplied all the corn required for on-farm feed­
ing in sector 7 (secondary agriculture in the Northenst). The 
other region adjoining tPie Northenfit, region 3 (South), had 
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no corn to export. Sector 4 (Great Plalnn) had corn avail-
able, but also had a freight r- te disadv;.-nte; e, ccmprred x;ith 
sector 2. 
Corn iiioveinent to sectors 11 and 12 (secondrry agriculture 
in the Mountain and Far liest regions) vim estimated fror-i rail­
road shipment drta (20), consij^ting of a one-percent r^ample of 
shipments of corn for all uses. It vras assumed thru corn for 
feeding on farms vjith minor processing came from corn surplus 
regions in the sasrie projjortion as did total corn imi^orted by 
sectors 11 and 12. Thus, sector 2 (Corn Belt) supplied 20 
percent, ejid sector 4 (Great Plains) supplied 80 percent of 
the corn deficit of sector 11. The same two e:-:portlnp: sectors 
supplied 36 and 64 percent, respectively, of sector 12 corn 
requirements. The grain flow pattern is described in Table 18. 
An earlier section explained the lack of agreement 'betx\reen 
hay production and consumption deta, and the choise of the 
production estimate in each state, adjusted "by regional ex­
ports, as the basic hay consumption figure. This procedure 
vjas a deviation from the method U5:;ed in estimating f'rain im­
ports. There, imports vjere assumed to exist only if on-farm 
consumption exceeded production in the region. No such in­
stances were found in hay dr.ta, yet evidence of interregional 
trade existed. As a result, all interregional hay shipments 
valued at more than 050,000 were recorded as sales by primary 
to secondary agriculture sectors (Table 18). Dsta were from 
Table 18. Interregional trade pattern of praln for consumption with minor 
processing, and of hay, 1949 (thousand bushels corn and oats, 
thousand tons hay)'^ 
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•^f-Entries shoi-j the nuraoer of units of r rain and hay flov/inp; from the sector 
named at the left to the sector named at the top. 
Ill 
the c;;>rloacl vjaybill sample mentioned above (20). 
Flov.'s of primary afcriculture 
products to industr?/ sectors 
Industry sectors received, processed, and shipped vnost 
f; r:a produced foods and fibers to consumers in 1949. Dpta on 
the quantities of primary a{>:rici.lture yjroducts xmrchased as 
inputs by Vc-rious industry sectors were found to be relatively 
complete on a national level. However, little information v;as 
found indicating the regional distribution of primary commod­
ities to various industrial uses. As a result, coefficients 
expressing the proportions of many products used by various 
industries nationally in 1949, were used to estimate regional 
flows to Industry and final demand sectors. This procedure 
v/as used chiefly for grains, the most Important multi-use 
primary coimnodity. Use of the method required the assumption 
that each unit of commodity A produced in region 1 Is a perfect 
technical and economic substitute for a unit of the same com­
modity produced in region j . Also, abstraction from transpor­
tation cost differences between regions is implicit in the 
use of national coefficients to estimate regional distribution 
patterns. 
The assumption of commodity homogeneity Is known to be 
unreallGtic. For exaniple, wheat differs greatly in quality 
and kind between regions. Yet all vjheats pre considered as 
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perfect substitutes iiere • Only exhaustive study of the loca­
tion of different kinds of industrial users relative to the 
location of specialized vjher.t producinf^ arers could uncover 
the true relationship of £^rricull;ur.'?l re^aons to industry 
sectors. Table 19 qIvce tlie proportions of major commodity 
supplies above on-frrm uses allocated directly to various 
industrial and final demand sectors in 1949, as computed from 
coamiodity distribution data. 
Table 19. Proportions of major commodity supplies 
above on-farra uses alloc.-ted directly to 









Human food 47 22 — — — 
Anii:.al feeds 5 26 — — — 
Industrial^*- — 4 86 47 80 
Government 46 12 5 22 — 
L'.y.port 1 9 6 31 20 
other 1 27 3 — — 
•f^Thls entry includes grains for alcohol, soybeans for 
crushing, and cotton and tobacco for initial processinfj after 
leaving the farm. The wheat entry in the Industrial rov/ v;as 
nerligible. 
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Primary a,o:riculture products conslrrned to aect.or 13. 
Sector 13 processes primary a;'rlculture products .,io r tly for 
use as human food. Also, it defined in this study to 
include the production of aianuiecturcd anin-icl feeds, since 
tne inputs and the process involved, resemble certain roorl 
processing activities of sector 13. 
Grains sold to sector lo industries for food uses and 
sources of estimates, -i;ere wheat (55), corn rnd oats (4G), 
and rye and buckwheat (48). Estimates were made of the total 
quantity and the proportion of the total supply of each prain 
used by sector 13 and by all other non-f^'ricultui-e sectors in 
1949. The coefficients expressinf/: the fraction of ohe total 
supply for non-fcrra use going to each processing industry vere 
then applied to regional supplies of epch grain. For example, 
Xvheot shipments to sector 13 made up 47 percent of all non-
farra uses of wheat. Each primary sector had a positive supply 
of wheat for non-farm use. Hence, epch primary sector con­
signed 47 percent of its non-feed whert supply to sector 13. 
Minor food commodities processed by sector 13, and sources 
of estimates x-iere peanuts and rice (46, 1951), and covrpeas, 
dry bctins, and field peas (48) . Popcorn, mung beans, tung 
nuts, sugar cane, sugar beets, sorgo for syrup, maple prod­
ucts and others were estimated from various sources and con­
signed in total to sector 13. 
Total value of sales of truck crops by each region v;as 
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Table £0. Value of products sold to sector 13 by 
priraory agriculture sectors, 1949 (millions) 
Product 
Primary sector 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
yhe at 23.6 0173.5 13.7 0 513.2 160.5 " 86.9 
Rye .4 •It- .6 •»(• -:s-
Bucl£v;heat 1.1 .4 .1 
Rice 75.0 43.5 31.4 
Corn 434 .9 25.5 71.7 
Oats 50.2 32.7 2.1 1.2 
Barley • 1 7.5 .1 10.9 4.8 8.2 
Grain sorghum .1 .1 19.6 1.6 1.4 
Popcorn 4.6 .8 
Cowpeas .2 1.3 1.4 
Dry beans 1.2 17.8 4.6 25.1 25.0 
Field Jieas .1 .1 1.9 3.3 
Velvet beans 8.1 
I'lung beans .3 
Peanuts 133.0 34.3 .7 
Sugar beets 15.9 10.5 52.1 31.0 
Sugar cane 40.9 
Sorgo 1.4 3.6 .4 
Mint 5.5 3.9 
potatoes 53.4 36.6 33.1 16.4 34.4 44.8 
3v;eet ijotatoes 2.0 1.1 22.3 3.3 1.4 
Honey 3.8 14.1 8.1 3.2 2.8 3.4 
Truck crops 160.0 132.8 185.8 51.8 38.1 432.8 
Fruit and nuts 88.8 82.6 212.9 28.7 15.4 492.0 
Maple products 5.3 1.2 
Total'i^^^ §^346.4 |;964.9 $781.2 5, )846.9 ^ '?339.5 i ;'l, 166.6 
Entry less than C'50,000. 
•f*"'^May not check because of rounding. 
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designated as an input to sector 13 (45, 1951). Value of 
sales of all fruit v;as also oVjtained for erch primary sector, 
and allotted to sector 13 (46, 1951) (50). Honey pnd taeesivax 
ivere arbitrarily classified ns primary products, and regional 
value of production was consigned to sector 13 (4o, 1951). 
Feed grains necessary to enable sector 13 to supply the 
amount of formula feeds sold in 1949 v;ere estimated as a 
national total (23). Allocations v.-ere then made from regions 
to the national industry, using coefficients expres.oinp the 
purchases of each (:rain by the feed industry. Value of pro­
duction of each crop consigned to sector 13 by each primary 
agx'iculture sector is summarized in Table 20. 
Primary agriculture products consigned to sector 14. The 
most important com.modity processed by sector 14 in 1949 was 
cotton. Cotton production by primary sectors, and consumption 
by industry, government, and foreign trade were estimated from 
(4G, 1951). The coefl'icient expressing the proportion of the 
total cotton supply going to sector 14 was used to allocate 
cotton from each producing sector to sector 14. A similar 
procedure was used for tobacoo, x\'hlch had a relatively simple 
distribution pattern. Nationally, 20 percent of all tobacco 
(value) was exported; and 80 percent xjent to sector 14. The 
latter coefficient vas used to allocate each regional supply 
to sector 14. 
Vegetable oilseeds going to sector 14 included, soybeans, 
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cottonseed, I'lax, and. peanuts. Data v/ero available for esti­
mating coefficients expressing the relative importance of 
various non-farm uses on a national basis (46, 1951). Alloca­
tions v;ere made from regional suppli.o as described above for 
other crops. Small amounts of vjheat, rye, corn, brrley, and 
grain sorghum were used by sector 14 for alcohol production 
in 1949. Pr-oportions of tlie to r,al supply consigned to non-
fariu unes v;ere estimated and applied to regional grain sup­
plies as described in a previous section. Table 21 given the 
value of primary agriculture commodities consigned to sector 
Table 21. Value of products sold to sector 14 by 
primary agriculture sectors, 1949 (millions) 
Product 
Primary sector 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
VJheat $ .1 
Rye i!- .6 ii-
Corn 32.1 1.9 5.3 
Barley • 2 22.7 .3 30.2 13.3 24.6 
Grain sorghum .1 •i!" 4.9 .4 .o 
Soybeans 2.3 384.3 34.7 7.7 
Flaxseed 51.6 57.6 .8 15.7 
Co ttonseed 7.5 105.0 103.9 4.3 28.4 
Peanuts 11.3 2.9 .1 
Cotton 36.5 621.4 374.1 24.3 113.7 
Tobacco 47.7 174.1 492.3 .1 
Hops .6 21.0 
Total^^^!- 1^60.2 ;|5708.9 $1,266.9 i!;;587.5 :^.43.8 .^203.7 
•i^Entry less than ;>50,000. 
••'•••'•May not check because of rounding. 
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14 by each primary sector. 
Primary atrrlculture products conslrtned to sector 17. 
Farm sales of field crop seeds were estimated from crop dis­
position data (48, 49). Rye, flaxseed, soybeans, and cov/pess 
were the most important non-forrge crops v;lth major seed flows 
to sector 17. Alfalfa ivas the most important of the hay and 
grass seeds sold to sector 17. Potato seed and hybrid seed 
corn v;ere tv;o special classes for v;hlch data were available 
only in rough form. Potato seed production vjas estimated by 
regions from (46, 1951). Data from the same source indicated 
that 62 percent of the seed potatoes produced were planted on 
fci.rms other than vjhere they were grovjn. That proportion of 
each region's seed production was consigned to sector 17. 
Data on hybrid seed corn use vere available by regions, 
but no aggregate production estimates were found. In the 
absence of data, the assumption was made th-t enough hybrid 
seed corn v;as produced in each region to meet the regional 
demand. Cost of hybrid seed corn to farmers in each region 
was adjusted to producer's value, by use of margin coefficients 
from the 1947 study (60), and consigned from primary agricul­
ture sectors to sector 17. 
Primary agriculture products consigned to sector 18. The 
only important product of primary agriculture processed by 
sector 18 was farm forest products. Their 1950 value vjas 
available for each state (41, 1953) and vias used as an esti­
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mate of 1949 production, since no 1949 estimate was available. 
The other crop processed by sector 18 v/rg broomcorn, total 
pi'oductlon being consii^rned to sector 18 by each producin{T sec­
tor. Included also ivas a small entry from each primary sec­
tor made uj) of the value of residual quantltien v;ith no appar­
ent end use. Existence of thene residuals VJRS due partly to 
minor accumulation of stocks, not exjjlicitly considered in this 
liiOdel, and partly to errors of unknown qunntlty in clstc esti­
mates. Their Inclusion as inputs to sector IB \-W.B arbitrarily 
chosen as an alternative to setting up an "unallocated" sec­
tor for such quantities, as discussed by F.vr.ns and Hoffenberg 
for the 1947 study (9, p. 107) . Details tre not [-^iven due 
to the relatively small size of the entries. 
Flows of products of primary 
agriculture to autonomous sectors 
Foreign trade and government are treated under this sec­
tion, although they v;ere discussed in the text as both inter­
mediate and autonomous sectors. Hov;ever, estimates of inter-
sector transactions are identical for the tv;o methods of 
handling the sectors. 
Primary arcrlculture products exported. Allocf>tlon of 
grains, oil crops, cotton, vegetables, and tobacco to export 
vjas made in the manner described earlier for allocatior to 
processing sectors. In the absence of data showing vjhioh 
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regions provided the quality of a crop demanded for export, 
each primary agriculture scctor ;;as considered to provide a 
share of the t:::xport total. Tlie BIZQ of the regional con­
tribution to export VJG •: deterjained (a) by the quantity of a 
coiiUiiodity exi>orted relative to other non-J:(.rm uners, and (b) 
the relative contribution of the primary sf-riciAlture sector 
to the national supply of the commodity, after on-farm uses 
in the region v/ere met. Detailed data sources '-.ere the sarae 
as those cited earlier in the explanation of i>rimary flows 
to i'rocessinfy sectors. Values of each product exported by 
each primary agriculture sector appear in Table 22. 
Table 22. Value of products sold for export by primary 
agriculture sectors, 1949 (millions) 
I^rimary sector 
Product 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Wheat $ • 6 ijf 4.5 . 4 13.2 4.1 2.8 
Rye .3 3.7 .1 5.3 • 2 .2 
Buckv;heat .2 .1 
Rice 1.3 .8 .6 
Corn 80.4 4.7 13.3 
Oats 6.1 3.9 .3 .1 
Barley 1.9 2.8 1.2 2.1 
Grain sorghiiin .1 10.1 .8 1.0 
Soybeans • £4.7 2.2 . 5 
Dry beans .9 2.0 .5 2.8 2.8 
Field peas .1 .1 1.2 2.0 
Hops .2 7.1 
Cotton 23.6 401.9 242.0 13.0 73,6 
Tobacco 14.4 43.5 123.1 
Total'^- $tl6.6 :;i90.5 ?^533.8 $292.4 ;;?23.8 ;^91.7 
•i^Less than :J50,000. 
•••^ •^Kay not check because of rounding. 
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Priiiiary aprloultui-e products TjurcliRSfad by p.overnmerit;. 
Purchases of priit^ary products by government v.'ere dafined to 
include only [jovernment procurement, either for overseas ship-
nieut in its relief programs, or through deliveries by pro­
ducers in connection v.'lth jjrice support activities. Af';ain, 
the allocation oyGteni used was to make up t".e national total 
for each cominodity from proportional contributions by each 
producing-; sector v.'lth a surplus above on-fai"!!! uses. Chief 
ciats, sources used viere those of Comniodity Credit Corporation 
transactions (46, 1950) and iidlitary procurement (55). 
Commodity pui^chases by government x;era velued at the 
respective regional avera^'e prices as explained in another 
section of the Appendix. Tiiis procedure was adopted because 
the operation of governraent price support proc-reins tends to 
maintain the average regional price for a commodity ot or near 
tne loan level, vjhich is the true "purchase" price for liiost 
commodities going to government. Table 23 sho\va government 
commodity purchases in 1949. 
Primary apcrioulture products used directly by households. 
Commodity data included estimates of the physical amount of 
each crop used directly by farm households. Hov-ever, (46, 
1951) also listed a summary of the value of primary agricul~ 
ture products consumed in 1949 by ferm households. The latter 
data vmre used to estimate regional values of primary commod­
ities consumed directly by households. 
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Table 23. Value of products sold to government by 
primary agriculture sectors, 1949 (millions) 
Product 
Primary sector 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Wheat $21.2 0155.7 V 12.4 J460.6 0144.0 78.0 
Rye •it .5 .7 
Buciiwheat 
Rice 
Corn 107.3 6.3 17.7 
Oats . 2 .1 
BarD.ey .1 9.6 .1 14.0 6.1 10.4 
Grain sorghum .1 .3 37.3 3.0 £.6 
Soy beans .2 21.7 2.0 .4 
Dry beans 3 .4 7.6 2.0 10.7 10.6 
Field peas .5 .8 
Peanuts 11.2 2.9 5.9 
Flax 3.S 4.2 .1 1.1 
pota.toes 40.0 22.4 16.1 11.9 19.0 24.4 
Cotton 16.6 283.4 170.5 9.1 51.8 
Total""""'^  $64.9 0345.3 •>,•'331.8 ft722.2 ?^i9n.4 ftl79.8 
•^ '^Less than S-50,000. 
•'^ •"•way not check because of rounding. 
Evaluating Priraajpy Products 
In preceding sections, primary agriculture output appears 
partly in physical and partly in monetary terms. For most 
major commodities, the procedure employed in this study v;as 
to estimate physicjal quantities of each commodity consigned 
by each primary agriculture sector to other sectors, ai d to 
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place values on the product; after tot,9l rhyslc?l output had 
been eatiinated and distributed. Final valuer, of all ontrien 
e:-:cept intra-regional feed products end a few conmodition 
listed Initially by value, iverv; derived in this v;ay • The 
annual neries, priccES received by fsrEer.s for primary ap-ri-
culture commodities in 1949, vsea. Belected as conv^iGtent with 
the producer's value concept used in the study. Pricen for 
each coniiriodity in each region were computed as s weighted aver-
a^;e of the prices received by fcrniers in the states of each 
respective region. Ms.jor primary apriculture commorlity priccs 
are 3hov;n in Table 24. 
Feeds fed in vertically integrated farm firms posed a 
special valuation problem. Use of prices in Table 24 to place 
values on the quantities in Table 17 resulted in estiraates of 
total Inputs in excess of total outputs for esch necondrry 
agriculture sector. Input-output ratios for r.ectors 7 to 12 
varied from 1-13 to 1.42. The size of the ratio for each 
sector v;as a rough indicator of the volume of unmarketed feeds 
fed to livestock in the region. Peterson (33) made similar 
estiinates for 1949, 1939, and 1929, resulting In secondary 
agriculture input-output ratios of 1.25, 1.36, and 1.81 for 
the respective years. 
Any system valuing pasture according to Its relative 
form and time utility instead of as hay equivalent, xi/ould 
have brought the input-output ratios above nearer to unity. 
Table S4. Refrlonol sverare pi'-lces roceived by roT'nors 
for major primary agriculture coinmodities, 
1949 (uiiitf3 /ro bu.'^hel?! uJileso noted) 
Rep:ion 
Commodity 1 o 3 4 5 G 
Viheat ; 1.84 I 1.33 0 1.94 : •• 1.91 "• 1.83 V 1.93 
Rye 1.32 1.24 1.65 1.13 1.08 1.30 
Buckvjheat .96 .86 1.36 .90 
Rice (cv;t.) 4.23 4.51 3.42 
Corn 1.39 1.24 1.30 1.19 1.33 1.57 
Oats .77 . 54 . 83 .62 .70 .81 
Barley .95 1.13 l.OS 1.00 O 1.12 
Grain sorghum .99 1.24 1.11 1.11 1.36 
Cowj^eas £.39 3.06 3.05 
Dri' beans (cwt.) 7.02 5.90 5 .80 6.14 8.09 
Field peas ( cv;t.) 5.40 o. 25 3.42 3.45 
Soybeans 1.87 2.18 2.02 2-04 
Flaxseed 3.64 3,56 3.32 3.92 
Peanuts (lb.) .105 .101 .103 
potatoes 1.13 1.36 1.68 1 • 1.19 1.41 
Sweet potatoes 2.09 2. ?.3 2.09 2.06 4.60 
Cotton (lb.) .283 .292 .280 .295 .279 
Hay, all (ton)-i:- 28.54 20.21 23. o3 15.83 21.51 23.28 
••''Includes all products estinifited es hay equivelent. 
yet, in the absence of a market, any measures adopted xi/ould 
have been arbitrary. One trial involved pricinp; hsy-equivalent 
froiii pasture at the regional hay price minus cost of harvest­
ing. The method adopted to reconcile total inputs to total 
outputs, was to consider all other inputs to secondary sec­
tors as firm estimates, and to take the value of the feeds 
produced and fed vjithin each region aa the difference oetvjeen 
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net output of the secondary sector, and the cost or all 
other Inputs of tue sector. In effect, this valued the feeds 
according to the value of the msrketed product resulting from 
the..i, assuming other ininit estim^.tes i;ere accurate. The &d-
justii.ent discussed above reduced the value of the net output 
of each primary sector also. Reconciliation of primary sec­
tor input-output ratios is discussed in a later section of the 
Appendix. 
Estimoting the Distribution of the Output 
of Secondary A{?riculture Sectors 
As noted in the ttxt, the vcriables of the Geconnf>ry 
agriculture sectors v.'ere subject to considerable conceptual 
fle:<ibllity. The concepts adopted are viev/ed as conventions, 
since most often they were chosen as a reault of- finding data 
suitable for one conceptual scher.ie, hut not for its alterna­
tive. All data were estimated originally in value teriv.s, 
vath regional distributions of niajor secondary agriculture 
products as shown in TaDle 25. 
Estiiiiating Intra-reKional secondary 
to primary ap-riculture flows 
Most Interindustry models have not considered any flov; 
of products from livestock to crops sectors. Hov/ever, 
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TsfDli-j 25. Perceiil: oi' uoial value of output of 
secondary af^riculture t^roducts produced 
by ..acji GicouUi.ro o£,'ricultux'e ceciior*, 1949 
Seoondary sector 
Product '7 a 9 10 11 12 
Meat animals 
raid products o. 3 50.0 11.1 22.7 7.5 4.9 
pjultry and eggs 34.6 16.6 13.1 tO . 1 9.2 
Dsiry £2.5 39 .3 15.1} 10. G 3.2 
Peterson (5o) estimated the value of the manure by-product of 
livestock production, and cclled it an input to primary ap;ri-
culture. 'ihe same concept was used here, x;ith the cdded 
aasuinption that the product does not enter into interregional 
trade. Pliysical volume of manure produced in each secondary 
sector ;.-as estimated from total feed units consumed by live­
stock in the region (24) and the average transformation of 
feed units into manure (13) . No attempt \;afi made to weight 
the data by reference to different classes of livestock. 
Also, the average nutrient compositionof manure as t'iven by 
(38), v.'as applied to the product of all sectors. 
The fertilizer value of a ton of manure vjas computed, 
using prices representing^ regional purchaser's value of the 
relevant nutrierxt as estimated from (45) . Values derived are 
subject to the criticisms of all imputed values, as v/elx aa 
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to tixe crl''iiuiani <icuie intiiur'O produced v/as not used in 
crop pi'uductlou. 
'i,ii.iatlaK IntKX'reRloiial riovjs of 
products between secondary sectors 
Flo;;s betv/een secondary sectors are zero in the present 
model (Table 6), thus abstractinf'; from an important relation­
ship among agricultural regions. Data which would permit 
estirnatos of the feeder livestock trade pattern, considering 
the output of one secondary sector as aai input of another, 
are currently in an early stage of development (39, 4G, 52)• 
The iaost advanced form conrjists of dsta for une state, p:ivlng 
stocker and feeder cattle and sheep shipped into California 
by states of orig'in (5?). Correspondence indicted thrt data 
for other stetes could be tabulated from current reports (4). 
However, considerable preliminary work involving most of the 
state statisticians would be required to bring the data to­
gether for publication. 
One phase of advanced data collection IF, the vjork of the 
Western Livestock Marketing Research Regional Project, from 
v;hlch numerous (-enoral rei)orts ai'e available. Some of these 
reports indicate roughly the direction of the feeder exports 
of given states, but not in the detail needed for inter-sector 
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estimates.^ Also, informption In (46), f-:lvln[-; shipments 
into eight Com Belt nt^.teR for niany yuvrs, but ;^llthout speci-
rication of origin, reprasent.r, a of processing of ship­
ment data which is inadcGU-'z-te for interindustry studies-
l''loi;s of secondary a;.rriculture 
pro(^.ucts to oector 14 
Sector 14 industries included those processinp vegetable 
and animal fibc^rs. vJool and mohair shorn frora animals in each 
region v.'os directed 'Go sector 14. Value of production of 
shorn v;ool aixd mohair in erch secondary sector was estimated 
fror: (43, 19S1) . Neither v'ool nor mohair x-.'as exijorted in 
1949, so to Cal value of production v;ent to sector 14. 
B"'loi;s of secondc'?r.v agriculture 
products to sector 15 
Sector 15 iucludcd all industries processing sec^.mdary 
a^^riculture food products. These were meat packin^j, poultry 
and e(P:f; processing, and dairy product processing. As noted 
earlier, data did not permit estimation of the feeder cattle 
and sheep trade pattex-ns betvjeen regions. Ar> a result, a 
list of publications may be obtained frora Mr. Harold 
Abel, A,'^rlcultural Karkotinfv Service, 339 Me^^r Custom House, 
Denver 2, Colorado. 
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value added concept viixa used Tor cattle and sheep in esch 
region. This procedure violated a principle of the analyti­
cal technique, since double countinj^ is essential to input-
output analysis. 
Value of production of cattle and calves i.'as eGtimated 
for each region for 1949, from data which \-,'ere adjusted for 
feeder cattle in shipments (46, 1951). Each regional value 
figure 'Was designated an entry to sector 15. A separate 
estimate x-jas made of the value of all cattle slaughtered in 
1949 (46, 1951) . The national total value of slaug'hter de­
rived v;as 105 percent of the sum of regional production totals 
given In Table 26. This finding v;as consistent uith evidence 
in the data of negligible chanffes in cattle inventory in 1949. 
Hog production (value) by secondary sectors was esti­
mated as described above for cattle. Regional totals are 
given in Table 23. The sura of the regional hog values in 
Table 26 does not check so closely with the national estimate 
of value of slaughter for 1949 as did the beef cattle esti­
mates. Value of hog slaughter was estimated at ;;'2,800 million, 
or 87 percent of the sura of the regional value of production 
estimates. This discrepancy occurred partly because of a 
small increase in inventories in 1949, partly because of sharp 
changes in hog prices betv;een January 1, 1949, and January 1, 
1950, and partly because slaughter records were kept for 
periods other than the calendar year. For example, estimated 
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Table 26. Values of each secondary -product sold to 
sector 15 by each secondary ap;riculture 
sector, arid total vc.lue of sales by each 
secondary sector, 194G (millions) 
Secondf'ry aector 
product • 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Cattle and 
calves 195.8 :;a,364 .5 f; 381.9 ::i,176.3 :':405.P! 273.8 
Hogs 69.9 2,324 .0 283.5 436.0 53.8 57.3 
Sheep and 
lambs 3.7 77 .4 13.1 53.3 78.3 33.8 
Dairy 
products 947.6 1,604 .5 373.8 343.2 123.5 385.1 
Chickens 125.2 202 .7 63.4 65.4 32 .9 32.9 
Turkeys 28.9 89 .1 25.5 38.5 19.1 66.6 
Broilers 164.4 54 . 5 158.0 24.5 1.2 27.5 
Eggs 451.2 716 .1 188.9 251.7 50.2 169.5 
Totar» ;i;;i,986.7 06,432 .8 Ol,488.1 02,389.5 0764.9 f; •1,046.8 
••'^ May not check because of rounding. 
value of hogs on farms on Janury 1, 1950, v.'r-B C'543 million 
dollars less than a year earlier, despite a 3 raillion increase 
in hog numbers. 
Sheep and lamb flov;r, to sector 15 in 1949 were entiraroted 
as described for cattle and hofs. Independently estimated 
value of slaughter v;as 98 percent of the sum of regional 
flovjs to sector 15. Both production and slaughter estimates 
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v;ere from (46, 1951). 
The dairy product component of Becondsry aj'-riculture 
uutput v/as made up of the value of milk and crcam sold to 
pi'QceKSors, plus the farm value of dairy products retailed by 
firniers in each region (46, 1951). The latter v;ere imp^ortant 
only in sectors 7 and 9. For eggs, chickens and turkeys, cash 
sales in each region v;ere taken as value of output figures. 
Broilers were included as value of production, since home use 
v;as negligible. All poultry estimates were from (46, 1951). 
Flows of secondary agriculture 
ijroducts to autonomous sectors 
Live animal and ravj animal product exijorts xi/ere neg­
ligible in 1949, and v;ere considered to be aero (41, 19151). 
Also, no purchases of these products were made by government 
directly from secondary agriculture sectors. Value of second­
ary agriculture products consumed in farm households vjas com­
puted from summary data, including all secondary products 
(46, 1951) . 
Estimating the Distribution of the Output 
of Industry Sectors 
Industry output estimates, like those of agriculture, 
vjere derived from numerous sources. Output data of the pro­
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ducing industry sector, input c.?^ta of the purchssliip sector, 
and various combinations of output and input d?^ta were unefl. 
Industry output explanations take the same general form in 
subseque/it cectlons as sf/riculture explanations have in pre-
cedinf^ sections. Row entries (outputs) are explained in the 
order or their ap,;.earance in Table 6. 
FlovjS of sector lo products 
to aprlculture sectors 
Sector 13 included industries enr.E.jj'ed primarily in proc­
essing food crops, but included also animal feed processinp;. 
The value of sector 13 output going to each agriculture sector 
as an input was estimated from f.-^irra cost c.ata, rather than 
industry output data (23). Thene data included stote detail 
on quantities of all formula, protein, and mill feeds fed to 
each class of livestock in the year following October 1, 1949. 
Most sector 15 feed output v;aG consigned to secondary agricul­
ture sectors. However, consumption by horses in each region 
in 1949 was allocated as a cost to primr?ry agriculture sec­
tors. It was a minor Item, as seen in Table 6. 
Value of manufactured feeds used by secondary agricul­
ture sectors. Data on feed consumption by livestock in 
secondary agriculture sectors v;ere in physical terms (23). 
Formula feeds included v/ere scratch grains and mash for 
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poultry, mi>;ed dairy feed, beef end s?ieep forrauln feed, and 
hog foi'inula feed. Protein and ;nill feeds included v.'ere animal 
by-products, cottonseed meal, soybean oilraesl, linseed oil-
meal, gluten feed, milling; by-products, alf-'^lfa meal, end 
dried buet pulp. For each, state data i.'ere combined into 
regional consumption totals. 
Formula feeds consumed in all regions v.'ere valued using 
region 2 prices (47, 1950) . This i;as done because the bulk 
of ail formula feedes have grains as basic ingredients, and 
region 2 was the -oi^ t important grain surplus region in 1949. 
Protein ingredients for formula feeds v;hich are a coLibinatj.on 
protein-grain feed also originate mostly in region 2. Ur-e of 
region 2 prices was consistent with the producer's value con­
cept in use for all sector outputs. Region 2 prices for 
poultry mash iind dairy feed vjere not available in producer's 
value, but only as prices paid by farmers, or in purchaser's 
value. Ti.e 1947 margin, estimsted by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics for feeds, V/BS used to adjust purchaser's vaD.ue to 
producer's value (60). Protein and i;iill feeds v/ere valued 
B'.O.b. the primary market for tlie respective feeds, as given 
cy (46, 1951). Use of F.0.J3. prices v/as also consistent with 
the producer's value concept adopted for tiie study. 
Regional value of consumption of formula feeds and pro­
tein and mill feeds in each secondary agriculture sector is 
shown in Table £7. The total value of feeds going from sector 
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Table 27. Value of consumption of formula feeds and 
protein and mill feeds in secondary agri­
culture sectors, 1949 (millions) 
Secondary sector 
Product 7 a 9 10 11 12 
formula feeds 0518.9 :;H29.0 p29.8 $163.1 :|;36.G 0197.4 
Protein and 
mill feeds 11.8 96.4 43.0 77.1 17.3 20.6 
Total'!- $530.7 .i'525.4 0372.8 024O.2 5^4.0 218.1 
•J^ 'iay not check because of rounding. 
13 to all agriculture sectors •'.-.'as 01,962 millions. As ex­
pected, this compares closely with the 1947 figure (61), since 
only minor changes had occurred in numbers of livestock and 
feed technology. 
Flov;s of sector 13 products 
to industry sectors 
All entries in this section v;ere estimated from the 
Bur'eau of Labor Statistics 1947 transactions table (61) v;ith 
adjustments for price level and conceptual differences as 
explained below. Unless otherwise noted, adjustments for 
price level differencoe between 1947 and 1949 vjere made 
using the index of v;holesale prices for all commodities as 
computed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (41). This index 
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vjas 102 for 1949, basis 1947. Ko atterapt is nu9ne to describe 
the flov/s of products between sector 13 aaid other industry 
sectors in detail- Product identification is Implicit in the 
feet that sector 13 was the food crop processinf^ sector in 
the economic model. 
Value of oector 13 -products consimied to sector 14. The 
flov; of sector 13 products to sector 14 in the 1947 table 
(61) v;as vl44.5 million (adjusted to 1949). Conceptual dif­
ferences betxveen the earlier and the present study required 
the addition of v91 million in primary aff:riculture food 
products to this entry. In the 1947 study certain primary 
agriculture products v;ere consigned directly from af=:riculture 
sectors to sector 14. In this study all such products vjere 
consigned to sector 13, then redirected to other sectors. 
Value of sector 13 products consigned to sectors 15 and 
17. Tne Value of sector 13 products consigned to sector 15 
in the 1947 table vjas ;|i24a million (adjusted to 1949). Con­
ceptual differences betv/een the 1947 and the present study 
v;ere similar to those explained above for sector 14. In the 
1947 study, food crop sectors sent about million in pri­
mary products to sector 15, while in this study all food 
crops went to sector 13, and from there to sector 15. For 
sector 17, the adjusted entry from (SI) v;as vlS million, but 
directing certain primary products through sector 13 instead 
of directly to sector 1? as in the 1947 study, made the total 
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entry v;48 million. 
Value of sector 15 products coaBl,fined to sector 18. The 
1947 transactions table (61) lifted I'l, 947.0 ffilllion (adjusted 
to 1949), as the flow from sector 13 to the many industries 
of sector 18. The important food purchnsinp; comjjonent of 
sector 18 was "eating and drinking places." These estah-
lishmentB received many primary af^riculture products directly 
I'rora commodity sectors in the 1947 study (51). Channellinf?, 
of the adjusted value of these products through sector 13 to 
sector 18 raised the total value of purchases by sector 18 
from sector 13 to £52 million. 
Flows of sector 13 products 
to autonomous sectors 
Value of sector 13 products exported was estimated from 
trade data for 1949 (41, 1941). The general procedure used 
vjas to select from commodity trade statistics, the products 
whose description matched that of the products of sector 
13 (Table 2). Besides grain products, exports included vege­
table preparations, fruit and nul;s, cocoa and coffee, spices, 
and sugar and related products. The total value of sector 
13 products exported in 1949 was $374 million. 
Government purchases of many products are extremely 
unstable. Domestic and v.'orld politics may require a large 
army one year and a small one the next year, or la.rge pur­
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chases of road building materials one year and small pur­
chases next year. As a result, p;overnnient purchnsfic? from all 
industry sectors fiire dincusseci jointly in a later section, 
rather than being treated separately as sector outputs. 
Household consuiTiption of sector 13 products in 1947 v;as 
estiraeted at :,i'll,031 million (adjusted to 1949 usinf; the 
inde:-: of consumer prices) . However, consigninr; food p;rains, 
and especia-lly fresh fruits and vegetables throuf':h sector 15 
in this stud^;, instead of to households directly as in the 
1947 study, increased this entry by C'2,804 niillion to a total 
of IflOjGoS million. No differences in the physical volume 
of food consumption due to population changes could be detected 
between 1947 and 1949 in national Income and consumption data 
(58) . 
I^ lov^ s of sector 14 products 
to a,Trloulture sectors 
Ko important a[-ricultural inputs oripjinated in sector 
14. Hovjever, the 1947 study (61) listed flows to several 
agricultural commodity sectors, totalling ("25 million, ii/hen 
adjusted to 1949 by the index of prices paid by farmers. 
The total value of sector 14 products used by primary 
sectors x/ent to cotton arid tobacco in the 1947 table. Allo­
cation to primary sectors of this study was made in proportion 
to the value of production of cotton and tobacco by each pri-
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niarjf sector (Table 16), a procedure requlririf'; the ar.suinption 
of Identical production inethodn and productivity in nil re­
gions. Sector 14 products used by necondary ar.-riculture '..'ent 
to the dairy sector in the 1947 study. Their value was allo­
cated to secondary sectors in direct proportion to the re­
spective contribution of each secondary sector to the total 
farm value of dairy product^3 (Table 25). 
Flows of sector 14 products 
to Industry sectors 
iio attempt was made to identify the products of sector 
14 xjhich viere sold to other Industry sectors. Certain product 
designations are importaiit hov;ever, in estimating the Crue 
relationship of sector 14 to agriculture. For example, nector 
14 industries include oil crops processors, producing oilmeal 
for use as feeds. Yet no animal feeds were consigned directly 
to agriculture sectors by sector 14. This was true because 
the 1947 data basic to the present study directed sector 14 
feed products to industry components of sector 13, which 
distributed them to agriculture. 
Value of sector 14 products consip:ne'd to sectors 13, 15. 
16. 17. gild 18. In the 1947 study (61), part of the value of 
oil crops was consigned directly to sector 13 from agricul­
ture. In this study eill oil ci^ ops went first to sector 14, 
and to sector 13 from sector 14. The conceptual adjustment 
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increasecl t;.he adjusted value of sector 14 products used by 
sector 13 from :;;906 milllonr; r,:?, estiinatod in the 1947 ctudy 
to vl,02'7 millions in tijis ptudy. No conceptual differences 
between the earlier and present study exi:^t0d for the flows 
from sector 14 to sectors 15, IC, end 17. 'ihe adjusted totals 
were v'30, 8iid million, respectively. Adjucted value 
of sector 14 products sold to sector 18 t;as C:6,752 million 
(61). Minor direct flows from agriculture sectors to the 
industries of the 194? study makinf^' up sector 18 of this 
model were redirected tlarough sector 14, raising the entry to 
:^;6,823 million. 
Value of sector 14 •i:)roducts con3ip:ned 
to autonomous sectors 
Exports of the products of sector 14 in 1949 were esti­
mated directly from foreign trade statistics (41, 1901). Ex­
ports included vegetable oils and ftts, tobacco products, 
cotton aiid wool manufactures and serai-uanufactures, and alco­
holic beverages. Total value of sector 14 products exported 
v.'as '^702 million. Sector 14 productE purchased by government 
are described in another section of the Appendix. 
Tobacco, alcoholic beverages, clothing materials and 
vegetable oils were the main products of sector 14 consumed 
by individuals in 1949. Adjustment of the physical volume 
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of output consumed by hour.-eholc" s bctKcen 1947 and 1949 wes 
possible only for tobecco products. The 1949 ectlrnrteB of 
concur.rotlon purchases of the other products of sector 14 vjere 
ccnbined v;ith total food consumption or total clothinp- pur­
chases in national income statistics, lervinp no bcsis for 
adjustiaent of physical volume of production. Producer's value 
of tobacco used in 1949 -was estimated from national income 
data (5B), listing purchaser's value of tobacco products used 
in 1949. Application of the same margin factor to the 1949 
purchaser's value as vas used in the 1947 study, gave a pro­
ducer's value of s.'ljGoo million, sli0;htly above that for 1947 
(Sl). Alcoholic beveraj-e consumption in 1947 was estimated 
aa •,;i,L34 million, and vegett'ble oil consumption as Cl9 mil­
lion. Both figures were computed from 1947 data (Gl), ad­
justed by the inde-x of wholesale prices. Household fabric 
consumption in 1949, adjusted from 1947 data by the index of 
apparel prices (41) v.'as ;;937 million. Total value of sector 
14 products consumed directly by indviduals in 1949 x/as esti­
mated as ;)3,823 million. 
Flovjs of sector 15 products 
to ap:rioulture sectors 
The commodity flovj pattern dictated by the condition of 
the data available for the products of sector 15 did not in­
clude any factor purchases from sector 15 by agriculture 
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sectors. Animal proteins, the most important products of 
sector 15 used in Egricultural production, i-;ere directed to 
sector 13 industries in the Bureau of Labor Statistics study 
(61) and in the present study. 
Flov;s of sector 15 products 
to industry sectors 
The products of sector 15 industries ore mortly food 
items, but ai:ilmal by-products are also important parts of the 
sector's net output. Data used to estimate the value of the 
flovjs of products from sector 14 to other industry sectors 
vjere mostly from the 1947 interindustry study (61), v;ith con-
ce^jtual adjustments inhere necessary. Price level adjustments 
X'/ere made using the index of v;holeQale prices for all com­
modities . 
Value of sector 15 products consigned to sectors 15, 14. 
16. 17. and 18. Sector 13 vjas a food processing sector, pre­
paring crop products for final consurtption. Sector 13 also 
included most canning, preserving and freezing operations. 
As a result, a relatively large volume of meat, dairy, and 
poultry products were used by sector 13. Part of these prod­
ucts v.'ere listed as flov/s from sector 15 to sector 13 in the 
1947 study. The 1947 study also directed secondary agricul­
ture products from agriculture sectors to sector 13. Since 
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all secondary food products not used by fariri households v^ ent 
directly to sector 15 in this ntudy, conceptual adjustment v;as 
required to account for the floi-; pattern differences, products 
routed to sector 1-3 through sector 15, but v;hich had gone 
directly to sector 13 in the 194? study, v/ere valued at ''275 
million. Total value of products flov/ing from sector 15 to 
sector 13 v;as estimated as million. 
Sector 14 included industries processing;; wool and raohair, 
both products of secondary ai^riculture. No wool or mohair 
was exported in 1949, hence it was necessary that total produc­
tion of each fiber be consigned to sector 14. In the 1947 
study, the value of all wool and raohair, shorn and unshorn, 
was consigned to sector 14 by agriculture sectors. In effect, 
the animals were "skinned" before p;oinp; to slaughter. In the 
present study, only shorn fibers were consigned to sector 14 
from secondary agriculture. V/ool pjid mohair not shorn v;as 
included as part of the value of animals purchased by sector 
15 from secondary agriculture sectors. The value of shorn 
xtfool and mohair for 1949 v;as subtracted from total value of 
v;ool and mohair production in 1949. The difference vjas esti­
mated as the value of sector 15 products consigned to sector 
14. 
No products of sector 15 appeared to be appropriate for 
the sector 16 input column, nor did the 1947 study have any 
such entry. Data from the 1947 study indicated a flov/ of v'43 
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million I'rora sector 15 to the chemical producing industries 
of sector 17. Sector 18 inputs from sector 15 were estimated 
from the same source, totalling '2,329 million. Sector 18 
purchases from sector 15 included a large volume of food 
products for the "eating and drinking place" Industry, de­
scribed earlier in sector 13 explanations. 
Flovjs of sector 15 products 
to autonomous sectors 
The value of meat products, dairy products, other animal 
products, and hides and skins exported in 1949 v;as estimated 
directly from foreign trade statistics (41, 1951). Dairy 
products made up 65 percent of the exports of sector 15 
products, v;hich totalled C266 million. Sector 15 products 
purchased by government are discussed in a later section. 
Total value of consumption of secondary products by 
individuals in households, other than those products used in 
farm households, v;as estimated mostly from the 1947 Bureau 
of Labor Statistics data (61), vjith adjustments for conceptual 
differences. The 1947 consumption figure, adjusted to 1949 
/ 
dollars by the index of food prices (41, 1951), was vl0,824 
millions. Adjustment for the fact that many fresh products, 
chiefly poultry, eggs, and milk v;ere channelled directly to 
households in the 1947 study, v;hlle all went to sector 15 in 
this study, added ^'.4,881 million to the estimate of consump-
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tlon of sector 15 products, for a total of '';15,705 million. 
Flox.'s of sector 16 products 
to agriculture sectors 
Products of sector 16 used by agriculture sectors were 
fuel and oil, repairs and repair services, tires and tubes, 
and replacement machinery. The condition of data used to 
estimate the output of sector IG required that total purchases 
of sector 16 products be considered first without reference to 
agricultural commodity sectors or geographic regions. Alloca­
tion to primary and secondary agriculture sectors v;as made at 
a later stage. Thus, the description of the estimating 
methods employed here differs from that of previous sectors. 
Fuel and oil- An estimate of total valvie of fuel and oil 
used by farmers in 1949 v;as available from census data {42) • 
The estimate was in purchaser's value (total cost to farmers) 
and V1D.B adjusted to producer's value using the coefficient 
estimated for the same products in the 1947 Bureau of Labor 
Statistics study (60). This coefficient expressed producer's 
value as equal to 48 percent of the purchaser's value of fuel 
and oil. Margin differences betv/een regions could not be esti 
mated from available data. Total producer's value of fuel and 
oil used by fa.rraers in 1949 was estimated as ^ 544 million. 
Farm machinery repairs and repair parts. Census data 
(42) permitted estimates of total purchaser's value of repairs 
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and repair services, not includlnf; cars and trucks purchased 
by farmers in 1949. It vas necessary to estimate several com­
ponents of the above aggregate separately, to ai'rlve nt pro­
ducer's value of repair parts. First, 1947 e;:penditures by 
agriculture for repair services were estimated (61) anf?> ad­
justed to 1949 by an index of physical quantity of farm machin­
ery. This index vjas 162 for 1949, basis 1947 (46, 1951). 
Price level adjustment was made using the index of prices 
paid by farmers (46, 1952). This procedure provided an esti­
mate of repair services expenditure for 1949, which v;as sub­
tracted from the aggregate repairs plus repair services total 
derived from census data as described above. The remainder, 
representing purchaser's value of machinery repairs v/as 
adjusted to proucer'a value using a margin coefficient of 
0.20 from the 1947 study (61). Producer's value of machinery 
repair parts used by agriculture, plus the expenditure on 
machinery repair services by agriculture totalled 5^656 million 
for 1949. 
Repair services, farm cars and trucks. Value of repair 
services on farm cars and trucks v/as estimated from the 1947 
study (61), adjusted by the inde;: of prices paid by farmers, 
find by an index of physical volume of cars and trucks. Tlie 
latter index vjas computed from data in (41, 1951) . The total 
cost of services was estimated at ,v265 million for 1949. 
Tires and tubes. The 1947 dr-ta (61) v;ere the basis for 
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estimates of rubber products used on farms in 1949. Adjust­
ment for number of farm vehicles and for change in the price 
level vjas made as noted above for repairs, giving an esti­
mate of the total expenditure for rubber products for farm 
machinery in 1949 equal to $159 million. 
Kachtnery purchases to maintain stock of machinery. The 
Inputs required by agriculture to maintain its stock of machin­
ery in 1949 were estimated as 10 percent of the 1949 value of 
agricultural machinery and equipment given by Agricultural 
Statistics (46, 1952). This class of inputs offers consider­
able potential for capital buildup, not treated explicitly in 
this model. Data indicated that a minor increase in the stock 
of farm machinery may have occurred in 1949. For example, 
shipments of farm machinery in 1949 were over ^ ^400 million 
greater than the 4.^1,091 million estimate of purchases made 
to maintain the 1949 stock of farm machinery. 
Summary. The total value of sector 16 products used by 
agriculture in 1949 was estimated at $2,715 million. Sector 
entries computed from the total were the result of tv;o assump­
tions, (1) that production of the various commodities required 
the same relative inputs in 1949 as in 1947, and (2) that use 
of sector 16 products by sectors was proportional to their 
value of output of each commodity in the various regions pro­
ducing it. Sector inputs in this ratudy v;ere computed from 
commodity inputs in the 1947 study. Relative machinery and 
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fuel inputs to each commodity sector of the 1947 study Ksre 
estimated as: Heat animals and products, 6.5 percent; poul­
try and eggs, 2-4 percent; dairy, 6.4 percent; food grains 
and feed crops, 57.2 percent; cotton, 6-5 percent; tobacco, 
1.2 percent; oil crops, 4.9 percent; and vegetrbles and 
fruits, 12.9 percent (60). 
Regional percentages of each of the respective commodity 
classes above v;ere estimated from farm output data for 1949 
(Tables 16 slid 25). Combining total sector 16 inputs to agri 
culture, eacii region's share of the value of production of 
each commodity, and each commodity's share of total inputs, 
produced the 12 input entries shov.'n in Table 28. For example 
Ta.ble 26. Producer's value of sector 16 products 
used by agriculture sectors, 1949 
(millions) 
Primary Value of Secondary Value of 
pectors products sectors products 
1  ^ 159.5 7 !^: 63.2 
2 739.9 8 206.3 
3 449.9 9 62.9 
4 473.1 10 79.4 
5 155.7 11 24.8 
6 267.7 12 33.3 
Total^  ^ |^;2, 245.7 Total<'- 4^69.8 
•i^ ilay not check because of rounding. 
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total Inputs to meat animals and products (B.5 percent of 
the national total of .'iJE, 715.5 inlllion, or .•!;23Q.8 million) 
times the region 1 (sector 7) share of total meat animal pro­
duction (3.8 percent), f-;cave •UB.S million vjorth of nector 16 
inputs required for meat animal production in the Northeast 
in 1949. Similar figures were computed for poultry and dairy, 
region 1, to get the sura of the inputs from sector 16 to sec­
tor 7. 
A minor reservation is attached to the region -3 (sectors 
3 and 10) share in total sector 16 inputs shown in Table 28. 
The two major classes of products for which regional pur­
chaser's value data v;ere available were fuel oil, and machin­
ery and repairs. These data indicated about 14 percent of 
these two products used by agriculture in 1949 v;ere used in 
region 3 (South). Data in Table 28 show about 19 percent of 
total sector 16 sales to agriculture were used in the South. 
A more e:xhaustive study could probably refine these estimates 
considerably. 
Flows of sector 16 products 
to industry sectors 
Sector 16 is defined in this study to include industries 
providing machine and fuel Inputs to all sectors of the econ­
omy. The moat important sector 16 component supplying industry 
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inputs 1B the motor vehicle industry. All estimates of rela-
tloMGiiipG between sector 16 and other industry sectors are 
b;:.scd upon the transactions table of the 1947 study (61), 
v.ith adjustijittnts \vherever changed conditions make them neces­
sary £.nd data permit. 
Value of sector 16 ijroducts consirmed to sectors 13. 14. 
lb. and 17. Adjustments for conceptual differences betv;een 
the present and the 1947 models were required only for sector 
17. Greenhouse and nursery operations vjere included in sector 
17 in this study while in the 1947 study, they ijere a part of 
the agriculture sectors- Inputs directed froia the machine 
and fuel sectors to p^reenhouses and nurseries were consigned 
to sector 17 in this study (60). The 1947 estimates of 
machinery and fuel used by industry sectors were adjusted for 
physical volume as well as for price level. Motor fuel use 
) in the whole economy in 1949 v;as 115 percent of that of 1947 
(41, 1951). The 1947 value of motor fuel used by industry 
sectors v.as adjusted upv;ard by this coefficient, as vrell as 
by the index of fuel prices (41, 1951). 
Flows of motor vehicles to industry sectors were handled 
in the same way. The entry was considered to represent the 
value of vehicles necessary to maintain the 1949 stock in 
the hands of sector 18 industries. 'iTie 1947 estimate, ad-
Justed for inventory change and the chanf^e in the price level 
of motor vehicles (41, 1951), provided the main part of the 
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total entry. Tires, repair servicos, and other minor products 
of sector 16 flowing to Industry sectors v'ere estimated, in a. 
Bi.iillnr manner. 
Sector 16 flows to autonomous sectors 
Sector 16 products exported in 1949 were identifiable in 
1949 export statiotics (41, 1951). 'Iliey luere chiefly auto­
mobiles and fuel, with agricultural machinery making up 6 per­
cent of the total. Government purchases are explained sep­
arately. Household consumption of sector 16 products in 
1947, adjunted to 1949 dollars, vis.3 5,'10,000 million (price 
indexes used v;ere for motor fuel and motor vehicles, 41, 1951). 
Ho^ijever, betvjeen 1947 and 1949, considerable buildup in per­
sonal auto inventory took place as war-induced shortap/es were 
relieved. An estimate of the extent of the change, based 
upon vehicle numbers and value, put 1949 value equal to 118 
percent of 1947 value (58). The final estimate of personal 
consumption of sector 16 goods in 1949 v;as .';Ul,800.0 millions, 
'ilie simple procedure used assumed that tire and repair ex­
penditures Vi'ere proportional to the major expenditures for 
fuel ajid replacement of vehicles. 
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Flows of sector 17 products 
to a^^rlculture sectors 
Products of sector 17 were primarily fertilizer, lime, 
chemicals, and seeds, for use by priinary agriculture sectors, 
chemicals and druys consigned to secondary sectors, and similar 
pr'oducts consigned to industry and final demand sectors. 
Use of sector 17 products by primary agriculture sectors. 
Physical quantities of fertilizer nutrients were estimated by 
regions for 1949 from (46, 1951) . Lime consuit.ption on farms 
was estimated from 1946 data since 1949 data were not avail­
able except as a total for the United States (45, 1948). 
Purchaser's value of these inputs for each region was com­
puted using prices by states as i^iven by (45), and adjusted 
to producer'? value by use of the margin coefflcieiit of the 
1947 study (61) . 
Spraying and dusting raaterials Tvera the most iaiportrjrit 
chemical products of sector 17, other than fertilizers. Pur­
chaser' s value of chemicals used by primary a.f^rleulture was 
obtained by regions fro 19 52 from (5) aiid adjusted to 1949 
by use of a coefficient expressing relative prices of farm 
supplies in 1949 and 1952(46, 1954). The 1949 purchaser's 
value estimates were adjusted to producer's value by use of 
the coefficient estimated for similar aaterifils in tiie 194? 
study (61). 
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Another importejit chemical product of thlp sector wao 
aiiti-freeze. Unpublished v;orking notes on the 1947 study 
indicated the use of a rov\gh weighting? system based upon 
teraperetures in different parts of the country, to allocate 
anti-freeze regionally- In the present study, regions 1 to 
6 were lAieighted 1.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.75, 0.75, and 0.5, respec­
tively, indicating the demand for anti-freeze per vehicle. 
Primary sectors of regions 1 to 6 vsere charged for anti-freeze 
in the same proportion they were charged for machine inputs 
in sector 16. 
Census data (4£) gave purchaser's value of seeds, bulbs, 
trees aiid plants used by farmers in each region. Reduction 
of each regional figure by 18 percent, the margin estimate 
for similar products in the 1947 study (61) put the data in 
terms of producer's value. Details of sector 17 inputs to 
primary sectors are given in Table 29. 
Use of sector 17 products by secondary agriculture sec­
tors . Drugs and medicines were the main products of sector 
17 used by secondary agriculture. Values of these products 
used iu 1949 v/ere estimated for 1949 and (a) meat animals and 
products, (b) poultry and eggs, and (c) dairy products, by 
adjusting 1947 data (61) for relative numbers of animal 
units, and relative prices paid by farmers. The total for 
each of the three commodity groups was distributed among 
secondary sectors according to the relative share of each 
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Table 29- Producer'es value of products furnished to 
primary a;-rlculture sectors by sector 17, 
i94'J (millions) 
Prlgary Gector 
Produc t 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Fertllif^er 85.6 ;::183.2 ;::258.9 f 38 .7 n 8 .5 50.0 
Lime 7.3 21.6 5.0 .8 - •  .6 
Insecticides 18.7 21.5 53.1 17 .0 8 .3 50.6 
Anti-freeze 1.2 3.7 1.2 3. .6 .4 .5 
Seeds, etc. 51.3 168.6 78.7 84 o • c-.. 22 .0 40.3 
Total-:^  !|164.2 1^:398.5 ;iio97.8 Sl43 • 0 .3 "5142.1 
•'^ May not check because of rounding. 
sector in production of the commodity (Table 25). 
Purchaser's value of insecticides and related products 
used in livestock production was estimated by regions for 
195£ (5) and adjusted to 1949 producer's value as described 
for pi'imary a^^riculture inputs. Secondary agriculture's 
share of the cost of anti-freeze was the residual after alio 
cation to primary sectors was made, as detailed in the pre­
vious section (Table 30). 
Flows of sector 17 products 
to industry sectors 
All estimates of sector 17 products used by industry 
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Table 30. Producer's value of products furnished to 
secondary agriculture sectors by sector 
17, 1949 (millions) 
Secondary sector 
Product 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Drugs i'4 • 5 !!;18.I h? .4 '•2.3 !"2.6 
Insecticides 1.4 3.1 £.5 2.2 .6 .6 
Antl-freeze • 3 .9 .3 .4 .1 .1 
Total-!^  C6.2 o 9. n  ^ * Jn. ;:;B.O ••:9.9 • 3.0 ft3.3 
<^May not checiv becauRe of rounding. 
sectors v.ere derived directly from the 1947 transactions 
table and adjusted to 1949 by use of the index of wholesale 
prices. Nj conceptual ch£ng:es were required. Products of 
sector 17 floi/inf^- to other industry sectors were mainly chemi­
cals. 
Flov.'S of sector 17 products 
to autonomous sectors 
Exports of sector 17 products in 1949 v.'ere identifiable 
in 1949 export statistics (41, 1951). They included chemicals 
(ij'^oOS million), drugs (:'il98 million), fertilizers (^92 million) 
and seeds (SlS million). Government purchases of sector 17 
products sre described In a l.'^ter section. Household consump­
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tion of sector 17 products was relatively smell coraprred 
with consumption of the products of other industry sectors. 
Conau.niption vjas estira;:'ted from 1947 d;;ta (61), and adjusted 
for price level by use of the index of wholesale pricer,. 
One conceptual adjustment was required involving the green­
house and nursery component of sector 17, which was a part 
of agriculture in the 1947 study. The portion of total 1947 
output of pjreeniiouse and nursery products not assigned to 
agriculture was allocated to households. 
F1O\IB of sector 18 products 
to ap:riculture sectors 
No attempt vjas made to Identify the products of sector 
13 specifically. As noted earlier, they include all floods 
and services not accounted for in the products of other sec­
tors. Net output of sector 18 made up 68 percent of the net 
output of all Industry sectors in 1949. Its major products 
were those of heavy industry, transportation, and merchandis­
ing. The latter two v;ere most important aa Inputs to apricul 
ture sectors. 
In the absence of detailed data for 1949, sector 18 
inputs to agriculture were estimated from 1947 commodity in­
put data in the Bureau of Labor Statistics study (61). Com­
modity inputs for 1947, adjusted by the index of prices paid 
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by farmers in 1949 (basis 1947), v/ere distributed to all 
agriculture sectors in proportion to sector shares in total 
production of each commodity (Tables 16 and 25). 
Flows of sector 18 products to 
ludustr?/ and autonomous sectors 
Data for estimates of sector 18 sales to other industry 
sectors v;ere from the 1947 transactions toble- Minor con­
ceptual Bdjustmenus were necessary, and the price level ad­
justment was made usin,^ the index of wholesale prices. 
Portions of total 1949 exports vjere allocated to the 
foreign trade sector from agriculture and industry sectors as 
described in e£;rlier sections. Ihe entry representing the 
export of sector 18 goods (.i;'6,671 million) is the difference 
between total 1949 exports of 5^ 11,936 million (41, 1951), and 
the sum of the value of exports of sectors 1 to 17 ($5,265 
million). Government purchases from sector 18 are explained 
in a later section. Total personal consumption expenditures 
in the United States in 1949 were estimated as :';''180 , 598 mil­
lion by the United States Commerce Department (58). The sum 
of personal consumption expenditures on products of sectors 
1 to 17, including home used products (v;hlch v.'ere also in­
cluded in the Cl80,598 million total consumption estimate), 
vjcs ^''48,755 million. Expenditures on personal services 
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(housekeeping, etc.)» not included in sector IS output, vjere 
Q2,41b million (58). Total consuntption expenditures minus 
consumption or all products except those of sector 18 left 
a residual of .,;129,4eB million. 
Output of Sector 19, the Foreign Trade Rovj 
Since trade i-.'as treated as an intermediate sector in a 
part of the analysis, its output structure is explained in 
the same maniier used above for interraedirte sectors. In 
input-output models, the output of foreign trade is considered 
to be domestic imports. As in other phases of the study, it 
was necessary to adopt rules and conventions with respect to 
the destination of sector 19 products, or imports. Food 
product imports in 1949 had~ tv/o potential destinations, house­
holds 8jid processing sectors. Since total consumption ex­
penditures tvere most easily estimated as products of inter­
mediate sectors, food product imports v;ere assigned to the 
industry most appropriate for processing them in preparation 
for final consumption. No Imported products were consigned 
directly to agriculture sectors as inputs, nor to households 
for consumption. The components of 1949 imports v;ere sorted 
according to their description in trade statistics (41, 1951) 
and consigned to appropriate industry sectors. Products 
consigned to sector 13 ivere, in order of their importance. 
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coX'fee, tea, cocoa and spices, sufiiar and related products, 
vegetables, fruits snd nuts, and prain preparations. Their 
value constituted a major sector 13 input as seen in Table 6. 
Sector 14 imports included vegetable oils, fibers, 
tobacco, and cotton. Sector 15 imported only small amounts 
of meat, dairy and poultry products. Sector 16 imported a 
very small part of its inputs, largely agricultural machinery. 
Sector 17 imports Included fertilizers, chemicals end medi­
cines in order of their relative importance. Sector 18 im­
ports v/ere estimated as the residual obtained by subtracting; 
the sum of imports alloct ted to other industry sectors 
(2627 million) from total domestic imports for 1949 
(:;i:6,592 million). However, net output of the trade sector 
(Table 6) is not equal to total domestic imports in 1949. 
Rather, total output of sector 19 (foreign trade) exceeds 
total domestic imports by !i|'3,843 million dollars, the amount 
of net purchases from abroad by government. These purchases 
were not classified as domestic imports, but were actually 
a part of total imports, and v/ere entered as an input to the 
government sector. 
Output of Sector 20, the Government Rovj 
Ihe business of government is to provide services. One 
measure of the services provided is the amount of tax paid, 
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both In total, and in this model, by each sector. This is 
the convention unuer v/hich government output v/as estiniBted in 
this study. Gross output of all f^overnment units was defined 
as receipts on current account, 056,453 million in 1949 (58). 
Government output was allocated to other sectors using pro­
cedures detailed belovj. Estimates of tax payments for agri­
culture sectors may be inox-e accurate than similar estimates 
for industry sectors because of the nature of the available 
data and the estimating procedures employed. 
Tax payments by agriculture sectors 
Payments included farm real estate and personal property 
taxes, licenses and permits, and motor vehicle taxes. Total 
real estate taxes were estimated for regions from (a) land in 
farms, and (b) real estate tax paid per acre in 1949 (46, 1952 
and 1951, respectively). To allocate each regional total to 
primary axid secondary sectors, regional value of buildings 
was estimated from (37). Half the value of buildings was 
assigned to crop production and half livestock production. 
Personal property tax payments v;ere divided between crop and 
livestock sectors according to relative values of national 
inventories of machinery and livestock, 1949. Using this 
procedure, 44 percent of personal property taxes were allocated 
to primary agriculture, and 65.3 percent to secondary agricul­
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ture. Taxes on machinery were allocated to primary sectors 
accordinji" to relative sector machinery inventories, 1949. 
Taxes on livestock ;vere alloc; ted to secondary sectors in 
proportion to relative sector inventories, 1949 (46, 1951). 
Combined motor vehicle licenses and fuel taxes v/ere estimated 
as a national total (46, 1951), and allocated to primary and 
secondary sectors, using data from sector 18 estimates. Tax 
payments of each type by each sector are given in Table 31. 
Table 31. Summary of taxes paid by agriculture 
sectors, 1949 (millions) 












#232.3 $ 70.5 §119.0 
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20.1 8.7 11.9 3.3 3.8 
99.0 60.4 63.3 20.7 36.0 
186.8 !i!:351.4 $139.6 55194.2 $64.9 $128.4 
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!i?32.4 $96.9 $23.5 $40.1 $13.1 $16.0 
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Tax payments by Industry sectors 15 to 17 
Primary data vjhich could be used to estimate 1949 tax 
payments by industry sectors were not adequate for this study, 
nor v/ere funo.s available to explore detailed datr, such as 
Treasury stateuents. The alternative v;as to use 1947 data 
(61), gathered at ^reat expense and effort from original 
sources including the Budpjet Bureau, Bureau of Internal Hev-
enue, and other confidential dota sources. Evans and Hoffen-
berg (9, p. 120) called the work of the interindustry staff 
in estimating [--overninent transactions vjith industry sectors 
"• • .a pioneer achievement." 
In order to make the transition from 1947 to 1949, a 
ratio of taxes paid in the tvjo years, including mostly cor­
porate accruals and indirect business taxes, v/as derived from 
(58). It indicated that the 1949 tax payments equalled 111 
percent of the 1947 tax payments. This coefficient v/as used 
to project each 1947 industry payment to 1949. This procedure 
required the assumption that chanpes in corporate accruals 
(based upon profits) v/ere proportional betvjeen industries. 
Estimates derived in this manner appear in line 20, columns 
16 to 17, Table 6. 
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Tax uayments by autonomous 
sectors and by sector 18 
Only customs duties \i;ere recorded as taxes paid by the 
foreign trade sector, since the mechanical functions implicit 
in exporting; and importing were includr^d as part of sector 18 
services. Tax payments by individuals in 1949 included per­
sonal income taxes, sales taxes, social insurance, and other 
iainor payments. They vjere estimated for 1949 from (58), and 
totalled ;;i;;o3,394 million. 
Tax payments by all components of sector 18 xvere esti­
mated as the difference betv;een total current tax receipts 
for 1949 (58) and payments by all other sectors as described 
above- Total payments vjere ;:l:56,45o millions in 1949. All 
other sectors paid !|i:28,858 millions, leaving the residual pay­
ment by sector 18 equal to $27,595 million. 
Entries in the Plousehold Row 
Household output entries in Table 6 are similar to row 
components of intermediate sectors, in the sense that both 
represent value of output of the row sector used by the column 
sector in its productive activity. Total personal income for 
1949 as reported by the Commerce Department (58) was accepted 
as the net output figure for households (C?206,818 million). 
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The procedure used, was to estlmc'ce the pej/ments made to Indi­
viduals by er eh sector except sector IB arid to consider the 
residual of personal Inconie as the sector 10 entry. The net 
output figure (Table 6) for households differs slightly from 
total personal income because of adjustments of total inputs 
to equal total outputs for epch sector. 
Primary apriculture sectors 
Land rental payments are an important farm cost item of 
agriculture sectors. Land rental payments are mpde to indi­
viduals, Slid thus are a part of personal income. However, in 
the 1947 study (61) these payments v/ent to a sector called 
"real estate and rentals, " v;hich is a part of sector 18 in 
tiiis study. As a result, entries in columns 1 to 12 of the 
household row, Ts-ble C5, include only payments made to agricul­
tural labor, and the ;vage, profit, and interest earnings of 
farm operators. 
Initially, total hours spent in all crop production axid 
in primary agriculture's share of maintenance and management 
v;ere estimated for each region (15; 46, 1951). Regional 
totals in man hours were valued using the weighted average 
of farm wages paid in each region (40). Table 32 gives hours, 
rates, and market value of all primary agriculture labor in 
1949 . 
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Table 32- Maxi hour.s spent In primary agricultural 
production, v;ages, per hour, and market 















1 574 148 f.0.78 S 563.2 
2 1,932 651 ;^ '0.77 -I,989.1 
3 3, 796 630 :S?0.45 ;i;;l,991.6 
4 1,534 404 0^,72 ••1,340.6 
5 419 138 OO. 85 474.1 







U.S. 9,459 2,163 :!J7, 586.4 
It inay be seen that the market values in Table -52 are 
not entered in Table G as labor inputs to primary sectors. 
Returns to individuals from farming include interest on in­
vestment and profit, as well as labor returns. Also, the 
requirement that inputs equal outputs for each sector intro­
duced the need for adjustment of returns to individuals in 
primary agriculture sectors. These adjustments were made by 
reducing or increasing the entry in the household rovj of Table 
6 by the difference between total inputs and total outputs of 
each primary sector. This procedure required the assumption 
that all other input estimates for sectors 1 to 6 were correct. 
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Secondary aRTloulture sectors 
Total hours of iRbor used in the production of each 
secondarj^ Mgricidture sector's net output were estimated from 
(16), whicii lists coefi'icients for ej^cli secondai-y product by 
states. Market value was estimated usinp; regional far-i.: v/age 
rates (40), weighted by the importance of second;iry apricul-
tur£i.l production in the states of ecch region. Sector lebor 
values from T.-^ble 33 appear in Table 6 as returns to indi­
viduals. Total Inputs were adjusted to total outputs for 
secondary sectors by imputing a value to feed consumed by 
Table 3.3. Man hours spent in secondary agricultural 
production, -wages per hour, and market 















7 527 160 Co .82 6 562.2 
8 2,748 526 li50.83 $2,707.9 
9 1,055 162 5f0.46 ? 557.4 
10 899 213 $0.76 842.6 
11 281 67 CO • o S 302-6 
12 312 87 :;-0.92 368.1 
u .s. 5,820 1,215 - - $5,340.8 
•'^ Hourly rates differ from those in Table -52, because 
relatively more hours were devoted to livestock production 
in states v/ith high wage rates. 
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live5j"tock in each region, rrther t;hc?.n by adjur^tinent, of per-
sonfi.1 returns from agricultural production. In retro!?pect, 
it appears that enrninrs on cepital invested in secondary 
a{;;riculture should have been allocated to households at the 
market rate, since labor v;s.s assumed to have earned the 
market rate. Use of this procedure v;ould have had some effect 
upon the input coefi'icients and interdependence coefficients, 
since it v^ould have required small reductions in the value of 
feeds fed intra-regionally • 
Little lrn].:)ortance is attached to the entries in the 
household row, columns 1 to 12, Table 6. The data of Tables 
32 and 33 are more useful, since they account for hours and 
wage rates. Comparison of Table 6 and Table 32 indicates Miat 
farm operators in sectors 1, 5, and 6 may have worked for 
less than the market v/age rate in 194G. Hov.'ever, that con­
clusion rests upon the assumption that labor spent in second­
ary production Just earned the market v.'ape, and thnt other 
input estimates are accurate. An estimate of realized net 
incomes of farm operators in 1949 (012,718 million) plus 
wages paid farm laborers (;ii;2,867 milliozi) equals ^ 15, 585 
million, or 111 percent of the returns allocated farm opera­
tors and laborers in Table 6 (^ 13,996 million). This suf^ -
t^estG a slight over-estimate of other input costs and conse­
quently a low estimate of personal returns-
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Industry sectors 
Compensation of employees, includinr v/ap,eR, salaries, 
and supplements made up 68 percent of personal income in 
1949 (58). Thus the index of v;ap'es fud s.-laries paid in 
1949, basis 1947, as computed from conipprative d^ta in (59), 
could be used to adjust 194? Bureau of Labor Statistics fip:-
ures (61) for use in this stud.v . Inuustries - ere Identified 
as accurately as possible under two separate classification 
systems, end rough indexes computed for sectors 13 to 17 of 
this study. The procedure assumed that the minor components 
of individual income from industry sectors (rents, dividends, 
etc.) changed in the sa/ne proportion as v;age incomes. Re­
sulting entries for the household row of Table 6 were n4,916, 
ii)5,l28, v2,417, :1;9,217, and .•;2,9i34 million for sectors 13 to 
17, respectively. The residual entry for sector 18, computed 
by subtracting all other househo3.d rovj entries, v;as cl32,506. 
None of these household row entries v;ere used in Table 6, be­
cause of the adjustment of personal returns to equate inputs 
and outputs for each industry sector. 
Instead, a procedure v/as adopted similar to that used 
earlier for primary agriculture sectors. The total output 
and non-labor Inputs of each sector were assumed correctly 
estimated, and the entries in row 21, columns 13 to 18, 
Taole 6, were made to equate total inputs to total outputs 
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for each sector. These adjuctraents raised total personnl 
income about 1 percent above the Commerce Department estimate 
for 1949 (5B). 
Entries in the Government Column 
Explanations of entries in the government column, rows 
1 to 12, Table 6, are found under agriculture explanations. 
Industry sales-to government vjere not included in ecrlior 
sections because they can be treated more adequately as a 
unit. Total government expenditures for 1949 v^ ere f?bout '"60 
billion (58), includinf^; subsidies, transfers and purchases 
of goods tmd servicer;. Of this total, .',;i,84£ million wps 
accounted for as purchases from primary agriculture. 
Government purchases from industry are potentially highly 
unstable. They are not necessarily similar from year to year 
because of policy changes, war needs, nature of delivery 
schedules, and other factors. Too, the absence of a govern­
ment depreciation account in national income statistics means 
thst all expenditures are treated as current, even though they 
might represent capital buildup, say of jet bombers or federal 
highways, nodificatlons were made for the 1947 study, which 
the investigators in charge considered appropriate to make 
government expenditure data comparable with the current 
account data of intermediate sectors (32). Since government 
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services in 1949, including size and operations of the armed 
forces (41) v;ere similar to those of 1947, the deta from the 
1947 table (61) were used for 1949 estimates. The alternative 
to the procedure above v/as to use d' ta in the form of Treasury 
statements, reports of operating agencies, and others, v;hich 
would have required resources as great as the total resources 
available for this study. 
For sectors 13 to 17, minor adjustments for concept were 
required in the 1947 data, all involving purchases from food 
processing sectors Instead of from ap;riculture sectors, as 
done in the earlier otudy (51). Adjustment of the level of 
government expenditure for "purchases from business" was made 
using an index derived from national income statistics (58). 
Totals appear as rowa 13 to 17, column 20, Table 6. 
Government purchases from foreign trade v;ere explained 
under the output of sector 19, and consisted of purchases 
abroad. Purchases of Individual services by government v;ere 
defined as wage and salary payments, §19,348 million, net 
transfer payments, ;];il,622 million, and net interest, !:!'2,298 
million (58). 
